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ABSTRACT 
Segal algebras and homogeneous Banach algebras, which are 
generalj~_ations of the group algebra L1 (G) of a compact, or locally 
compact abelian group G, have been studied in Reiter [l], [2], [3], 
Burnham [l], [2], [3]; and Wang [l]. 
(v) 
In chapter 3 of this thesis a generalized notion of homogeneous 
Banach space over a compact group is considered. No multiplication is 
assumed. If B denotes such a space then an operator* may be defined 
from ·M(G) x B to B so that it corresponds to the convolution product 
in familiar cases. Then 
1 im 11 kn * b - b II B - 0 
n-+ oo 
f2r any b E 6 and any approximate identity (k ) N of L 1 (G). 
n nE In 
fact this property is characteristic of homogeneous Banach spaces amongst 
~hose which are translation invariant. It is the basic tool used to 
study homogeneous Banach spaces. 
Chapters 4 and 5 consiLer, in detail, the family ~ of homoge~-
eous E~nach s~aces of pseudomeasures defined on a compact group. In 
chapter 4 the elements B of ~ are characterized by means of norms 
-defined on a family of trigonometric polynomials, and also by certain 
subspaces of ~(I(G)) which are identified with B*. If B is also a 
subspace of M(G) then it is a homogeneous convolution algebra; these 
algebras are the subject of chapter 5. 
A complete description of the homogeneous subalgebras of Ll(G) 
is easily given. It is proved that the closed two-sided and closed left 
ideal theory of a homogeneous convolution Banach algebra B is precisel y 
the same as that of one of the homogeneous subalgebras of Ll(G). More-
0ver, an explicit representation of the ideals is given. One is also 
given for the *-representations of any symmetric B again the 
picture is similar to that of one of the synunetric l1omogeneous sub-
algebras of Ll(G). 
The seemingly disjoint second chaF~er considers a problem 
(vi) 
concerning weighted subspaces of dome pointwise algebras of integrable 
functions defined on a compact abelian group G. T~is problem leads to 
,. 
the study of the tensor algebras C(G) ® C(G) , where G is now a 
F1 F2 
coI"pact group and Fi, F2 are subsets of r(G). These algebras are 
homogeneous convolution Banach algebras in l8h. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
(1.1) Intro~uction 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce, for the sake of 
completeness, those concepts of the basic theory of the harmonic 
analysis of compact groups that will be used in the sequel. I do not 
claim that my treatment is nearly exhaustive, and I urge the rPader to 
consider my principal references which are Hewitt and Ross [l] and 
Edwards [l]. As I shall refer to these books many times in the text 
I will denote them by [HR] and [E] respectively; all other references 
will be cited in full as Edwards [2], Varopoulos [l], etc. 
1. 
The last two sections of this chapter are more specialized. The 
first of these, §(1.5), introduces the proj2ctive tensor product of 
some spaces 0£ continuous functions defined on a compact group. The 
study of this form of tensor ~reduct became an important part of the 
theory of Harmonic Analysis in 196J. In Varopoulos [2] and [3] the 
author used the tensor produc~ to obtain a simplified proof of 
Malliavin's result conc~rning sets of spectral synthesis (see Malliavin 
[l]). The formal theory of tensor products is covered in great detail 
ifi Grothendieck [l] and Schwartz [l]. For some of its applications to 
Harmonic Analysis see Varopoulos [l]. The final section, §(1.6), gives 
some background defini~ions ~nd preliminary results concerning the 
operational calculus of Banach algebras. The operational calculus is 
the study of the map which takes some analytic complex functions into 
the algebra of locally analytic f~nctions with domain and range in the 
Banach algebra being studied. See Hille and Phillips [l]. Some 
- applications of this theory to certa~n homogeneous Banach algebras will 
be given in §{5.5). 
(1.2) Preliminaries and Notation 
(1.2.1) Assume G is a group. We denote the group operations multi-
plicatively. A topology on G is compatible with the group structure 
if the map (x,y) ~ xy- 1 of G x G to G is continuous. A gr~up with 
a compatible topology is a topoZ_ogicaZ group. It is often unnecessary 
to mention the topology explicitly, and .so we will speak of a topological 
group G. 
The topological group G is called ZocaZZy compact (compact, 
Hausdorff) iff G is locally compact (compact, Hausdorff) as a 
topol_ogical space. 
Let {G1,~, Gn} be a finite set of topological groups. Let 
G1 x ••• x Gn denote the Cartesian product of these groups. If it is 
b~dowed with the natural multiplication and the Cartesian product 
topology then G1 x ••• x Gn is a topological group (see (6.2) of [HR]). 
If the G. 's are all locally compact (compact, Hausdorff) then so too is 
1. 
G1 x ••• x Gn (see (6.4) of [HR]) and if the Gi's are all abelian so 
too is. their product (see (6. 5) of [HR]). 
(1.2.~) Let G be a compact_ group. Then C(G) denotes the set of 
continuous complex-valued functions defined on G; it is a linear 
space which may be nonned by putting 
II flL)O = sup If (x) I for each f E C(G). 
XEG 
The endomorphism* of C(G) is defined by 
f* (x) for each x E G, and each f E C(G). 
.Then under the opP::ations of pointw.ise multiplicatior. and *, C (G) is a 
Banach *-a_lgebra. We denote by M (G) the space of continuous linear 
2 • 
3. 
functionals defined on C{G). The Riesz Representation theorem {(14.10) 
of [HR]) asserts that M{G) may be identified with ~he space of regular 
Borel measures on G; the value of the linear functional µ E M(G) at 
the point f E C{G) being given by µ{f) = J fdµ. WHh the nonn 
11 µ II 1 = sup I µ { f) I for eacl1 µ E M { G) ' 
llfl! ~l 
co 
M(G) becomes a Banach space. The map* defined on M(G) by 
µ*(f) = µ(f*) for all f E C(G) and µ E M(G) 
is a continuous endomorphism of M(G). 
(1.2.3) If f E C(G) and x E G, the left x-translate xf of f is 
defined by 
for all y E G. 
The right x-translate fx is similarly defined and shares t~e following 
properties_ given for left translation. Let f E C (G) and x E G, then 
xf is an element of C(G) and .llxflLX) = llfllro· For each f E C(G) the 
map defined by 
L( x) for each x E G 
is uniformly continuous from G to C ('G) · (see (20. 4) of [HRJ). 
If µ E M (G) and XE G, the left x-transl~~e X i.: of µ is 
defined by 
= for all f £ C (G) • 
(We s~milarly define the right x-tru.nslate µx of µ). Then xµ is an 
element of M(G) and llxµll 1 = 11µ11 1• However, we note that there 
exists µ E M(G) (for exarr~le µ = o1) such that the map 2efined by 
for all X E G 
is not continuous from G to M(G). As we shall see in §(3.3) this 
means that tb~ Banach suace M (G) if. not homogeneous while the Banach 
space C(G) is. 
4. 
(1.2.4) T~ere exists a unique regular, no:rmalized, left-invariant 
positive measure AG on G which is called the Haar measure on G (see 
(15.8) of [HR]). If G is compact then AG is also right invariant 
and satisfies 
= for all f E C(G). 
Since AG is unique we will often omit the subscript G in the text 
unless there is possible confusion. So the Haar measure will be 
denoted by A. 
Let p E [l,oo]. will den~te the usual LP spaces 
with respect to the measure A. The clements of Lp(G) are equivalence 
classes of functions (functions which are equal almost everywhere) which 
are 
th p power integr?ble or essentially bounded in the case p = 00 • 
The norm on Lp(G} is defined by 
= if p E [l, 00 ) 
or llfll = A.-Pss sup lf(x) I. 
00 
XEG 
LP (G) ~ L q (G} C (G) 00 As A (G) = 1, we have for p 2: q. Also ~ L (G) 
and L 1 (G)t\ ~ M (G} • Let g E L 1 (G} • Then g dete:rmines a measureµ by 
µ(f) = f fgdA. for each f E C (G). 
(1.2.5) Let v and µ be ~lernents of M(G}. Their convolution 
product v * µ is defined by 
V * µ ( f) v(x -+ µ ( f) ) X for each 
5. 
f E C(G). 
With corL,·olution as multiplication and involution given by * (see (1 . 2 .2)) 
M(G) is a Banach *-algebra (see (19.6) of [HR]). 
For f and g elements of L1 (G), their convolution product ma y 
be expressed by 
f * g (y) = f f (x) xg (y) d,\ (x) for each y t G. 
Each of the spaces Lp(G), 1 ~ p < 00 and C(G) is an M(G) convolut i on 
module; moreover each is also a convolution Banach *-algebra (with 
involution defined by* in (1.2.3)). 
[l,oo] let- p' satisfy 1 1 = 1 (p' = 1 if p = oo) • For p E -+ p' . ) \> ·t 00 p e.ncx pl -= 00 I~ ~ ·= i \ 
' Then /\ LP (G) is the dual space of LP(G) ~ The duality l.S given by 
= f fcjd,\ for all 
!1.2.6) Unles2 G is finite, the convolution algebras Lp(G), l ~ p ~ 00 , 
and C(G) do not possess an identity. (However, 1.n M(G), the measure 
µ = o1 (o 1 (f) = f(l) for all f E C(G)) acts as the identity.) It is 
often possible to use instead an approximate identity. This, in L1 (G), 
is =-. sequence (k) of integrable functions satisfying 
n nt:N 
(a)· sup II kn 111 < 00 
nEN 
(b) lirn f kn(x) d,\(x) = l 
n-+oo 
l 
(c) lim fikn(x) llG\N(x) d11.(x) = 0 
n-+oo 
for every neighbourhood N of 1 in G. (For any subset U of G, 
10 is the function defined by Il0 (x) = 1 if x Eu and ! 0 (x) = O 
elsewhere. It is called the indicator function of C .) 
More will be said about approximate identities in (1.4.4). 
6. 
All of the results containea in §(1.2) are welt known. For a more 
complete treatment the reader is referred to [HR] or [E]. 
(1.3) Representation Theory 
(1.3.1) Assume H is a complex Hilbert space. Then B(H) denotes the 
linear space of all bounded operators on H; it may be normed by putting 
for each TE B(H). 
A representation U of a corrpact group G on H is a continuous homo-
morphism of G . into the multiplicative group of invertible operators i n 
B(H), nonned qua subspace of B(H). If U(x) is a unitary operator for 
each x E G then the representation U is called unitary. The 
dimension of the representation U is defined to be the dimension of H 
which may be infinite. 
(1.3.2) Two representations of G; U1 acting on H1 and U2 on H2, 
are called equivalent iff there exis~s a linear homeomorphisrnlof H1 into 
H2 such that 
TU1(x) = U2(x)T for each xEG~ 
If U1 and U2 are unitary representations then they are called 
unitarily equivalent iff the linear homeomorphism T may be chosen to 
be an 1.sometry. 
The representation U of G is called irreducible iff the only 
closed lir..2ar subspaces of H which are invariant under the action of 
U(x) for each x E G ~re {O} and H. Otherwise, U is said to be 
reducible. In this case it is easily seen that there exists a proper 
subspace H0 ':'If H for which the ort-l1,)gonal projection Pf-lo 
onto Ha commutes with dll U(x) for x E G. 
of H 
7. 
The study of the representation theory of compact groups is 
simplified by the following results. First, every finite dimensional 
representation of a compact group is equivalent to a finite dim2nsional 
unitary representation (see page 431 of Naimark [l]). Next, every 
irreducilile unitary representation of a compact group is finite 
dimensional (see (22.13) of [HR]). Finally, &ny two equivalent finite 
dimensional irreducible representations of a compact group are unitarily 
equivalent (see (22.13) of [HR]). 
(1.3.3) For a compact group G we denote by L(G) the set of 
equivalence classes of irreducible unitary rep~esentations of G (see 
(27.2) of [HR]). Thus each a E L(G) is a set of representations of 
G, and consists of all representations that are equivalent to some fixed 
representation. We shall frequently write 
the set a . For a fixed cr E L{G), all u 
a 
U for a repl.\~sentation in 
a 
in a operate on Hilbert 
spaces of the same f ini tc. dimension. Let d
0 
denote this dimension. 
7he Gelfand-Raikov theorem (see (22.12) of [HR]) asserts that 
there exist sufficiently many irreducible representations of a compact 
group G to separate the points of G. 
(1.3.4) Let G be a compact group, let cr be any element of L(G) 
and let ucr E cr. Assume ucr operates on the Hilbert space Ha. Then, 
for each ~'~ E H0 , the map given by 
for all x E G (1) 
8. 
is a continuous complex valued function on G. (Note that this not~~ion 
differs slightly from that of {HR1, but the differences are minor 
because <s, Uo(x) s> = < Uo(x) s,~ > for all XE G.) It is easily 
seen th~~ the family of functions having the form (1) depends only on 
the equivalence class to which U0 belongs (see (27.6) of [HR]). 
Therefore for 0 in I: (G) we define T(G){o} as follows. For 
uo E CJ with ua operating on Ha I T (G) {CJ} is the set of all fini"i::e 
complex linear combinations of functions of the form ( 1) • Then T {G) 
is the smallest linear space containing u{T(G){cr} : er E E(G)}. 
Functions in T{G) are called tr-{gonometric polynomials. The linear 
space T{G) is a de~se subalgebra of the convolution Banach algebras 
C (G) and (see 27.39) and (31.4) of [HR]). We 
shall see in (3.3.10) that the density of a family of trigonometric 
rolynomials in a Banach space B is closely related to the continuity 
of the map x ~ xb for each b EB. 
For each finite dimensional representation U of a compact 
grouF G, the map Xu defined by 
x (x) = tr(U(x)) for each x E G 
u 
is a trigonometric polynomial, called the character of U. Two 
representations of G are equivalent iff they have the same character 
-(se·= (27. 32) of [HR]) • So, for each CJ E i'.(G) X I (J will denote the 
character of all the representations U0 in er, and xcr will be called 
an irreducible character. 
Let er and n be elements of I(G). Then we have the following 
orthogonality relations 
d11.(x) = a- 1 a <s 1 ,s 2 > o crn 
for all s1 ,s1 E Her and for all S2 ,r;2 E Hn (see (27 .18)° of [HR]). 
(here 8 = 1 if a=$ and O oth~rwise). 
a$ 
In particular, 
f X (x) X (x) dA(x) cr n = 8 crn 
9 . 
(1.3.5) Let {U. : i EI} be a set of representations of the compact 
1. 
group G. For each i EI, U. 
1. 
acts on the Hilbert space H .• 
1. 
Then 
the direct sum e U. of the representations 1.n this set is defined by l. 
iEI 
[ 
EB U !l (x) = EB Ui (x) for each X E G • 
: iEI j iEI 
It is a representation of G which operates on the Hilbert space 
i EI 
Every representation of a compact group G may be uniquely decomposed 
into a direct sum of irreducible representations of G (see (27.44) of 
[HR]) • 
Let {U1, -·-, Un} be a finite set of representations of the 
compact group G. For each i E {l, ~, n}, Ui acts on !i . . l. Then 
n 
X 
e u. 1. 
i=l, -,n 
= I xu . . 
i=l l. 
Let H1 ® H2 denote the Hilbert space tensor product of H1 and H2 
(see D15 of [HR]). For each x E G, U1 (x) ® U2 (x) is a continuous 
endomorphism of H1 ® H2 ; hence there exists a unique conti~uous 
• • linear extension U1 (x) ® U2 (x) which is an endomc~phisIT of H1 0 H2 • 
The tensor product 
defined by 
... 
ul ® u2 of the representations and u2 is 
= for each x E G. 
It 1.s a representation of G which operates on the Hilbert spac~ 
Hl ® H2 (see (27.33) of [HR]). If ul and u2 are fiP~te dimensional 
= and so we will write for the tensor 
product of LJ 1 and LJ2 • In this case, 
= xu . xu . 
l 2 
The definition of the tensor producL can obviously be extended to any 
finite family of representations of G. 
(1.3.6) Let {G1 , ~ . , Gn} be a set of compact groups. For each 
[ 
® U0 .J (x) 
l$i$n 1 
= 
Define ® LJ0 . to be the .~ap l$i~ l 
u(J (x.) i l for X = (Xl, - , ~) 
10. 
of Gl X • • • X Gn into Bf® 
ll$i$n H0J · Then ® ua. lS an irreducible 
representation of 
ation of • • • 
Hence 
1:::;i$n l 
Gl X • • • X Gn. Moreover, every irreducible represent-
X G 
n is eq·:tivalent to a representation of this form. 
I: ( G 1 x • • • ~< Gn ) 
(see (27.43) of [HR]). Also 
n 
X - nx 
i=l 0 i 
(1.3.7) It is a consequence of Schur's lemma (see (27.9) of [HR]) that 
every irreducible representation of a compacL abelian group G is one 
dimensional. If cr E I:(G) and U E cr operates on the one dimensional 
Hilbert space H0 then 
U(x) for all x E G 
where Id0 denotes the identity endo~orphism o± H0 and x is a 
. ' 
~ultiplicative character of C. The character of U is precisely X· 
11. 
Hence E(G) may be identified with t h e multiplicative group of c h a Y~cters 
of G (denoted by X and called the dual group). 
If . G is not abelian then I(G) cannot be given the structure 
of a grrup (see (27.34) and (27.35) of [HR]). 
The Pontryagin duality theorem asserts that if G is an abelian 
group then it is the dual group of its dual group X. 
(1.3.8) Let G be a compact group and cr any element of its ducil 
object E(G). Then there is a generalization of a classical theorem of 
Burnside which asserts that the linear span of {U0 (x) : x E G} is all 
of B(H0 ) for each elewqnt U0 of cr which operates on H0 , and in 
particular, there are linearjyindependent operators among the 
U0 (x) 's (see (38.32) of [HR]). 
(1.3.9) We complete this section on representation theory by 
introducing the notion of a *-representation of a Banach *-algebra B. 
This thP-ory is well set out in §21 of [HR]; see also the references 
contained in that section. 
A *-representation R of the Banach *-algebra B in the complex 
Hilbe ... :t space H is a continuous homt1iomorphism from B to B (H) that 
preserves involution. The notions of equivalence, irreducibility and o f 
unitary representations are as in (1.3.11 and (1.3.2). 
It is a consequence of (22.3) in [HR] that each representation U 
of the compact group G which operates on the Hilbert space H induces 
a *-representation R of 2 Banach *-algebra B of measures on G by 
means of the relationship 
for eachµ EB. 
= 
\ U0 (x)t;./ dµ(x) for all 
In general, however, not all *-representations of B 
12. 
may be obtained by means of this type of relationship. In (22.7) of 
[HR] there is an example of a family of subalgebras of M(G) for which 
every *-representation is determined by a representation of G. 
We will see in theorem (5.6.9) another excu11ple of a family of algt~r iras 
which also has this property. 
(1.4) Fourier Transforms 
(l.~-.1) Let G be a compact group. Before introcucing the idea of 
the Fourier transform of a measure µ E M(G) we introduce certain 
spaces which will be needed. 
Let F be a subset of L(G), and let a E F. We fix a 
representation Ua Ea, and assume it operates on the Hilbert space Ha. 
Then define ~(F) by 
~ (F) = TI B <Ha> . 
aEF 
For 1 ~ p < 00 , §P(F) denotes the subspace of §(F) consisting of 
those A= (Aa)aEF for which 
(see appendix D of [HR] for a definition_ of the <Pp-norms on B (H)) •· 
00 
For p = 00 , ~ (F) denotes the subspace of ~(F) consisting of those 
A= (Aa)aEF for which 
. 
. a E F} < 00 , 
(see (1.3.1) for the definition of IITII in B(H)). 
We will also need to use the subspaces ~00 (F) and ~0 (F) given by 
~oo(F) = {A= (Aa>aEF in ~(F) : {o E F: Aa ~ O} is finite} 
~0 (F) = {A= (Acr)
0
\: F in ~(F) : for all£> o, · {oEF :l]A0 II ~ s} 
is finite} . 
13. 
Then, for p ~ q, ~00 (F) ~ ~p(F) ~ ~q(F) ~ ~0 (F) ~ ~ 00 (F). For l ~ p ~ oo, 
- - -
(~p (F), II IIJ is a Ban.:1ch *-algebra when multiplication by scalar, 
addition, multiplication and the adjoint of an element are defined co-
ordinatewise (see (28.25) and (28.26) of [HR]). 
For 1 ~ p < c;; the linear space ~p(F)* of continuous linear 
~p (F) 
I 1 1 functionals on is ~p (F) where -+ = 1 . The duality is p p' 
given by 
I for all in I ~p (F) 
OEF 
and all A2 - (A2 ) in f (F) ,. 
a OEF 
(see (28.28) of [H~]). 
If G is an abelian group thP-
= 
spaces are precisely the 
familiar zP spaces. 
(1.4.2) We preserve the notation of (1.4.1). Let p E M(G). The 
Fourier transform µ C't µ is defined by 
dµ (x) -for . all 
for each a E L(G). 
(This definition differs sl_ightly from the corresponding definition in 
(HRJ, but the difference ic purely formal and so is of no real 
consequence.) " Clearly µ is an element of ~(r(G)). We will sometimes 
write 
µ (a) f ua (x) dµ (x) for each a E L(G) 
14. 
where the integral is a Bochner integral (see Edwar.ds [ 1], §8 .14) . 
We emphasize the definition of the Fourier transform depends on 
the initial choice of U 's a . However, as it is seen in (28.37) of [HR], 
many o~ the useful properties of Fourier transforms remain unchanged by 
different choices of U 's a . For that reason, we will asswne the 
to be fixed from this point on. 
U 's a 
If Bis any subset 0£ 
then BF denotes the set 
M (G) and F is a subset of L (G) 
BF = · {µEB : suppµ c F} . 
The map 
... 
µ + µ is a norm-decreasing (in the wide sense) *-isomorphism 
of M(G) into ~00 (E(G)). It induces a norm-decreasing *-isomorphism of 
L1 (G) onto a dense subalgebra of §O(E(G)), (see (28.40) of [HR]), and 
an inner-procuct preserving linear map of L2 (G) onto § 2 (E(G)), (see 
A 
(28.43) of [HR]). For each f E L1 (G), {cr E E(C): f(cr) ~ O} is 
countable ( see ( 28. 40) of [HR]) . Finally, we note that for each a E E ( G) 
the map µ + µ(cr) is a *-representation of M(G) in B(H0 ) (see 
(28. 36) of [HP.]) and that it induces an isomorphism between T (G){cr} and 
3(H0 ), (see (28.39) of [HR]). 
(1.4.3) Let G be a compact group. Then A(G) denotes the set of 
f ~ L1 (G) such that f E ~ 1 (E(G)). In fact A(G) is a subset 0f C(G) 
and is isomorphic to ~l(E(G)). It becomes a Banach *-algebra with the 
structure induced by The dual space of ~1(1:(G)) is 
00 § (1:(G)) 
(see (1.4.1)); we will let PM(G) denote the dual space of A(G). 




EI(G) of ~00 (E(G)) which is defined by 
= 
for all ~,s E H0 and for all cr E E(G), (cf. the def~nition of the 
Fourier transform of a measure µ, (l.4.2)). We will call 
,.., 
s the 
Fourier transform of s and we note that the duality between PM(G) 
and A(G) is given by 
(s, f) = for all SE PM(G) and f E A(G) 
(see (1.4.1) for the definition of <s, t) ). 
Every element of ~00 ( E (G)) determines a distinct continuous linear 
functional of A(G). 
The elements of PM(G) are called pseudomeasures; they have 
been extensively studied when G = T in Kahane [l]. 
As in (1.4.2), if B is any subset of PM(G) and F is a 
subset of E(G) then BF denotes the set 
= 
,.., 
{ S E B : supp s c F} • 
If SE PM(G) and x E G then the left x-translate xs of s is 
defined by 
XS (f) = s ( f) 
x-1 
for all f E A(G). 
15. 
(1) . 
(We could similarly define the right x-translate Sx of S .) Ti1en xs 
is an element of PM {G) and II ::{S II PM = ll S II PM • 
RefeTring back to (1) 1 a subset F of I(G) is called a 
Sidon set if C(G)F is a subset of A(G), or equiv2lently if there 
exists a constant K such that 
(see (37.2) of [HR]). 
(1.4.4) Let ZM(G) denote {µ E M(G) : µ * v = V. * µ for all v E M(G)}. 
The elements of ZM(G) are called central measures, and ?M(G) is 
16. 
called tP~ centre of M(G). It is shown in (28.48) of [HR] that an 
element µ of M(G) ~s central iff 
" µ (o) = a.(µ,o) Id0 for each o E L(G), 
where Id
0 
denotes the identity map on H
0 
and a.(µ,o) is a complex 
number depending on µ and o . 
In the text we will make particular use of the fact that there 
exists an approxirr.ate identity (k ) N of L1 (G), (see (1.2.6) for the 
n nE 
definition) which possesses the additional property that for each n EN 
k is a central non-negative trigonometric polynomial of unit norm in 
n 
L 1 ( G) , ( see ( 2 8. 5 3) of [P.R]) . 
(1.5) Tensor Algebras 
(1.5.1) In Chapter 2 we will dtudy the space formed by the projective 
tensor product of certain closed subspaces of C(G). The concept of 
tensor products of vector spaces has been fully described in, for 
example, Schwartz [l] or Grothendieck [l]. 
If E 1 and E2 are v2ctor spaces, we shall denotE.~ their 
tensor product by E1 © E2 and the tensor product of two elements 
these elements el © e2 . If H1 and H2 ..are also vector spaces and 
Tl is a linear map from E1 to H1, T2 from E2 to H2, then the 
tensor product T = Tl© T2 is the linear map from E1 ® E2 to H1 ® 
that takes each el ® e2 to Tl (el) ® T2(e2). 
When E1 and E2 are norrn~d spaces, we can give E1 ® E2 the 
projective norm; its completion for this norm .l.S denoted by E1 " ® E2. 
If Hl and H2 are also normed and Tl and - ':22 are continuous then 
"' 
H2 
the linear map Tl© T2 exte:1ds by continuity to a linear map Tl ® Tz 
from E1 ® E2 to H1 ® H2 SC that II T1 ® T2 II ~ II T1 II II T 211 . 
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If E1 and E2 are Banach spaces then every element e EE= E1 ® t 2 
can be represented as 
with ~ E E1 , Yn E E2 and I II~ 11 1 IIYn 112 finite. 
nE N · 
Moreover, 
llellE = inf I llxnll 1 11Ynll 2 
nE N 
taken over all such representations. 
It will be useful for us to note that if E1 and E2 are 
Banach spaces and T is a continuous bilinear functional on E1 x E2 
then there exists a unique bounded linear functional T of E1 © E2 
snch that 
(a) = and 
and Cb> 11 T 11 
"' Conversely, evt:ry bounded linear functional of E 1 ® E2 determines a 
ccntinuous b:linear functional of E1 x E2 • 
(1.5.2) Now let G be a compact group and let E1 , E2 be Banach 
spa,::es of continuous complex-valued func-c.ions on G. Then each 
element f ® g E E1 ® E2 may be identified with the complex-valued 
function f ® g: (x, y) ~ f(x) g(y) on G x G, so E1 ® E2 is 
the space of functions of the form 
(x, y) 
n 
I fi<x> gi<Y> , 
i=l 
a vect0·: subspace of C (G x G). The natural mapping of E1 ® E2 (with 
its projective norm) into C(G x G) is continuous, linear, and of 
norm at most 1. Hence it extends to a continuous, linear, norm-
decreasing map J of E1 ® E2 into C(G x G). Then the element 
is mapped to the continuous function 
(x, y) ~ l fn(x) gn(y) . 
nE N 
By theoreme 3 of Schwartz [l], Expose 14, J is an injection iff E2 
has the Banach approximation property (the identity mapping on E2 is 
the limit, uniformly on compact sets, -of operators of finite rank). 
18. 
If J is an injection then E1 ® E2 is the space of continuous 





= inf \ llf II Ilg II l n 1 n 2 
nE N 
where the inf is taken over all such representations . 
. Because E1 ® E2 is a dense subspace of E1 ® E2 , the ~pace of 
all h E C(G x G) which may be represented as a fi~ite sum of elements 
f ® g is a dense subspace of E1 ® E2 . 
(1.5.3) We shall be interested in the case E2 is a Banach space of 
continuous complex-valued functions on G which also satisfies (P): 
There exists an approximate identity (kn)nEN in L1 (G), (see (1.2.6 )) 
for which each kn E T (G), and which satisfies 
lim 11 kn * f - f 11 2 = O for all f E E2 • 
n-r oo 
LEMMA : Let E be a Banach space cf continuous complex-valued 
functions on G such -that II f II E ~ K II f I L:o for a.l i f E E • Then E 
rzas the Banach apprcxiniation property if it satisfies (P). 
Proof . For each n EN define the map Tn from E to E by -
19. 
Tn (f) = ~ * f for all f E E • Then the image of Tn' im Tn' l.S finite 
dimensional and by (P) 
lim II Tnf - f IIE = 0 . (1) 
n-+oo 
But 
lim = 0 
n-roo 
so necessarily by (1) 
lim II Tn - Id !I = 0 
n-+oo 
and E possesses the Banach approximation property. D 
(1.5.4) Let G be a compact abelian group, and F 1 , F2 be subsets of 
X (see (1.3.7)). Then we obtain the following extension of an 
assert~on made on page 58 of Varcpoulos [l]. - Recall the definition of 
A(G) from (1.4.3), and of A(G)F taken from (1.4.2). 
I 
LEMMA = A(G X G) 
Fl xF2 




where fn E A(G)F and g ~ A(G)F, and 
1 n 2 
20. , 
For each n EN, assume that 
where 
From (1) 









( a (n) .) E tl (F2) • µn F nE 2 
® 
[ l an <x) Sn (n) ]. X ® n . 
nEN 
( 1) 






h - I a(x,n)x ® n 
(x,n)EF1XF2 
( r.(X n)) E nl(Fl x F2)• 
u. '· ()FF )I.., X,n E lx 2 
For each n E F 2 write 
f 
n 
= l a(x,n>x, 
XEFl 
fn E A(G) . F 1 
Hence 
l 11 f n 11 A II n I l A ~ 11 h I l A O But f n 
nEF2 
I 
is non-zero for at most a 
countable subset of F2 (see (1.4.2)). Hence h E A(G)F ® A(G)F. 1 2 0 
21. 
(1.6) Banach Algebras and the Operational ·calculus 
The material presented in this section is well known. See, for 
example, Chapter 24 of Hille and Phillips [l], and the references given 
there. The results summarized her9. have been present~d only because 
each will be used, particularly in §(5.5). 
(1.6.1) We assume B is a Banach algebra which is not taken to be 
cornr.:utative or to possess an identity. For elements b,c of B, the 
aross product is defined by bx c = b + c - be. 
If bx c = O then b is called right reversible with right reverse c, 
and c is left reversible with left reverse b. If bx c = O = c x b 
then b(c) is reversible with reverse c (b). Reverses are necessarily 
unique. If B does contain an identity e then the element b of B 
is invertible iff (e - b) is reversible and the reverse o= e - b is 
e - If we adjoin an identity to B in the usual way then reverses 
in B correspond to inverses in the extended algebra with identity. 
The element b of B is left reversible if and only if for each 
maximal ideal M of B there exists ar. element .... of · B _ such that 
" 
b + C - C * b is in M, (see theorem (1.1.8) of Larsen [ l]) . A similar 
characterization is possible for right reversible elc."rrents of B • 
{1.6.2) The set C of complex numb~rs .may be partitioned intc two-
disjoint pieces 8(b) and a(b) corresponding to ~ny be B; 8(b) is 
called the dissolvent set of b and a(b) the speatrwn of b. If 
b ~ 0 then a(b) is a compact, non-empty subset of C. The non-zero 
complex number s is in 8(b) iff s- 1b is reversible; s = 0 is an 
element of 8(b) iff there exists c, f EB such that 
f 2 = f, cf= fc = c, bf= fb = b 
and 
be - f - cb . 
If s E o(b)\{O} then the reverse of s-lb is denoted by 
o (E,;, b) and is callc.,:.1_ the dis solvent of b ; if O E o (b) then 
0(0, b) = f. 
If G contains an identity c then for any element b of B 
the spectra a(b) and cr(b) (cr(b) = {E,; EC : ~e - b is singular}) 
are identical except ~erhaps for s = 0 which may be an element of 
cr(b)\a(b). This occurs iff 0(0, b) ~ e. For any s E a(b)\{O} 
(se - b)- 1 = s- 1e - s-1o(E,;, b) • 
Hence 
(1.6.3) b + f,;D(f,;, ~) = bD(f,;, b) - D(s, b)b for all s E o(b). 
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(1.6.4) Assume q> 1s a function with domain and image in the Banach 
space B. In (3.17) of Hille-Phillips [l] the authors define ~ to be 
analytic in the open subset 6 of the domain of ~ if it is single 
valued, locally bounded (in the usual sense) and Gateaux differentiable 
in 6 • The authors observe that :!.f 6 is not connected then ~ will, 
. 
in general, define distinct analytic functions (in a sense compatible 
with the definition of Weierstrass) on distinct components. This 
distinction is made by calling~ locally analytic in 6. 
The main concern 1n the theory of the operational calculus is 
the s~udy of the mapping of locally-analytic complex-valued functions 
into the set of locally ana~ytic functions with domain and image in B. 
(1.6.5) Let ~ be a neighbourhood of zero in C , and let ~ be a 
complex-valued function which is locally analytic on 6. If p 1s 
the radius of the largest ball centred on zero 1n 6 then 
for Is I < P • 
23. 
The principal extension of ¢ to B, which will also be denoted ¢, is 
defined by 
¢(b) = l 
nE N n! 
for < p • 
In order to extend ¢ further (that is, to define ¢ on a 
larger subset of B than {b E B : 11 b 11.s < p}) it is necessary tu 
introduce the notion of an oriented envelope r of a compact subset~ 
of 6 with respect to ¢, (see (5.2) of Hille and Phillips [l]). 
Basically 6 is the oriented boundary of some open set n satisfying 
~ c Q c 6 • For each .\ E Q the integral 
1 
27Ti I ¢ (F,;) F,; - .\ 
-r 
df,; 
exists and is independent of T' l if A E ~ • It is this integral which 
will enable further .extension of ¢, (see (1.6.6)). 
(1.6.6) Recall the definition of a(b) for any b EB from (1.6.2). 
Define CB (6) to be 
e B (6) = {b E B : a (b) c 6} 
and S, B (6) to be the principal component of CB (6) . 
-It is a consequence of the theory of focally analytic fun~tions 
that the principal extension of ¢ defined in (1.6.5) may be uniquely 
extended to S:, 8 (6) in B, (see (3.18) of Hille ·and Phillips [1]). We 
will also call this extension principal. 
If ¢(0) = O, then for each element b of e 8 (6) the integral 
1 
27Ti f ¢ (A) D (A, b) ~A r b (1) 
crb is an oriented envelope of a(b) with respect to ¢) exists and 
24. 
coincides with the principal extension ~f ¢ on ~B(6). In fact, it is 




from C8 (6) into B is locally analytic. 
If B contains an identity element e, we put t 8 (6) equal to 
the set 
For any element b E GB (6) the integral 
1 
27Ti (2) 
(r b 1.s an oriented envelope of cr (b) with respect to ¢ ) exists and 
is equal to the principal extension of ¢ on the principal component of 
Finally we note that it is shown in (24.5.3) of Hille and Phillips 
[l] that if B contains an identity element e and if b EC B ( 6) n GB (6) 
then the integrals (1) and (2) coincide. 
25. 
CHAPTER 2 
BEURLING ALGEBRAS AND TENSOR ALGEBRAS 
(2.1) Introduction 
The work of ~his thesis grew out of a specfic problem described 
below. My first attempts to solve this problem led me to study certain 
tensor algebras; this approach did not, in fact, lead to a ne&~ 
solution but many interesting results appeared on the way. Later I 
realized that these tensor algebras are examples of the homogeneous 
algebras {and of homogeneous spaces if the multiplication is ignored), 
which are defined and extensively studied in Chapters 3-5; examples 
which motivated the work in these chapters. In this chapter I first 
introduce a generalized form of the specific problem; then I describe 
its solution; and finally I present the work on tensor algebras. 
The problem referred to above was concerned with Beurling 
algebras. 
Let ~ be a measurable positive function on R, bou~jed away from 
zero, with the following property 
w{x + n) ~ w{x)w(n) for all x, n E JR • (1) 
Denote by L 1 (R) the space of integrable functions 
w 
f on JR such that 
= J Jf<x> I w(xJaA(xl 
is finite. Then L 1 (JR) , ~quipped with II II , is a Banach algebra under 
w w 
pointwise multiplication; it was studied initially by A. Beurling, 
mainly in unpublished work (see also Beurling [l] and Wenner [l]). 
There is a natural ext~nsion to functions on any locally compact 
group G with dual X whicl, is discussed in Domar [l]. If w is a 
non-negative function defined on X, 1,~-:_, st it necessarily satisfy the 
conditions implied above, that is 
inf w(x) > O and w(x + n) s w(x)w(n) for x,n Ex, 
if Ll(G ) is to be an algebra under pointwise multiplication? 
w 
26. 
Another possible direction of generalization is to restrict the 
functions to some Banach algebra B (under pointwise multiplication) 
of integrable functions on G; tlien the corresponding space B :i..s the 
w 
space of functions f EB for which f lf<x) I w{x)dA{x) is finite. 
The specific problem can now be described in terms of this frame-
work. Take G = lT, the circle group, so that X =Z. Let w = (wn) 
nE?l 
be any sequence of l's and O's, so that w corresponds to the indicator 
function of some subset F of X. Finally take for B the space C(T) 
c~ continuous functions on lr. Then the problem is: what conditions 
on F are equivalent to the condition that is an algebra 
J.11der pointwise multiplication ? In §(2.3) I consider this problem and 
show now it leads to the introduction of the tensor algebras 
C(G)X\F © C(G)~\F and C(G)X'F @: A(G) . 
, F 
First ~owever, in §(2.2) I let G denote a compact abelian 
group and consider under what conditions a non-negative function w 
defined on X has the property that B 
w 
is a subalgebra of B when-
ever B is a Banach algebra similar to L1 (G) (for example, if 
B is either · A (G) or C (G)). The properties which B must have are 
given in (2.2.1). The specific problem described above and considered 
in § (2.3) is completely solved by (2.2.10). The_ principal results in this 
section are (2.2.5) and (2.2.10) in which it is proved that 
subalgebra of B si_f and only if 
w(x + n) s const w(x)w(n) for all x, n E x 
B is a 
w 
(if inf w(x) > Q) I 
XEX 
or if and only if 
B - B or A(G) 
w 
00 (if liminf w(x) = O and w E i (X)). 
XEX 
27. 
Tensor algebras became an important part of Harmonic Analysis in 
1965 when N. Th. Varopoulos used them to produce an entirely new proof 
of Malliavin's theorem (see Malliavin [l]) concerning the existence of 
0be.l1c..n 
sets of non-synthesis in any non-discrete locally compactAgroup. Since 
that time they have been the subject of many papers, bo~h on their own 
account and as related to Fourier algebras (see Varopoulos [l], [2], 
[4], Stegeman [l], Graham [l], [2], [3]). In each of these papers 
the author considers the space C(E) ® C(E) where E is a subset of a 
locally compact abelian group G, and C(E) is the space of continuous 
functions defined on E. Then C(E) ® C(E) is a Banach algebra under 
pointwise multiplication. However, I am interested instead in t~e 
Banach spaces V df C AC F F (G) = (G) ® (G)F where G 1 1 2 Fl 2 is taken to be 
compact and F 1 , F 2 are subsets of its dual space. 1~f G is also 
abelian then it is easily seen that VF F (G) is an algebra under 
l' 2 
pointwise multiplication iff F 1 , F2 are semigroups (see (2.4.1)). But 




( see ( 2 • 4. 2) ) • In § (2.4) I prove that each _possesses the 
properties which will allow me to use it as an example of a Banach 
algebra in iJ h (see (3.4.5) for the definition _of lf3 h). 
In §(2.5) and §(2.6) G is assumed to be abelian. The first of 
these sections is devoted to the question of which non-negative functions 
w defined on Xx X have the property that if . V(G) denotes VX,X(G) 
then V (G) = V (G). In the second I consider the probler;, of estimating 
w 
28. 
the norms of elements of V (G). In particular, I show in (2.6.4) 
Fl ,F2 
that V (G) is equal to C(G x G) iff F is a finite subset of F,F FXF 
X; and in (2.6.6) and (2.6.7) that if F2 is a Sidon set then every 
e-lement h of VF F (G, has a repre:~,~ntation 
1' 2 
h - l H ® Xn ' n 
nEN 
where Fn E C(G) and Xn E F2 for n EN and I II Hn ILX) is finite, Fl nEN 
such that 
K l II Hn 11 00 ~ llhllF ,F ~ I 118n II 00 
nE N 1 2 ndi 
is the Sidon constant of F2 is the norm 1.n 
The problems treated in §(2.5) and §(2.6) may easily be posed if G 
is an arbitrary compact group; however I have not yet considered this 
possibility. 
(2.2) Initial Problem 
(2.2.1) Notation: Throughout this section G denotes a compact abelian 
group; X its . dual group and B ~enotes a Banach algebra of Haar-
integrable functions def~ned on G. The multiplication in 8 is point-
wise m11ltiplication and B is assumed to satisfy 
(a) A(G) 1.s a dense subset of B , 
(b) there exists K > 0 such that II b llpM ~ K II bll B for all 
b E B' 
and (c) sup II X lls l.S finite. 
XEX 
By (1.3.7) each x EX 1.s the chara~~er of an irreducible representation 
of G and so is a trigonomet~ic polynomial. By (a) x is an element 
29. 
of B and then (c) asserts that the set of characters is bounded in B. 
F Y G B - A(G) or C(G) satisfies each of these condi'ti'ons. or an , -
Let w ....ie a complex-valued function defined on X. 
Define the subset Bw of B by 




bw. E t 1 (X) } • 
Then the set B is a linear space. As I have already said we will 
w 
study, in this section, conditions under which 
But first we have some preliminaries. 
B 
w 
is a subalgebra of 
(2.2.2) LEMMA : The following hold 
(i) B = Blwl w I 
(ii) 81cw = B for all A~ O, w 
(iii) B = B I for any complex-valued function w' w w+w 
defined on X which has finite support~ and 
(iv) T (G) C B . 
w 
Proof : The proof follows immediately from (2.2.1). 
A consequence of (2.2.2) is that it is sufficient to consider 
only real-valued non-negative functions W - on X. We consider first 
the case lim inf w(x) > 0 (see (2.2.5)) and then lim inf w(x) = O. 
XEX XEX 
D 
In particular, (2.2.10) gives the complete solution if lim inf w(x) = 0 
00 XEX 
and W E 2 (X) ; and finally, in (2.2.11), we make some comments about 
00 
the remaining case lim inf w(x) = 0 and w i 2 (X). 
XEX 
( 2 • 2 . 3 ) LEMMA Let E1 and E2 be subspaces of E which are 
Banach !=;paces with norms 11 11 1 and 11 ['2 respectively. Assume that 
there exist constants K 1 and K2 > o such that 
B. 
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Then is a subset of B w if and only if there exists a 
positive constant K such that for all b: E E1 and 
Proof : Assume that E 1 . E2 ;:: B • For each b 2 E E2 define the complex-w 
valued function Tb on E1 by 2 
Then Tb is a seminorm on E1 . It is lower-semicontinuous because it 
2 
i s the upper envelope of the seminorms 
' 
where I is a finite subset of X, which are continuous by (2.2.1) (b). 
By the Uniform Boundedness Principle 
and so for each b1 in E1 
Now define the complex-valued function T on E2 by 
Then T is a seminorm on E2 . It is the upper envelope of the semi-
norms 
for llb1 II ~ 1. But each of these is lower-semiconti~uous ,being itself i 
the upper envelope of the continuous seminorms 
(1) 
(2) 
as I ranges over finite subsets of X. Hence T is lower sem1-
continuous. A second application of ~~e Uniform Boundedness Principle 
guarantees the existence of a positive constant K such that we may 
write in (2) 
The converse is trivial. 




finitely many X . By (2.2.2) (iii) we may assume that inf w(x) = 8 1S 
positive. For each element 
is a norm on B and 
w 




llbllw = llbwll1 • 
b E B 
w 
Then 
LEMMA : The normed space Bw is complete with II llw . Moreover 
5 const I! b II for a?, Z 
Lu 
b E B 
w 
II llw 
Proof By ( 2. 2. 1) (a) A(G) is a subset of B • We begin by proving 
that 
(1) 
and so we will have the inequality 
constllbll 
w 
for all b E B 
w 
(2) 
Let (bn) N be a sequence ex~racted from A(G) which satisfies 
nE 
-±-cl 1±f'· P'l---+I t--t=I b~n ++-11 A=---=-=--1Q • 
n>«> 
(3) 
--1-l-++im+I--H-II bH-n---- -Y-ll~s ---'-- IG- .• 
n~oo 
y --0 !:I!-RBR-by- 1=-fle Closed Graf*} th@0-:i::em-(-l-}--hGJ.-d.s-a.nil- s.o a J s . _ _ 2=-) • 
B-+ () \~ ·1 rne.cli"o...--\e.. ,s',om C."d. -~ :\) (c..") <S!l.'\\C (c..'), 
To prove that B 
w 
sequence in B 
w 
and let 
for each i E N 
is complete, let (bn) nE N be a Cauchy 
{ni}. N be a subsequence of N 
l.E 





The sequence (bn.) 1s Cauchy in B by (2) and so there exists an 
l. iE M 
element b of B such that lim 
i~oo 
0 • Then by ( 2 . 2 . 1) ( b) 
1 im II b - bn . 11 = 0 • 
i~oo 1. PM 
j-1 
For each J EN ' + I <bni· +l - bn. > 
. 1 l 1.= 
and so 
j-1 
+ I llbn. 
i=l 1.+l 




(2.2.5) We now obtain an analogue of an assertion 1.n Demar [l]. 





if and only if there exists a positive then B 
w 
is a subalgebra of B 
consta,~t K such that 
w(x + n) ~ Kw <x> w <n> for aZZ . x, n 1.-n x • 
33. 
Proof By (2.2.4) 800 is a Banach ~pace with II IL-
subalgebra of B then appealing to (2.2.3) we see ~hat there exists a 
positive constant K such that for all b 1 , b 2 E B00 
Let x, n EX. We saw in (1.3.7) that each is the character of an 
irreducible representation of G and so is an element of T(G). But 
sin8e x(n) = 0 
xn 
for any x, n Ex it follows from (1) that 
w <x + n> ~ K w <x> w <n> • 
Conversely if w satisfies (2) for all x, n EX then for each 
element b 1 
A 
llb1b2 wll1 





















K llb1 IL !lb2 IL 
"' "' b1 <x - n> b2 Cn) 
lb1Cx - n>llt>2(n)I 
A 
n> w(n)lb1Cx - n > 11 h2 (n > i 





(2.2.6) If we allow w to take the value O on an infinite subset of 
X then we will not be able to replace it by an w which is bounded 
away from zero and so 11 IL (defined in (2. 2. 4)) will not be a proper 
norm on B • 
w 
(This would be the case if for example w ;a.: ]. , 
F 
the 
indicator function of a co-infinite subset F of X.) Instead, for 
each b EB put 
w 
Then 11 ] 1
00 
is clearly a n0rm on B00 • 
(1) 
34 . 
LEMMA : The normed space . Bw is complete with II llw. 
Proof By (1) for all b EB w 
• 
(2) 
The proof is easily co~pleted as in (2.2.4) by using (2) to show that 
every Cauchy sequence in Bw converges in Bw . D 
(2.2.7) Let E be a finite neighbourhood of zero in X and let 
e: > 0 be given. Then define the subset X (E , e:) of X by 
PROPOSITION . . 
X(E, e:) = {n Ex : max w(n - x) ~ s} • 
XEE 
Let lim inf w(x) = o. Assume that the set 
XEX 
X(E, e:) 
not empty for each e: > 0 and each finite neighbourhood E of zero 
Then B . subalgebra of B if and only if B B • X . i.s a = w w 
Proof : In view of (2.2.6), lemma. (2.2.3) proves that if Bw is 
normed as -in (2.2.6) then it is a subalgebra of B iff there exists a 
constant K > 0 such that for all b 1 , b 2 E Bw 
Let b be a non-zero eleroent of T(G) and put E equal to 
" supp b . Then E is a finite subset of X and there exists p E X 
such that TE = p 
By ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) ( i V) b 
{x - p : x EE} is a finite neighbourhood of zero. 
is an element of B • Let n be an element of 
w 
X(T E, e:IEl- 1). Then b = bn . n where bn p and n are also in Bw 
by ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) ( i V) • 
is a subalgebra of h then it follows from (1) that 




/' II bw 111 ~ K (II bn lls + II bn w 111) ( II n lls + II nw Ill) . 
In view of (2.2.1), (2) leads to 
However, 
A 
11 -bn w 11 1 
~ K(K' llblls sup llxlls + 
XEX 
= I w(x - n>lh(x>! 
XEX 
and so by (4) 
A 
11 bn w 11 1 ~ 11 bll8 
Then appealing to (3) and (5) gives 
+ 
= I w(n - <x - P>>lh<p - x>i 
XEX 







But we know from (2. 2 .1) (a) that A (G) 1.s a dense subset of B . By the 
Closed Graph theorem as in (2.2.4) llblls ~ const llbllA for all b E A(G). 
Hence the set of trigonometric polynomials, which is a dense subset of 
A(G), 1.s a dense subset of B. Therefore (6) will hold for all b in B 
and so Bw = B . 
The converse 1.s trivial. D 
(2.~.8) I have not been able to solve completely the case left 
unanswered by (2.2.5) and (2.2.7); namely,that in which lim inf w(x) = 0 
XEX 
and X(E, £) 1.s an empty set for some £ > 0 and some finite neighbour-
hood E of zero 1.n X • However, I do have two results in this direction. 
00 
In the first proposition I assume that w is any element of 2 (X); 
then Bw 1.s a subalgebra of B iff Bw = A(G), (see (2.2.9)). In the 
second , .which deals with G = T, I show that if w 1.s sufficiently well-
behaved then Bw will be a subalgebra of B but will not be equal to 
either B or A(G) (see (2.2.11)). 
36. 
00 (2.2.9) PROPOSITION : Let w E i (X) and asstm1e X(E, E) is empty 
for some E > o and some finite neighbourhood E ~f O. 
is a subalgeb1>a of B if and only if Bw = A (G). 




denote the set X = { x E X : w (x) > E:}. We ~.1ill prove that 
E: 




Cledrly X contains the finite union. On the other hand assume p is 
an element of X which does not belong to T X 
-n E: 
for any n EE. 
Then p - n i X for each n EE. Hence p E X(E,E:) which contradicts 
E: 
the assumption that X(E, E) is empty and so (1) holds. 
Assume B 1S a subalgebra of B. Let b E Bw Then 11 bwlli w 
is finite. For each n EE, bn is an element of Bw and since 
A "' bn (x) = b(x-n> for each X E X it satisfies 
/" /\ I' 
E: 11 b llbn wll1 2: 11 bn w :n. i I 1 ~ E llbn ]. 111 = ]. 111 . (2) X X T X E: E: -n E: 
Thus by (1) and (2) 
an element of Bw. Therefore Bw = A(G). 
The converse is trival because A(G) is an algebra under point-
wise multiplication. 0 
(2.2.10) 00 If w E i (X) . 1.,8 then COROLLARY to (2.2.7) and (2.2.9): 
Bw = A(G). a subalgebra of B if and only if B = B w or 
00 
Proof If w E i (X) then either (2.2.7) or (2.2.9) apply so the 
proof is immediate. 0 
37. 
00 
Remark It follows from (2.2.5) that if w E 2 (X) and lim inf w(x)> 0 
XEX 
then Bw is a subalgeora of B iff there exists a constant K > 0 such 
that 
~(X + n) ~ Kw\X) w(n) for all X, n EX. 
By (2.2.2} (iii} we may take inf w(x} = o > 0. It is easily checked that 
XEX 
00 
if K = o-2 II w II 
00 
then w satisfies this inequality. So if w E 2 (X} 
and lim inf w(x} > O 
XEX 
(2.2.10) must equal B 
then B is always a subalgebra of 
w 
or A(G). 
B, and by 
(2.2.11} PROPOSITION : Let G = T. For any real-valued non-negative 
sequence (wn) n E Z which satisfies 
(i) wn = 0 for n < 0, and inf wn = o > 0, 
n~O 
the sequence . unboundedly Nu{ o}, 1.,,ncreases on (ii) 
n-1 
wn ~ I w for all n ~ 0, and m 
m=l 
(iii) 
(iv) w ~ const wmwn for all m,n ~ 0 
' m+n 
the Banach space Bw is a subalgebra of B and is a proper subspace 
of A(G}. 
Proof : It follows from (ii} that there exists a non-negative integer 
--
N such that wn ~ 1 for all n ~ N. Let b E Bw. We now show that 
it may be written as t~e unique sum of an element in B and of one 
-N 
in (BW}No (where N°= N u{O}). Then B w = BM EB (Bw)Na . (It is an 
easy consequence of (i) that Bw contains the direct sum.) We have 
that 
l wn lb(n) I ~ l wn lb(n) I + L lb(n) I 
nE N• O~n <N n~N 




b+ b+ l A b+ Define by = b(n) X Then 1S an element of 
nEN° 
n 
A (lf) No and so also of BNo· Also b = b - b+ is an element of B_N. 
We have llf/wll 1 !lbw 111 and so 
b+ . . element of (B ~ Hence = 1S an W · b 
B EB 
-N (3) 
By (3) Bw is a subalgebra of B iff both B and 
-N 




We first note that B_N is a sub2lgebra because -N is a subsemigroup 
of Z, and also that (Bw) No . (Bw) No~ BNo . But, for b 1 , b 2 E (Bw) No 
it follows from (iv) that 
= 
canst l 
m,n E 7l.. 
Hence (Bw) No is also a subalgebra of B . 
< 00 • 
We now only need to prove (4). The subset B _ N is closed in B 
and so is complete with II Ilg· For each b E (Bw) No let llbllw = llf>wll1 . 
Then :I llw is a norm on (Bw) No· Another look at the proof of (2.2.4) 
shows that it also proves that (Bw) No is complete with II lt.u and 
that llblls $ canst llbllw for all b E (Bw)' No· · Hence by (2.2.3), (4) 
holds iff there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all b EB 
1 - N 
(5) 
Since A(T) is a dense subset of B so also is T(T), (see the proof 
of (2.2.4)). Henc~ (5) holds iff it holds for all b 1 E T(lT)_N and all 
b2 E (BW)No• 
39. 
I A l l " A. w I b2b1 (n> I = wn b 1 (n-m) b (r-, n 2 ..... 
nEZ nEN° m E "11. 
~ l l£2(m>I l wn I bl (n-m) I . 
m E 71.. nEN° 
A 
But for n ~ m b1 (n-m) = O, and so 
: L wn I b 1 ( n -m) I O~n<m 
by (iii) 
Hence (5) holds and so Bw is a subalgebra of B 
Since (wn)nENo increases unboundedly there exists an element b 
" of A (lf) N• such that 
Bw ~ B or Ann. 
wb is not an element of Hence, by (3) 
D 
Remark : It is easy to verify that the sequence (wn)nE"ll. defined by 
0 if n < 0 
satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) of (2.2.11). ljenc~ Bw is a subalgebra 
of B for any Banach space as in (2.2.1). 
R.E. Edwards). 
(This example was provided by 
I am grateful to C. Graham of Northwestern University, E\ .Q.nc;,-i·on , for 
several helpful discussions concerning the results in this section. 
(2.3) Alternative Approach to the Simplified Problem 
The simplified problem which was mentioned in §(2.1) cay be 




approach v.:1ich led me to the study of tensor algebras which fills the 
remaining sections of Lnis chapter. For completeness I begin with a 
statement of the problem·, replacing lf by an arbitrary compact abelian 
group. 
(2.3.1) Problem : Le~ G denote a compact abelian group with dual X. 
Let F be any subset of X, and C(G) denote the set of continuous 
complex-"1alued functions defined on G (see (1.2.2.)). Define the sub-
set CF(G) of C(G) by 
CF(G) = {f E C(G) : f \ E · t 1 (X)} 
(that is, CF(G) = C(G)Il }. Clearly A(G) is a subset of CF(G). The 
F 
problem we shall consider is when is CF(G) a subalgebra of the point-
wise algebra C(G). 
Remark By (2.2.10) · CF (G) is a subalgebra iff CF(G) = C(G) or 
CF{G) = A(G). It is easily se~n that the first possibility coincides 
with F finite and the second with F coSidon in X . 
We begin with some preljminaries. 
(2.3.2) LEMMA : The linear space CF(G) may be written as the 
direct sum 
= 
Proof : Clearly C(G)X\F e A(G)F c CF(G). 
Conversely let b E (G). N CF Then b" RF E n l (X) and b+ defined by 
b+ l " A(G)F = b(x>x lS an element of and so of C(G)F. Hence 
XEF 
- b+ C (G) . 
,..._ 
..... 
"+ b = b is an element of But b = b - b and so b is an 
element of C (G) X\F . Hence b E C (G) 1.·,F $ A(G)F . 0 
(2.3.3) COROLLARY : The linear space CF(G) is a subalgebra of 
C(G) if and only if 
(i) C CF (G) I 
and (ii) C (G) \ A (G) F C CF (G) • X F -
Proof : This is an immediate consequence of (2.3.2) because 
C CF (G) • 
(2.3.4) COROLLARY · The linear space CF(G) is a subalgebra of 
C(G) if and only if there exist positive constants K1 and K2 such 
that 
.A 
K111 f 1 IL II f 2 IL for all (i) II f i f 2 nF 111 $; f1,·f2 E C(G)X\F , 
~ 
K21l f 1 11 00 II f 2 IIA for all and (ii) II f 1 f 2 nF 111 ~ fl E C(G)X\F 
and f2 E A(G)F. 
41. 
0 
Proof : The linear space C(G)X\F is a closed subspace of C(G) and 
so is complete with II !I co ; similarly A (G) F is complete with I! IIA • 
The result now follows immediately from (2.3.3) by (2.2.3). 0 
co (2.3.5) Let ~ be an element of i (X) which vanishes on X\ F, and 
let f 1 , f 2 be elements of T(G)X\F . Then 
l = l 
XEX 
From this we obtain the next result. 
PROPOSITION : Let K be a positive constant. Then for all 
(1) 
if and only if 
42. 
" ,.. I c/> (x + n> f 1 <x> f 2 (n) (2) 
x+nEF 
CX) for every cp E .Q, (X) which vanishes on X\F . 
Proof : Assume (1) holds for f 1 , f 2 in T(G)X\F and let cj> b ~ an 
CX) 
element of .Q, (X) which vanishes on X\F. Then 
I l 
x+nEF XEf-. 
But T(G)X\F is a dense subset of C(G)X\F and so (2) holds for all 
f1, f2 E C(G)X\F 
Conversely suppose that (2) holds and again let f 1 , f 2 E ·T(G)X\F. 
Define cj> on X by 
A 
sign f 1f 2 (A) if XE F 
<t><x> = 
0 if Xi F. 
00 
Then ¢ is an element of .Q, (X) which vanishes on X\F and has norm 
at most 1. So in (2) 
l A A sign f1f2<x>-f1f2(x) (3) 
XEF 
A 
But LHS of (3) is equal to llf 1f 2 ].Fll1 and so (1) holds for all 
f 1 , £2 E T(G)X\F. Again since T(G)X\F is a dense subset of C(G)X\F 
it will hold for all f 1 , f 2 E C(G)X\F. D 
(2.3.6) Similarly we obtain the proposition, 
PROPOSITION : Let K be a positive constant. Then fo} 1 all 
f1 E C(G)X\F' f2 E A(G)F 
II fi'f 2 ].F 111 ~ Kl[ f 1 11 CX) II f 2 IIA 




for every CX) q> E Q, (X) which vanishes on X\F. 
Proof : This proof lS similar to that of (2.3.6) and so is not set out 
in detail. D 
R-5SDmQ.. +ho..'+ e. F (G) I'S e.. su ~ a\ ~e. ~ '\O. of CJG-) . 
(2.3.7) Let ct> be an element of Q, (X) which vanishes on X\F. 
Define the complex-valued maps on and on 
C(G)X\F X A (G) F by 
"' Scp(f 1 , fz) l <P <x "' f1,f2 E C(G) X\F = + 11) f1 <x> f2(~) for 
X+llEF 
and 
I "' "' Tcf>(f 1 , f 2 ) = <t><x + 11> f i <x> f2 (11) for f 1 E 'C ( G) X \F 
x+11EF 
(~ • 3,_2,) I ( ~ . ~ \+. \ 
Then s<P and Tep are bilinear and, byA (2.3.5) and (2.3.6), are 
continuous. As we have already noted in (2.3.4) both C(G)X\F and 
A(G)F are. Banach spaces. Hence there exist · unique bounded linear 
functionals on C(G)X\F ® C(G)X\F and on 
such that 
= for all 
and for all 
II ;<t> 11 
(see (1.5.1)). 
The Banach space A(G)X\F is~ subset of C(G)X \ F. Hence if h 
is an element of A(G)X\F ® A(G)X\F or of A(G)X\F ® A(G)F then h is 
44. 
an element of C(G)X\F ® C(G)X\F or of respectively; 
moreover the natural injections are norm decreasing. By (1.5.4) 
= A (G X G) (X\F) X (X\F) 
and A (G X G)(X\F) XF I 
so by the Hahn-Banach theorem Sep and Tep are pseudomeasures on G x G. 
Hence we may determine their Fourier transforms as in (1.4.3). If 
(x, n) E (X\F) X (X\F) . then 








(X\F) Tcp(X, n> - epcx + n> for all <x, n> E X F . 
This leads to our final result~ 
PROPOSITION The linear space CF(G) is a subalgebra of C(G) if 
and only if for each 00 ep E 2 (X) which vanishes on (X\F) , the map 
<x, n> ~ epcx + n> 
agrees on (X\F) x (X\F) with the Fourier transform of a linear 
functional in "" * (C(G)X\F ® C{G)X\F)) and on (X\F) x F with the Fourier 
transform of a linear functional in (C(G)X\F ® ~(G)F)*. 
Proof . . The proof follows immediately from (2.3.6) and the argument 
given in the preceding paragraph. 
Remark It is clear that Proposition (2.3.7) does not really help to 
solve tn2 original problem. However, it does suggest that it might be 
worthwhiTe to look at the Banach spaces (and perhaps 
D 
45. 
"' C(G)F A(G) ) ® for subsets Fl' F2 of x. This I do in the remaining F2 1 
sections of the chapter. Where I have found it posr:d :,le I allow G to 
be an arbitrary compact group and let Fl and F2 be subsets of I (G). 
Finally I should note that the results contained in this sec-. ;ion 
are valid if C(G) is replaced by, say, A (G), but there seem~ to be 
little point in presenting any generalized results as the purpose of this 
section . ~ s purely one of motivation. 





Let G be an arbitrary compact group and' let F 1 and ··· F2 be sub-
sets of I (G) • Then 









are closed subspaces of C(G) 
(This notation is a little misleading because it follows from (1.5.2) 
that the elements of VF F (G) may be thought of as conti~uous 
l' 2 
functions on G x G, and not on G. However, I will use it as it is 
consistent with that in Varopoulos [l].) By (1.5.2) V (G) 
Fl ,F,., 
is 
identifiable with the set of all functions h which are continuous on 
G x G and which may be represented by 
where fn E C(G)F and 
1 
is finite. Then, 
h = 
gn E 






taken over all possible representations. We 




denote this norm by 
46. 
(2.4.1) ~ROPOSITION : Let G be a compact abelian group and F 1 , F2 
V F (G) is a subalgebra of 
Fl' 2 
C (G x G) under 
. 
be subsets of x. The, , 
pointwise multiplication if and only if F 1 and F 2 are sem1--gr oups 
. 
1-,n X • 
Proof : Assume that F 1 and F2 are semigroups in X, and let h 1 
and h2 b0 elements of 
where fin E C(G) and Fl 
VF F (G) with representations 







f. ® g. , in in 
for n E N and 
F2 
l II fin II oo II gin II 00 is finite, for i = 1, 2. For each 
rie:N 
m,n E N, 









is an elemen~ of VF F (G). 
1 1 2. 
On the other hand suppose, as we may without loss of generality, 
is not a semigroup. Then there exists 
that X 1 + X 2 i_ Fl • 
are elements of 
Hence, for any f E C(G)F , x1 ® f 2 
but their product is not. 
in F 1 such 
and x2 ® f 
(2.4.2) PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact group and Fl, F2 be sub-
sets of E(G). Then VF F (G) is a convolution algebra. 
l' 2 
Proof be eleme~ts of V (G) 
F F l' 2 
and let -i:: > 0 • 
Then there exists representations 
D 
h, = \ f. ® g, 
i l in in ' 
nEN 
Where f E C(G) and g E C(G) for n EN and in F in F2 l 
for i = 1, 2. For m,n EN and x,y E G, 
The double series 
I · (flm * f2n> ® (glm * g2n> 
m,nEN 
converges uniformly on G x G because for any x,y E G 
by. (1). Hence we can rearrange the double series to obtain 
and 
Therefore h 1 * h2 
h1 * h2 = l (flm * f2n> ® (glm * g2n> 
m,nE N 






(2.4.3) Referring to (1.2.3) we have th~t for each (x,y) E G x G and 
each he C(G x G) the left (x,y)-translate h of h is defined (x ,y) 
by 
( ) h(a, a')= h(x-la, y-la'). for all (a, a') e G x G. x,y 
Similarly the right (x,y)-translate of h (x,y) of h is defined by 
h ·c: ) (a, a')= h(ax- 1 , a'y- 1 ) for all (a, a') E G x G. 
x,y 
The next proposition proves that VF F (G) is a left-translation 
1' 2 
invariant subset of C(G x G), that each of the left translation 
operators is a continuous endomorphism of VF F (G) and that the left 
l' 2 
regular representation of G x G on VF F (G) is continuous. A 
1' 2 
similar result holds for right translations, but this will not be 
presented. 
PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact group and F 1 , F2 be subsets of 
1: (G) • For any h E VF F (G) 
l' 2 
of VF F (G) and 
1' 2 
and any x,y E G, ( )h 
x,y 
llhllF F • 
l' 2 
The map (x,y) h is continuous from G x G to {x,y) 
each he VF F (G). 
l' 2 
Proof : Let h have the representation 
h = l fn ® g 
n€l( n 
I 
is an element 
for 
where fn E C{G)F and gn E C(G) 
F2 
for n EN. and l II fn 1100 II gn ILX) 
1 ne N 
is finite. 
For any subset F of 1:(G) the Banach space C(G)F _ is left · 
A A 
translation invariant because xf(o) = U0 (x) f(o) for each a e 1:(G). 
Moreover II xf II 
00 
s II f 11
00 
for all x E G and all f E C (G) F . Hence 
and so 
h = (x,y) 
where xfn E C(G)F
1 
and ygn E C(G)F
2 
is an e~ement of VF F (G) and 
l' 2 




. because for any £ > 0 we may have chosen the representation of h so 
that 







(see (1.5.2)). By (2) and (3) for all x,y E G 
1 3 e: • (4 ) 
It is sufficient to prove that the map (x,y) 
at (1,1). Now for each x,y E G. 
2 
s - e: + 3 
h is continuous (x,y) 
by (3) and (4). 
Hence, it is sufficient to prove thar the map tx,y) h l.S (x, y) o 




may be represented as a finite series 
N 
= l fn ® gn , 
n=l 
where f~ E C(G)F 
.1 
and gn E C ( G) F for 1 ~ n ~ N • 
2 
x,y E G 
h - h 
o (x,y) o 
and 
N 





Hence, for any 
50. 
••••• ( 5) 
The left regular representation of G on C(G)F (F . any subset of r(G)) 





··I (jlfnll 00 +llgnll oo ) 
n=l 
Hence by (5) and (6) the map is continuous. D 
(2.4.4) The Fourier series of an element h of VF F (G) may be 
1' 2 
, 
determined from its representation as a series. By (1.3.6) 
"' 
r(G x G) ~ r(G) ® r(G). To simplify notation we will write f(cr ® n) 
,.. 
as f(cr, n) for all cr,n E r(G). 
PROPOSITION Let G be a compact group and F 1 , F 2 subsets of r(G). 
If h has the representation 
h = . I 
' 
nE N 
where n EN and l lltnll 00 llgnll 00 
finite,then for anu cr,n ·E r(G) 








® Hn>· In particular, supp h ~ F 1 ® F2 (which we write as 
F 1 x F 2 ) and II h II p M ~ 11 h II F 1, F 2 • 
Proof : First let h be an element of C(G)F ® C(G)F . Then h has 
1 2 
a representation 
where and for 1 ~ n ~ N. Let a' n E L (G) • 
Then 





" h(o, n) = l 
n=l 
Now let h E V (G) . and £ > 0 be given. Then if 
Fl ,F 2 
h = l fn ® gn 
' nEN 
where fn E C(G)F and gn E C(G)F for n EN 
1 2 
is finite,tnen there exists N > O such that for 
< -e I 
and l 
nEN 
m > N 
(1) 
(2) 
where 11m denotes the mth partial sum of · the- representation given for 




" Hence for each o, n E Z:(G) the sequence (11ro(o, n))mEN is bounded in 




B(H0 ® Hn} with norm less than t,he sum in ( 3) • Hence 
II I " 
,.. ,.. 
n > II lim fn {a) © gn {n) hm(o, = 0 . (4) 
m+ (X) nEN 
But from (2) lim 11 h - 1\n 11 00 = 0, ~ .... :1d so 
m+oo 
lim II h - f\n II p M = 0 . (5) 
m+oo 
By (4) and (5) 
.... 
h (a, n) = l for all a, n E E(G). 
nEN 
,.. 
It is clear from this that supp h c F 1 x F2 • 
Finally we see that 
sup II L fn (a) ® gn (n) II 
cr,n. EL (G) . nEN 
sup 
a' n EL (G) 
~ II hllF F + E: • 
l' 2 
0 
Remark We shall see in chapter 3 that propositions (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) 
p!'.'ove that VF F (G) is a .homogeneous space in '8 h (see (3 .4.5) for 
1' 2 
the definition of '8h); in fact with (2.4.2) · they prove it is a homogeneous 
convolution Banach algebra and, as such, it is studied further in chapter 5. 
It is easy to extend the results in this section to the case where 
and C{G) are replaced by arbitrary homogeneous Banach spaces of 
F2 
continuous functions in '8 h • 
(2.5) Properties of the Transform of Elements of V(G) 
Throughout this section G 
unless otherwise stated, and V(G) 
denotes a compact abelian group 
denotes VX,X(G) (or VE(G),E(G)(G) 
if G is an arbitrary compact group). Let w be a non-negative 
function defined on Xx X. Recalling the notation in (2. 2 .1) 
C ( G x G) = { h E C ( G x G) : hw E t 1 ( X x X) } • 
w 
53. 
It is shown in (36.15) of [HR] that = C(G X G) if and only 
if w is an element of t 2 (x x X). In this section I consider the 
problem, when is V(G)w equal to V(G)? · (This is rea] y a question of 
(V(G) - t 1 (X)) multipliers (see chapter 35 of [HR])). The results in 
(2.5.3) and (2.5.5) show that if G is infinite then there exist many 
functions w, not in i 2 (x x X), with V(G) 
w 
equal to V (G) • One 
consequence of this is that V(G) is a proper subspace of C(G x G) if 
G is infinite. (If G is finite then V(G) = C(G x G).) Each of the 
propositions in this section is valid if X is replaced by a Sidon set 
F and V(G) is replaced by vF,F(G) = C(G)F ® C(G)F. 
We begin with some preliminaries. 
(2.5.1) LEMMA : Let w be a non-negative function on xx x. 
Then V(G)w = V(G) if and only if (f ® g)w E t 1 (x x X) for all 
£ I g E C (G) .. 
Proof : Assume that for all f,g E C(G) 
It follows from (2.3.3) (taking B = C(G x G), E1 - C{G) ® {l} and 
E2 = {l} ® C(G)) that (1) holds iff there exists a constant K > 0 
such that for all f, g E C{G) 
By (2) the map T~ defined on C(G) x C(G) by 
Tw(f,g) = 
A A 





is continuous. It is easily seen to bt bilinear, and so it corresponds 
to a bounded linear map Tw on V(G) which satis~ies 
"' T (f ® g) = T (f, g) for all f ® g E V(G) • 
w w 
(4) 
Let h E V(G). We will show h is an element of V(G)w (clearly 
V(G) is a subset of V (G)) • Let h have the representation 
w 
h = l fn ® gn 
nE N 
where fn' gn E C(G) for n EN and 
< (X) 
By ( 2) , ( 3) , ( 4) and ( 5) the series 
is absolutely convergent, and so by (2.4.4), 
"' l " Tw (h) = w <x, n > h(x, n) 
x,nEX 
and 
11 wh II 1 :;; II Tw II llhllx,x < (X) • 
Hence V(G)w = V (G) • 
The converse is trivial. 
(2.5.2) LEMMA : Par any non-negative function <.c on xx x the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) V(G)w = V(G), 
(ii) (f ® g)w E i 1 cx x X) for all f, g E L2 (G) 
and (iii) there exists a positive constant K such that for all 




Proof The implication (iii) -> ( .. ) -:-.__ 1.1. 1.s immediate; the implication 
(ii) ~ (i) 1.s a consequence of (2.5.1). 
Now assume (i) holds. We will first show that (ii) must hold, 
and then also (iii). By (2.5.1) (f © g)w is an element of i 1 (X XX) 
for all f, g in C(G). Therefore for each f, g E C(G) the series 
I It <x> I ,.. g(n) w(x, n) 
XEX 
is finite, being bounded by ll~f ® g) w[l 1 . But then it follows that 
the sequence 





is an element of i 2 (X), (see introductory paragraph to §(2.5)), and 
if this is the case then the series in (1) is finite for all f E L2 (G) 
(see (35.4) of [HR]). Similarly, for each f E L2 (G), g E C(G) the 
series 
I lg<n>\ I " f(x> w(x, n> 
nEX XEX 
is bounded and so it will fol:ow that the series 1.n (2} 1.s finite for 
all g E L2 (G). Therefore (ii) holds. 
Finally to prove chat (iii) holds let f E L2 (G) and define the 
map Tf from L 2 (G) to C by 
T f Cg) = l w ( X, n) I f ( x) I I g ( n) I for all g E L 2 ( G) . 
x,nEX 
Then Tf is a seminorm on L2 (G). It is lower semicontinuous because 
it is the upper envelope of the continuous seminorms 
g 2 w(x, n> lt<x, I lg<n> I 
:<.x,n> EI 
as I ranges over the finite subsets of Xx X. Therefore, by the 
(2) 
Uniform Boundedness principle Tf is continuous. Define the map T 
from L2 (G) to C by 
T(f) = sup { l 
x,nEX 
56. 
Then T is a seminorm on L2 (G) and it is lower semicontinuous, being 
the upper envelope of the continuous seminorms 
f l w(x,n> lt<x> I jg(n) I , 
<x,n)EI 
as I ranges over finite subsets of X x X and g · over the unit ball 
in L2 (G). Hence, a second application of the Uniform Boundedness 
principle proves that T is continuous and so (iii) holds. 
(2.5.3) We now use (2.5.2), with the help of theorem 292 of Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya [1], to characterize those non-negative functions 
w on Xx X with V(G)w = V(G). 
D 
PROPOSIT~ON : Let G be a compact abelian group and w a non-negative 






l w(x, n) 2 . finite for each n Ex, and 1,,S 
XEX 
2 { l l w(x, n) <P (x> ll<t>l'2 ~ 1} . finite . sup . 1,,S . 
nEX XEX 
By ( 2. 5. 2) V ( G) w = V ( G) iff the bilinear operator Tw 
defined on L 2 (G) x L 2 (G) by 
= l " " w(x, n) f(x) g(n) for f, g E L2 (G) 
is continuous~ Ap~ealing to theorem 292 of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya 
[l] this holds iff conditions (i) and (ii) are valid. D 
57. 
Remark : The proposition (2. 5. 3) does i1ot really give us an easy 
method of checking whether a given weight function 01. Xx X has the 
property that V(G)w = V(G). In this direction, in (2.5.4) we give a 
necessary condition for w to have this pr~perty,and in (2.5.5) we . 
characterize those subsets F of X x X whose indicat:or function IlF 
has the property. 
-.(2 ~ -S. 4) PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact abelian group and· w a 
non-negative function on xx x. Asswne that V(G)w = V(G) and that 
2 
w(x,n)<t>Cx) 1} . 
Then 
(i) I ;t w(x, n) ~ K for all n Ex, and 
XEX 
(ii) l ';l. w(x, n) ~ K for all X E X • 
nEX 
Proof It follows from (2.5.2) and Plancherel's theorem that the 
complex-valued map sw, defined on t 2 (X) x t 2 (X) by 
= w(x, n) <t><x> 1./J(n), 
is bounded; that is,for all <P,~ E t2(x) 
I w(x, n) <P<x> ~(n) ~ Kll<Pl'2 11~112 · 
x,nEX 
(1) 
Let x E X and let I be a finite subset of X . Then <P = l! { x} and 
= Il I {indicator functions of subsets of X) are elements of 
and by (1) 
I w{x, n) 
nEI 
By theorem 15 of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya [l], (2) gives 
I w <x, n) 12 ~ K for each x EX. 
t 2 (x) 
(2) 
Similarly, 




(2.5.5) Let F be a subset of Xx X. For each x EX we define the 
sets FX and p* by X 
F* = {n EX X 
. 
. <n, x> E F} 
<x, n > e: F} • 
Let w denote the indicator function of the subset F in Xx X. 
PROPOSITION Let G be a compact abelian group. Then V(G)w = V(G) 
if and only if there exists a positive constant K such that 
(i) l·Fx I ~ K for each x e: x, and 
(ii) IF*I _< K ~ h X X Jor eac x E • 
Proof : Assume F satisfies (i) and (ii). It follows from {2.5.2) 
that it is sufficient to prove that for any <f>,~ E t 2 (x) with finite 
supports 
But 
I <t><x> ~<n> 
(X,Tl)EF 
l <t> <x> ~ <n> 
<x,n)e:F 
= I 4><x> [ I wen>] 




(.I ~<n> 2] ·· 
ne:F* X 
~ K ~ l <f> ( X) ( I 1/J ( Tl ) 2 t by ( ii) 
XEX ne:F* ; 
X 
s K~( l <P<x> 2]~ ( I I ~<n> 2)~ and so 
XEX XEX ne:F* · 
. - . . . -. X 
. . ~ ~. .: 






l l tJJ(n)2 = l l IlF* <n> lJ}(n> 2 
XEX TlEF* XEX nEX X X 
= l nF <x, n> tJJ(n)2 
x,nEX 
= l tJJ<n>2 l nF _<x, n> 
TlEX XEX 
= l IF1 I tJJ <n> 2 I and so 
TlEX 
l K II tµ II; (3) 
XEX 
Then by (2) and (3), inequality (1) holds. 
The converse follows immediately from (2.5.4). D 
Remark Let G be a compact abelian group, and let F be the sub-
3et of Xx X g~ven by 
F {ex, x> : XE X} . 
(If G is infi~ite then so tco is X and therefore F.) Let w denote 
the indicator function IF of F in Xx X. By (2.5.5), V(G)w = V(G). 
However if G is infinite then 
Hence 
C(G x G)w C ;t C (G X G) • 
V (G) ;t C (G X G) • 
Now let w denote any positive function on Xx X satisfying 
V(G) c C(G x G)w • 
(1) 
By (1.5.4) A(G x G) = A(G) ® A(G) and so A(G x G) ~ V(G) c C(G x G)w. 
According to (35.4) of [HR], w must be an element of 00 i <x x x) • Hence 
if G is infinite we may apply (2.2.lOJ to conclude that 
V(G) ~ C(G x G)w because by (1) V(G) ~ C(G x G). 
(2.5.6) As we already noted in the introductory paragraph 
C(G x G) = C(G x G) if and only if w is an element of t 2 (X x X). 
w 
pr>opo~\ 100 
The following shows that there does not exist a similar result 
for V(G). 
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PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact abelian group and let p be greater 
than 2. Then there exists a function w such that 
V(G)w ~ V(G). 
Proof : Let y be a non-negative function in iP(X) but not in 
t 2 (x). Then there exists a function f in C(G) such that f i C(G)y. 
Define the non-negative function w on Xx X by 
y <x> if n = o 
w(x, n) = 
0 elsewhere 
Then w is an element of iP(x x X). Define the element h of V(G) by 
h = f ® 1. By (2.4.4) 
" f <x> if n = o 
" h(x, n) = 
0 elsewhere . 
Hence h is not in V (G)w because f is not in C (G)y. 
(2.6) Estimation of Projective Norms 
Throughout this section, with the exception of (2.6.9), G 
denotes a compact abelian group with dual X and F 1 , F2 are subsets 
of X. It follows from (1.5.2) and (2.4.4) that 
0 




In this section I present some partial results concerning the possibility 
of equality existing in each of these inclusions (see (2.6.4) and (2.6.9)). 





(G). In particular I show in (2.6.6) and (2.6.7) that 
if either F 1 or F 2 is a Sidon subset of X then the norm of every 
element of VF F (G) can be simply bounded both above and below. 
1, 2 
I begin by assuming that F 1 = F = F2 for some subset F of X 
and considering certain restrictions of the maps M and P introduced 
in Hertz [l]. They will be used in (2.6.4) to show that VF,F(G) is 
equal to C (G x G)FxF if and only if F is a finite subset of X. 
(2.6.1) D E F \ N. IT LON. Let f be an element of C (G) 
. F and h an 
element of C (G x G) Define the complex-valued function Mf on FXF. 
G X G by 
Mf{x,y) = f(x + y) for all x,y E G, 
and the complex-valued function Ph on S by 
Ph{x) f:h(x - y,y) dl(y) for all y E G. 
Then Mf is an element of C (G x G) because the group operation is 
continuous,and Ph is an element of C(G) because his uniformly 
continuous on G x G . 
{2.6.2) L E MM-A Mf . an element of C(G for all f E C(G)F . 1.-S X G) . FXF 
and Ph . element of C (G) for all C (G X 1.-S an h E G)FXF The map F . 
PoM 1.-S the identity on C (G) . F 
Proof Let X,n EX. Then 
,,... 
Mf <x, n> = ff Mflx,y) xix) nly) dllx) dlly) 
ff ---- -= f (x + y) x (x) n (y) dA (x) dA (y) 
= Oxn ff f Ix+ y) X Ix+ y) dl Ix) dA ly) 
,.. 
oxn f <x> , 
A 




= f Phlx) xix) dllx) 
= ff h IX - y ' y) X IX) d A I y) dl IX) 
= ff h(x-y,y) xix- y) xly) dlly) dllx) 
= fi<x,x> I 
and so Ph has support in F. It is an immediate consequence of the 
definition (2.6.l) that PoM is the identity map. 
62. 
D 
(2.6.3) PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact abelian group and F a sub-
set of X. The7i Mf lies in VF,F (G) with 
for all f E A(G)F; 
and Ph lies in A(G) F with 
-for all hEVFF(G). 
. I 
Also P maps VF,F(G) onto A(G)F . 
Proof : Let f E A (G) F . Write 
f 
- l °'x X 
XEF 
where the sequence ( 0. ) lS in .'l l (F) • Then for all x,y E G X XEF 
. · Mf .(x,y) = f (x +y) = l °'x x (x + y) 
XEF 
- · l °'x X ® x(x,y) • 
XEF 
; 
Hence Mf 1.s 1.n VF' ,F (G) and 
h E V (G) F,F Now let and e:: > 0 be given. Then 
represented by the seri2s 
h = \ f @ ·g l n - n ' 
where fn, gn E C(G)F for n EN and 
Then for all x E G 
Ph (x) = J h (x - y, y) dA (y) 
= l f fn (x - y) gn (y) dA (y) 
nEN 
-63. 
h may b -.:: 
(1) 
because, by (1), the series representing h 1.s uniformly convergent on 
G x G. Hence 
Ph(x) = (2) 
But for each f, g E C(G)F 
(3) 
By (1), (2), (3) and (2.6.2), Ph is an element of A(G)F and 
The map P 1.s a surjection because for each f in A(G)F , Mf 
is an element of VF,F(G) and P(Mf) = f. 0 
Finally we obtain 
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(2.6.4) ::?ROPOSITION . : Let G be a compact abelian group and F a 
subset of X. 
finite. 
Then vF,F (G) = C(G X G)FXF if and only if F . 1..,S 
Proof : Assume first that F is not a Sidon subset of X. Then A(G)p 
is a proper subspace of C(G)F Hence vF,F{G) ~ C(G X G)FXF. This is 
because otherwise P(VF,F(G)) = P(C(G x G)FxF) and so, by (2.6.3) and 
(2.6.2). A(G)F = C(G)F, a contradiction. 
But 
If F is a Sidon subset of X then 
A(G X G) FXF is equal to C(G X G) FXF iff F X F is a Sidon sub-
set of Xx X, and it is proved in (3.5) of Edwards, Hewitt and Ross [l] 
that this occurs iff F is a finite subset of X. 
The converse is inunediate. 
(2.6.5) We now let F 1 and F2 be subsets of X. In the next 
proposition we present an estimation of the norm of an element h in 
V (G) which permits the representation 
Fl ,F2 
h 






and l IIHn lloo is finite. 
nEl( 
PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact abelian group, and Fi ,F2 be subsets 
of X. Let h 
as in (l). Then 
be an element of VF . F (G) 
1, 2 
which permits a representation 
65. 
Proof : The second inequality is an immediate consequence of the 
definition of the norm in V (G). 
Fl ,F2 
Now let N E N and let x 1 , _, xN be elements of G and 
a1, ~, °N be complex numbers. Then 
= 
Let £ > 0. Assume that h has the representation 
where f. E C(G)F 
l. 1 
. h = I fi ® gi, 
iE N 
for i E N , and 
Then by (3) the series representing h in (2) is uniformly convergent 
on G x G. He~ce by (1) 
N N 
I I l "" an 8n (~) = an fi(~) gi(xn> 
n=l n=l iE N 
N 
l l ,.. ~ an fi(xn) gi(Xn) 
iE l(_ n=l 
~ l ( I Ian fi(xnil 2 )~ (nrl 1gi (xn) 12)~ 
iE N n=l 
~ I llfilL~ llgJOO CL lan1 2t ~ 
iE N 








But the R.H.S. of (4) is independent of N so we can conclude that 
D 
(2.6.6) COROLLARY : Let G be a compact abelian group and F1, F2 be 
subsets of x. Assume· that F 2 is Sidon and let h b-2 an element of 
V F (G) which permits a representation as in (l). Then 
-p 1, 2 
' 
whe~e K- 1 is the Sidon constant of F 2 • 
Proof In view of the proposition (2.6.5) it is sufficient to prove 
the first inequality. With the notation of the proof of (2.6.5) 
= ~ a ' f. (x ) g. <x ) I l, n .l 1 n 1 n 1 
n=.J.. iEN 
where K-l is the Sidon constant of F 2 , and so 
for all E > 0. Hence 
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(1) 
But the R.H.S. of (1) is independent of N and so 
D 
(2. 6. 7) We might ask when does every element h of VF F (G) have a 
l' 2 
representation of the form given in (1) of (2.6.5). We prove that this 
is the case if F2 is a Sidon subset of X. But first we give a 
definition. 
·D.E~IN!T10N : Leth beanelementof C(G _xG) and x bean element 
of X. Define the complex-valued function H 
X 
on G by 
HX(x) = f h(x,y} i(y) dA(y) for each x E G. 
It is easily seen that H 1S an element of C(G) because 
X 
is uniformly continuous on G X G, and for all X E G 
IHx(x) - H ( 1) I = f (h(x,y) - h<1,y>) x (y> ct). <Y> I X 
~ sup lh(x,y) 
- h<1,y> I . 
yEG 
If h permits a representation of the form (1) in (2.6.5) 
' 
H = 8n if X = X and HX = 0 elsewhere. X n 
h 
then 
PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact abeZian group and F 1, F2 be sub-
sets of x, with F2 a Sid0n set. Then if h is an element of 





is finite. At most a countable nwnber of the terms in 
XEF2 
the sum in (1) are non-zero. 
Proof : Let h be an element of VF F (G). 
l' 2 
We know that T(G) 
Fl 
a dense subspace 
T(G)F ® T(G) 
1 F2 
Let (pn)nEN be 
of C (G) F and T(G) F2 of C(G)F2 and 1 
= T(G X G)F l.S 
1 x F2 




a dense subspace of 
from T(G X G) F 1xF2 
= 0 • 
For each n EN, the support of Pn is finite,and so if 
so 
VF F {G). 
l' 2 
such that 
Hnx(x) = J Pn(x,y) X(Y) dA(y) for all x E G, 
then H 1.s non-zero for at most a finite number of X· So 
nx 
= # 
and, by (2. 6. 6), for each n E N 
By (2) , given E: > 0 there exists N E N such that II h - Pn 11
00 
< E: 
for n > N, and so for n > N, 
sup 
XE G 
J (h(x,y) - p(x,y}) X<Yl dA(y) < E: • 
















By (2), (3) and (5) h has a representation as in (1). The series has 
A 
at most a countable number of non-zero terms because the support of h 
must be countable (see (1.4.2)). D 
(2.6.8) The following result was ~uggested to me,in the case 
F 1 = F2 = X, by R.E. Edwards. In it I prove that every element of 
A(G X G) 
F1XF2 
(which is a subspace of has a representation 
of the form in (1) of (2.6.5). 
PROPOSITION . Let G be a compact abelian group and F1, F2 . 
subsets of x. Let h be an element of A (G X G) F . F1X 2 Then 
h = I H ® X 
XEF2 X 
where I II Hx II oo . finite . -is 
XEF2 
Proof : The function h may be written in the form 
h = h(n,x) n ® x, 
with 
By (2), the function HX defined or- G by 
A 
= h(n,x) n(x) for each x E G, 












Now for each p E F2 and x E G 
H (x) p = f h(:;~,y) p(y) dA(y) 
l f Hx(x) = X (y) p (y) dA(y) by (2) , (4) 
XEF2 
- l HX(x) cS 
XEF2 XP 
= Hp(x) . 
Hence H = Hp and so (2), (4) and (5) complete the proof. p 
and (5) 
·Remark The results in (2.6.5), (2.6.6), (2.6. 7) and (2.6.8) have 
obvious analogues when the roles of F 1 and F2 are interchanged. 
(2.6.9) We complete this chapter with a proposition which is valid for 
an arbitrary compact group G. 
For each subset F of t(G) define the element 
00 
E (t(G)) by 
= 
Icl. if cr E F (J 
n.F(cr) = 
0 if CJ f. F . 
PROPOSITION : Let G be a compact group and Fi, F2 
t(G). Assume tha.t there exist µ 1 , µ 2 E M(G) such that 
Then VF F (G) 
1, 2 = 




be subsets of 
0 
71 . 
·Pro·of . By (2 4 4) V {G) is a subspace of V(G)FixF
2
. 
. . • F F 1, 2 
Now let h be an element of V (G) (= V L (G) , L (G) {G)) which has 
the representation 
h = 
· l fn ® g (1) 
. n 
' nE'. N 
with fn, gn E C(G) for n EN and 
. l 
nE N 
llfnlloo llgnlL < 00 (2) 
Let µ = µl ® µ2 . Then µ is an element of M(G x G). It is easy to 
.. , 
see that suppµ= Fix F2 . Hence µ * h is an element of C(G X G)r, F. ~ 1 X 2 
Also is an element of and is an element of 
C (G)F for all n E N; by (2) 
2 
3.nd 
By (3) and (4) µ * h 
µ * h = l (µ1 * fn) ® (µ2 * gn) • 
nE N" 
iS an element of V F (G) • Fi, 2 
Define the map T from V(G) to VF F (G) by 
1, 2 




We will show that T has a closed graph, and so. by the Closed Graph 
Theorem T will be continuous. Hence there exists a positive constant 
such that for all h E V(G) 
However, if 
llu * hflF F ~ 1, 2 K 11h11 E(G) ,E(G) • 




then µ * h = 
K llhllL (G), L (G) for all h E V (G) F • F1X 2 Hence 
(6) 
C VF F (G) . 1, 2 
To complete the proof it only remains to prove that the map T 
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defined in (5) has a closed graph. Let (hn)nEN be a sequence i ~ V(G) 
which converges to 0 in V(G) and such that there exists H in , 
VF F (G) sati_sfying 
1' 2 
lim !IT~ - HI~ = lim II µ * h 
- H "Fl ,F2 = 0 . (7) 1 ,F2 n n~oo 
By (2.4.4) and (7) 





* h n 
n~oo 
- H II PM = 0 • (8) 
and so (µ * hn) must tend to O in PM(G) 
nEN 
Hence by (8) H = 0 and T has a closed 
0 
CHAPTER 3 
EXAMr~ES AND BASIC PROPERTIES 




Let G denote a compact group, and let F1,F2 denote subsets of 
I proved in (2.4.3) that the convolution Banach algebra 
V (G) has the following properties: 
F1 ,F2 
(a) it is translation invariant (that is, h E V (G) (x, y) F 1,F2 
for each x,y in G and h in VF F (G)), and 
1, 2 
(b) the map (x, y) -+ h (x, y) is continuous from G x G 
VF F (G) 1, 2 for each h in VF F (G). 1, 2 
to 
These properties were probably first isolated as crucial to the 
structure of many algebras in ~egal [l]. They were not exploited to 
full advantag·2, however,. until 1965 when H. Reiter in Reiter [ 3 J, and 
subsequently in Reiter [l] and [2], introduced and studied Segal algebras. 
These algebras are dense subspaces of L1 (G) which possess the obvious 
analogues. of properties (a) and (b). 
One of the most notable of Reiter's results, proved initially for 
a locally compact abelian group and extended to the compact non-abelian 
case by Burnham in Burnham [l], [2], is his ideal theorem . This asserts 
that the left ideal theory of a Segal algebra is the same as that of 
L 1 (G) • I will consid2r Rei~er's theorem and its possible general-
izations in Chapter 5. 
In the process of proving the more general version of this theorem 
Burnham introduced A-Segal algebras, one generalization of Segal algebras. 
Another possible generalization is that of a novmed ideal which was 
introduced in Cigler [l] and further studied in Riemersma [l ] , but which 
I do not consider. Yet another extension of this class of algebras is 
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the class of homogeneous Banach algebras which actually dates back to 
Silov [ l]. In fact the algebraic structure may be neglected and a 
study be made of homogeneous Banach spaces. In [E] and Katznelson [ l ] 
the au~nors present much of the. classical Fourier series theory for the 
algebras C(G) and Lp(G), 1 ~ p < 00 (for · G compact and G = 1T 
respectively) by studying a generic homogeneous algebra. Homogenecas 
Banach spaces and Banach algebras are the subject of the monograph 
Wang [l] and with one extension provide the setting for the main part 
of the remainder of this thesis. 
Segal algebr2.s and homogeneous Banach spaces have a corrunon 
property which is an important tool in their study. It is that each 
includes a set of trigonometric polynomials which is a dense subset. 
This property has been exploited numerous times in the papers mentioned 
above and I also take advantage of it in the sequel. In fact in (4.2.1) 
I show exactly what form this set of trigonometric polynomials must have. 
Throughout this chapter G denotes an arbitrary compact group. 
The extension to which I refer above is that I omit the assumption that 
all spaces are contained in L1 (G), and rather will allow them to 
consist of p3eudomeasures defined on G. It is interesting to note 
that many of the known results concerning homogeneous Banach spaces 
extend easily to this more general setting. -
To begin with I let B denote a Banach space which has the 
property that there exists a representation L of G in the space of 
continuous endomorphisms of B. Within this frame~ rk I introduce 
the notion of continuously L-translation invariance and L-homogeneity, 
and consider some elementary properties of these spaces. This is not 
an oriqinal approach as it is mentioned, in passing, in Wang [l]. In 
particular I prove that there exists a subspace P(B) of B which 
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plays the role of the trigonometric polynomials; that is, it is a 
dense subset of B it B is L-homogeneous. This is an important 
corollary of (3.3.10) which is the principal result of this chapter, 
and is used repeatedly throughout th~ remainder of this thesis. 
Theorem (3.3.10) asserts that B is L-hcmogeneous if and only if for 
each b in B 
lim II kn * b - b 11 B = 0 , 
n-+-co 
where (kn)nEN is an approximate identity in L1 (G) 
is defined in (3.3.6). 
and k * b 
n 
A large, but natural, family of examples arises if I assume 
that G consists of pseudomeasures defined on G and that L is the 
left regular representation of G defined in the space of continuous 
endomorphisms of B. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to the study of 
Banach spaces in this family. But first in sections (3.4) and (3.5) 
there are many examples of such spaces together with several examples 
of generalized L-homogeneous spaces~ I show that if B consists 
of pseudomeasures then P(B) = BnT(G) and ,c:o P(B) really does play 
the role of the trigonometric polynomials (see (3.5.2)). The results 
of these sections are summarized in ( 3. 5. 9 .) • · 
(3.2) Continuously L-translation Invariant Banach Spaces 
Throughout this chapt~r G denotes a compact group and I(G) 
its dual object (see (1.3.3)). Also B denotes a Banach space with 
norm II II B . 
(3.2.1) DEFINITION : B is called a continuously L-translation 
invariant Banach space (or is said t~ be continuously L-translation 
invariant (c. L. t. i)) iff tht:!re exists a homomorphism (representation) 
L of G into the space of continuous endomorphisms of B. 
For each XE G, L 
X 
will denote the endomorphism L (x) of B. 
Remark : It is clear that a Banach space B may be continuously 
translation invariant with respect to several representations L of 
G. For instance, if B is one of A(G), C(G), Lp(G) 1 $ p $ 00 or 
V(G), and if L1 denotes the left regular representation of 
G (G x G if B = V(G)) on B and L2 denotes the right regular 
representation of G (G x G if B = V(G)) on B then B is both 
c.L1.t.i and c.L2 .t.i, and L1 and L2 are distinct if G is not 
abelian. 
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(3.2.2) DEFINITION : Let B* denote the space of continuous linear 
functionals on B. Assume B lS c.L.t.i. For each 
define LX to be the adjoint of L -1; that lS X 
4.M(b) = M (L 
-lb) for all b E B and M E 
X 
(3.2.3) It is immediately seen that 
114.MIIB* = sup IM ( L _ 1b) I 
bEBB(O,l) X 
and so: 
LEMMA . . B* is continuously J.,--tra:rzsZation invaria:rzt. 
X E G we 
B*. 
For typographical reasons we will write L in place of L; 





and B* is continuously L-translation invariant. 
D 
(3.2.4~ .DEFINITION : Let M E B* and b E 8. Define the function 
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rM(b) from G to C by 
rM(b)(x) - L M(b) 
X 
for each x E G. 
Denote by I'M the map b-+ fM(b) and now define the subspace B" of 
B* to be 
B 11 = {M E B * : r M (b) E C ( G) for each b E B _ and r M E B ( B, C ( G) ) } . 
For each M in 8 11 let II M II B" = lll"'MIIB(B,C(G)) and so 
sup 
b E BB(O,l) 
II r' M (b) 11 CX) • . 
Clearly the definition of 8 11 depends on L; we don't 
however emphasize this dependence because we - assume that L is 
fixed in any argument. 
(3. 2. 5) We see that II II 8.. is a norm on 8
11
• 
each M in 811 
Furthermore, for 
~ sup lrM(b)(l)I 
b E BB (0, 1) 
(3.2.6) DEFINITION We define to be the set of M in B II 
for which rM is a compact operator from B to C(G). 
(3.2.7) Remark : Each of 8 11 and a# may be isometrically 
identified with a subspace of B(B,C(G)) by means of the map M-+ rM. 
We occasionally use this fact without specifically saying so. 
We hope to be able to use results concerning C(G) to obtain 
information about the spaces 
information at-out B itself. 
B II and # B , and so to obtain more 
(3. 2. 8) We ;:. first prove that both 811 and B~ share the 
translation invariance properties c.E the underlying space B if ":·re 
consider the adjoint representation. 
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(l') (8 11 , II llg11) • Lt • B h d PROPOSI'I':iON : i-s a c. . . i-. anac spac.e, an 
Cl· 1· ) c:J . ., d L t . i-s a c~ose c . .. i-. subspace of s·~ and so 
cs#, II II BIi) is also a c. L. t. i. Banach space. 
Proof : · h 8 11 It is easy to see tat and s# are normed subspaces of 
----
B*. By (3.2.7) B II will be complete if {rM . M E B II} is closed . 
in B(B, r: (G)). Therefore let (M ) N be a sequence taken from n n E 
B" s~-::h that there exists an operator F in BcB,CCG)) satisfying 
lim sup II F Cb) 0 • Cl) 
n ~ oo b E BBCO,l) 
By C3.2.4) and (3.2 .. 5) the sequence (Mn)n El( is Cauchy in B* 
and so converges to an element M of B*. Hence by (3.2.3), for 
each x E G 
lim 
n ~ oo 
I M(L -lb) 
X 
0 , (2) M CL -lb) I 
n X . 
sup 
b E BB(O,l) 
and so by Cl) and (2) 
F Cb) (x) = = 
Th f · r F d { rM ·• M E B 11 } ere ore M - an is closed in B(B,C(G)). 
h BIi Now we prove tat is c.L.t.i. Let ME 811 and XE G. 
Then for each b EB and y E G 
and so r L M E :. C CG) and 
X 
LL M(b) y X f M (b) (yx) ,-
sup lrM(b)(yx)I 
y E G 
It follows that 811 is c.L.t.i. 
(3) 
Appealing to (9.2.6) of Edwards [2] and to C3.2.7) we have that 
s-# .l. .. , a closed subspace of 8 11 • Therefore i~ will be c.L.t.i. 
/ 
if is a compact operator from B to C(G) for each M in 
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and x :n G. It is easily seen from (3) that 
b E BB(0,1)} ( 4) 
is a boundec subset of C(G). Let .y E G. Then 
jrLM(b)(y) rLM(b)Cl>I - lrM(b)(yx) 
X X 
and so the set in (4) is equicontinuous at 1 and hence for all 
y E G because r is compact. 
M 
Applying Ascoli's theorem we see it 
must be relatively compact and so r L M is compact. 
# cs , II Ila .. > is a c.L.t.i. 
X 
Banach space. 
(3.3) L-Homogeneous Banach Spaces 
Thus 
0 
We begin by introducing the concept of L-homogeneity which is 
an extension of the property (b) of §(3.1). 
(3.3.1) DEFINITION : A c.L.t.i. Banach space B is L-homogeneous 
CL. h) iff for each b EB the map X ~ L b 
X 
is continuous from G 
B, (hence the representation L is continuous). 
If . B is (L.h) we have that for each b EB 
sup 
X E G 
because G is compact. 
< 00 
Define the function p from B to C so 
to 
( 1) 
that p(b) is the su~remum in (1). Clearly p is a seminorm on B. 
Also for each x E G the map b ~ II Lxb II B is continuous from 
B to C, so p must be lower-semicontinuous. Appealing to the 
Uniform Boundedness Principle, there exists a positive constant K 
such that 
( 3. 3. 2) sup II L x b II B 
X E G 




(3.3.3) LEMMA If B is L-homogeneous then 811 = B* and II II B* 
and II II B" are equivalent. 
Proof Clearly B II s B*. On the other hand let ME B* and let 
b EB and x,y E G. Then 
and so rM(b) E C(G). Furthermore, 
by (3. 3. 2). 
sup 
X E G 
~ IIMlls* sup II Lx_1bllB 
X E G 
Therefore B* c 811 d . . f (3 2 5) II II d an , in view o . . , B* an 
equivalent. 
II 11 B II are 
Rather than pause here to give some examples of c.L.t.i. and 
L.h Banach spaces I have opted to devote sections (3.4) and (3.5) to 
this exercise. I will then be in a position to give a more complete 
set of examples. 
(3.3.4) PROPOSITION If B is · c.L.t.i. then . i.s L-
homogeneous. 
Proof In view of (3.2.8) it suffices to prove that for each M 
in 
lim 
X -+ 1 
Let XE G. Then 
= 0 • (1) 
D 
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II ~M - M 11 B II - sup llrL M(b) - rM(b) 11 00 
b E BB (O, 1) x 
-
sup sup I L M (b) - LM(b)I 
b E BB(O,l) y E G yx y 
- sup II :r M (b) - -1<r <b>>II . 
b E Bs(O,l) x M oo 
But {rM(b) : b E BB(O,l)} is relatively compact in C(G) and so i s 
equicontinuous. Therefore (1) holds. 0 
One of the useful properties possessed by the homogeneous Banach 
spaces B studied in Wang [l] is that T(G)nB is a dense subspace of 
8 (see {2.17) of Wang [1]). In fact it is shown in {3.4) of Wang [l] 
· that 8 must be a convolution module over M{G); and in {3.7) that 
if (kn)n EN is an approximate identity in Ll(G) then 
lim 11 kn * b - b 11 B = 0 for all b E B . (1) 
n -+- oo 
Appealing to (1.4.4) we see that it is an immediate consequence of this 
last property that T(G)nB is a dense subspace of B. 
In (3.3.7) we prove that any L-hornogeneous Banach space B is 
a convolution module over M(G) when convolution is defined as in 
(3.3.6); and in (3.3.10) that (1) holds for any such Banach space B 
and any approximate identity in L 1 {G) • In fac~ we prove 
that this property is characteristic of L-homogeneous spaces. 
First, however, we introduce the space P(B) for any c.L.t.i . 
Banach space B. It will play the role of BnT(G). In (3.5.1) we 
prove that if B is a continuously left invariant Banach space of 
pseudomeasures then P(B) = BnT(G). It follows from (3.3.10) that 
P(B) is a dense subspace of B if B is L-homogeneous. 
(3.3.5) DEFINITION 
Vb to be the set 
J 
. 
. Let B be c. L. t. i. · and b E B. 





p (8) {b E 8 Vb is finite dimensional}. 
Clearly P(B) is a linear subspace of 8. 
(3.3.6) DEFINITION : Let B be L.h ar.d b E B. For each 
µ € M(G) denote by µ * b the Bochner integr~l JLxb dµ(x). 
Our use of convolution notation ~snot accidental because for 
those homogeneous spaces studied in ~-~ang [l], (3.3.6) gives the 
usual definition of the convolution product of a measure µ and an 
integrable function b. 
(3.3.7) PROPOSITION If B . -i,s 
-J-he."e... \b G.. c:..cf)~n-l K o.._x:_n -\-hod 
L-homogeneous th~~ for each b E B 
and µ E M(G) µ * b . . -i,s i,n B and 
Proof : By (8.14.14) and (8.15.2) of Edwards [2] µ * b is in B 
if the map g from G to 8, 
J II g(x) II B dµ (x) 
x -+ L b , is measurable and 
X 
< 00 (1 ) 
Now by (3.3.1) g is continuous and so is measurable. Furthermore 
f II g(x) llsdµ(x) = f 11 Lxb 11 8dµ(xJ ~ KllbllsJdµ (X) by (3.3.2) 
' 
~ Kllbllsll µa . -
1 
(2) 
Therefore (1) holds and µ * b is .l.Il B. Finally (8.14.6) of 
Edwards [2] and (2) ensure that 
-IIµ* blls - - ~ D 
If B is L.h and if b EB,~ E M(G) and x E G we now 
c.etermine L µ 
* 
b. Let M E B*. Then in the weak topology on B 
X 
: 
* I L µ * b, M \ = I µ * b, L M \ . \ X I \ X I 
Therefore" by the definition of the Bochner ·integral in (8.14.1) of 
Edwards [2], 




J (lyb' L *M ) dµ(y) X 
J (lxyb' M ) dµ(y) 
( Ill dxµ(y}. 
( \ µ * b, M /, X 
M ) 
and so for each x E G 
(~·.3.8) 
(3.3.9) 
L µ * b X 
PROPOSITION . . Asswne B . t,S L-homogeneous. 
and k E T (G). Then k * b is in P(B). 
Proof . . Recall the definition of P(B) from (3.3.5). 
is an immediate consequence of (3.3.8) because 
is finite dimensional. 
(3.3.10) Finally we obtain the approximation theorem. 
8 3. 
Let b E B 
The assertion 
0 
THEOREM : Assume B is c.L.t.i. 
equivalent: 
The following properties are 
(i) B . L-homogeneous, and t,S 
(ii) if (k ) is an approximate identity . L1 (G) then l(_ i.n n n E 
lim II k * b - b II B = 0 for alt b EB. n 
n + oo 
Proof (i) + (ii). Assume that B is L.h and that (k ) -n n E,., 
is an approximate identity in L 1 (G) • By (3.3.7) for each n, k * b 
n 
is in B. Furthermore 
k * b - b n Jk (x) (Lb-b) dA(x). n X - ( 1 ) 
Now for each e: > 0 there exists a neighbourhood U of 1 in G 
such that for all x EU 
It follows from (1.2.6) (c) that there exists a positive integer N 
such that for n > N 
. -1 
e: [ sup 11 L ~b - b 11 B ] · . 
X E G 
.-.. ~ .... 
Therefore, by (1), (2), (3) and (8.14.6) of E.dwards [2], for n > N 
II kn * b - b II B < e: c II k II + 1> , n l 
and so by (1.2.6) (a) (ii) holds. 
(k) be an approximate identity of 





(ii)~ (i). Let 
taken from T(G) (see(l.4.4)). For each n and each b EB 
the map x ~ L . k * b . is continuous from 
X n 
because, by ( 3. 3 • 7) and ( 3. 3. 8) , 
k 




to B. This is so 
(4) 
Define the map Tb from G to B by Tb(x) = Lxb. Then B 1.s L.h 
if Tb is continuous for each b EB. By (4) is continuous for 
all b in a dense subspace of B. 
By the Baire Category theorem for each' b - in B the set of 
discontinuities of is of the first category, and so is not tne 
whole of G. As G is compact this proves that B is L.h. To 
see this, let x be a point of continuity of Tb. Then for each 
e: > 0 there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that for y EU 
II L b - L b II B y X < e: • 
Further.~ore, there exists elements x ,-,x of G such that 
G 
1 n 




where T U denotes the left x.- trQ~slate of u. For each z E G 
X. 1 
1 
there is an open set V and an iE{l,-,n} such th~t z EV c T u. 
x . 
·1 
Then for each y EV 
II L. b - L b II B ~ y z II L b - L -1 b II 8 + y X. X 
1 
11 L -1 b - L b II B 
., X. X Z 
1 
But x.y and x. z are both element~; of U and so it follows from 
1 1 





IIL b -L bl!B y z 2e: max i=l,-,n 
is continuous and B is L. h. 
Appealing to (3.3.9) we see that if 




L.h and if 
is in ·p CB) 
for each b in B. Hence by (3.3.10) P(B) is a dense subspace 
of B. 
(3.4) Examples of c.L.t.i. and L.h Banach ·spaces 
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I now present some examples which will show that I am considering 
more than just the usual spaces A(G), C(G), Lp(G} 1 ~ p ~ 00 and M(G}. 
We begin with a compact group G. It is easy to see that each Segal 
algebra on G (see Reiter [l], [2J, [3]}, and each homogeneous Banach 
algebra on G (see Wang [ l]) is L-homogeneous if L is taken to be 
the appropriate left regular representation of G. Each semi-homogeneous 
Banach algebra on G (see Wang [l]) is continuously L-translation 
invariant. Many examples are given in each of ~hese referen~es. 
0 (3.4.l} Recall from (1.4.1) the def.initions of ~(L(G)), E (L(G)) and · 
~p(E(G)), 1 ~ p ~ oo. 
DEF INITIO·~ . For each X E G and A= (AO') a E L (G) in ~(E (G)) . 
define L A = ( (L A) ) in ~(E (G)) by 
X x a a E E(G) 
(L A) = u (x)A for each O' E E (G) • 
X O' a a 
(3.4.2) Let B denote one of the Banach spaces ~p(E(G)), 1 $ p $ co 
or p = O. Define the map L from G to B by 
L(x)A = LA for each A EB 
X 
PROPOSITION : Each of the Banach spaces tPCE(G)), 1 $ p $ 00 or 
86. 
p = o, is continuously L-translation invariant, and if l $ p < co or 
p = o then it is L-homogeneous. 
Proof : Let p E {o} u [l,co], A - (AO') a E E (G) be an element of 
~p(E(G)) u CX) and X E G. Define in E (E(G)) to be (U (x)) 
X = a a E E (G) • 
Then II ux II CX) = 1. Appealing to (28.27) and (28.32) (iii) of [HR] we 
see that L A = LJ .A, and so L A is in ~p (E (G)) and 
X X X 
Therefore ~p (E (G)) is 
c.L.t.i. 
Assume p .c co. Then ~po: (G)) will be L.h if the map 
x ~ LxA is continuous from G to ~p(E(G)) for each A E ~p(E(G)). 
Let p E [l,co) then 
II .L A - A llp = 
X p I d 11 U (x-) A - - Acr II~ . cr E E(G) cr cr cr ~P (1) 
For any £ > 0 there exists a finite subset F of E(G) such that 
I 
O' E E(G)\F 
But each representation 
prove that the map 




is continuous, so (1) and (2) combine to 
is continuous. 
sup . - II cu; (x). - Idcr)AO' II . 
<J E L (G) 
(3) 
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For any £ > 0 there exists a finite set F of L(G) such that 
sup II Acr II 
cr E L (G) \F 
< £ • (4) 
Then again using the continuity of the representations U , ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) 
a 
prove that the map X -+ L A 
X 
is continuous. D 
We may construct many more examples of c.L.t.i. and L.h 
Banach spaces from those given in (3.4.2) by using lemma (3.4.4j to 
follow. First we give a definition. 
(3.4.3) DEFINITION : For each cr € L(G) let E be a subspace of 
(J 
H and let 9 = {E : cr E L(G)}. 
(J (5 
Let B be one of the Ba~ach spaces 
given in (3.4.2). Then denotes 
89 - {A = (AO') cr € E B : A (E ) - {O} for all o E L (G)}. I:(G) O' O' 
In particular, if E - {O} for all cr € F and E . = H for 
O' O' (J 
cr € L(G)\F then By is the set of all elements of B supported by F. 
(3.4.4) LEMMA · : If 's, is normed as a subspace of B then it is a 
continuously L-translation invariant Banach space. If B . 1,S L-
homogeneous then so too is 8!/. 
Proof Clearly Bf/ is a normed subspace of B. For each x E G 
and A - (A ) in a, we have that, for O' E L (G), O' O' E L(G) 
(L A) 
- u (x)A , and so it easy to see that L A is in By-X O' (J O' X 
Furthermore ·s 9 is c.L.t.i. because 
II L A 11 8 = II LXA II B ~ II A II B = II A II B_r • X 9 
It only remains to prove that BY is complete. This will be so if it 
is closed in B. Therefore let (A) be a sequence taken from 
n n E N 
B!/ 1 and assume t:!"-~at it converges to A in B. Then it must co~verge 
CX) 
to A in ~ (L(G)), and in particular the coordinate sequences 
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(An ) n E N converge to A in BCH' for each a. But for each n, a cr' 
a 
A cE ) = {o} and so we must have A (E ) - {o}. Thus B!f is a n a (J (J (J 
c.L.t.i. Banach space. 
If B is L.h then it follows irrm=diately that B is al.:io. D .,. 
Before proceeding with the task of obtaining more examples I 
introduce the family £8 of c.L.t.i. Banach spaces which will be 
the principal object of study in c~aters 4 and 5. 
(3.4. 5) DEFINITION . . Let B denote a Banach space of pseudomeasures 
defined on G (see (1.4.3) for the definition of a pseudomeasure). 
We say that B belongs to the family tB iff it satisfies the 
conditions: 
(a) the natural injection J: B + PM(G), b + b, is a 
continuous operator, and 
(b) for each b in B and x in G, 
and II xb II B ~ canst II b II s· 
b is an element of B 
X 
(Then B actually depends on the underlying group G and so should be 
more correctly written '8(G). However, I prefer to denote it simply 
by iJ as the underlying group G will be fixed during any argument / .) 
If we define L from ~ to the space of continuous endomorphisms 
of B by L(x) (b) = b for all c 
X 
in B and x in G, then (b) 
ensures that B is c.L.t.i. No confusion should arise from my use 
of L to denote this representation and also that defined in (3.4.1) 
because for each a E ~(G), x E G and b EB 
and so 
L (x) (b)" (a) = ( b)" (cr) 
X 
(3.4.6) (L(x) (b))" L b 
X 
" 
- U (x ) b ( cr) = (J cL b) , X a 
89. 
DEFINITivN : Denote by ~ the subset of S consisting of all 
L-homogeneous Banach spaces. 
In the sequel we de not refer to L when considering spaces 
in i3 or f:3 h; · rather we call ~hem continuously translation 
invariant and homogeneous; respectively. 
Remark We might easily have used the right regular representation 
of G in (3.4.1) and (3.4.5) in which case all of the results to 
follow possess obvious analogues. However, L always denotes 
the left regular representation. 
(3.4.7) PROPOSITION : Each of the Banach spaces PM(G); M(G); and 
L co (G) is in tB ; and each of the Banach spaces PF (G) ; LP (G) ; 
1 ~ p < co; LJP(G) = {f E L1 (G) : f E ~P(r(G))} (with 
,.. 
II f II p II f 11 1 II f 11 ) I 1 ~ C(G) and A(G) 
. 
an element = + p < co, 'Z,S 
u p 
of B h. The Banach space V F1 ,F2 (G)' with Fl and F2 subsets of 
E (G), . in Sh (G X G}. 'Z,S 
Proof : - The case of VF F (G) is an immediate consequence of (2.4.3) 
1, 2 
and ( 2 • 4 • 4 ) • 
It is easily seen that each of the remaining Banach spaces is in 
~ 
It follows from (20.4) of [HR] that LP (G) , 1 ~ p < oo, is an 
element of iflh; from (34.2G) of [HR] that A (G) is an element of l8 h; 
and from (2.1.4} of [E] that C (G) is also in (8 h. Appealing to 
(3.4.2) and (3.4.6) deals with PF(G), which only leaves the spaces 
Up(G), 1 ~ p < 00 , to consider. Let x E G and f E LJP(G). Then 
II f-fll 
x LJP 
11 f - f 11 
X l 
+ (1) 
But L 1 (G) i~ in eh and, b.7 (3. 4. 2 ), f o:: (G)) is L-homogeneous so 
90. 
X + f 
X 
is continuous from G to it follows from (1) that the map 
Up(G) for each f in uP(G). Therefore Up(G) is also in '8h. 
As in (3.4.4) the examples in (3.4.7) may be used to generate 
many more Banach spaces belonging to either 8 or f3 h. In thP case 
I 
of VF F (G), where F1 and F2 are subsets of E(G), it is 
1, 2 
important to remember that the underlying group is G x G not G. 
Even in this case the following type of construction is valid. 
(3.4.8) DEFINITION . For each CJ in E(G) let E denote a sub-. 
CJ 
space of H and let :I denote the set !I = { E :CJ E E (G)}. For CJ . CJ 
any set B of pseudomeasures defined on G, B :/ will denote the set 
~ - {b E B . b(CJ) CE) - {o} for all CJ E E (G) } • . CJ 
In particular, if E - H for CJ E . E (G) \F (F some subset of E (G)) 
CJ CJ 
and E = {o} for CJ E F then B is precisely the set of pseudo-
CJ y 
measures in B whose fourier transform is supported by F. We then 
write 
D 
(3.4.9) LEMMA : Let B E '8 and norm B as a subspace of B. 
ff 
Then 
B is in tB. 
1 
If B is in '8h then so too is BS'. 
Proof By (3.4.5) (a) and (3.4.6) this follows irmnediately by the 
argument used in (3.4.4). D 
It is, in fact, a consequence of (4.2.1) that (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) 
give a complete description of the closed subspaces of a homogeneous 
Banach space B, which are themselves homogeneous when they inherit the 
topology and translation operators of B. 
The final family of examples we consider is motivated by the 
algebras of type C studied in Silov [l]. Let B denote a reg1.:lar, 
commuta~ive algebra without radical, and M(B) its maximal ideal space. 
Then B is of type C if its norm II II B is equivalent to II II 
defined by 
II b II = sup 
m E M (B) 
inf { II b' II B : b' = b on N (m) } 
b' E B 
where " denotes the Gelfand transformation, and N(m) is some 
neighbourhood of m in M(B). Clearly II II ~ II l!s-
91. 
(3.4.10) First let G denote a compact abelian group and X the s ~t 
of continuous characters of G. If B is either a Segal algebra or 
a (Wang) homogeneous algebra theI.L M(B) = xnB (see Reiter [l] and 
Wang [l]). In either case B is of type C iff its norm is 
equivalent to II [I defined by 
11 b II sup 
x Esp B 
inf { II ti II B 
b E B 
b", : ex> = hCx>}. 
DEFINITION : Let 8 E (8'. It is of type C iff its norm is 
equivalent to II II defined in (1). 
(1) 
(3.4.11) PROPOSITION Asswne G is aompaat arid abelian, and that 
Then B is of type C if and only if there exists a 
positive funation c defined on spB suah that c is bounded away 
from o, and II II B is equivalent to II II O defined by 
= sup 
XE spB 
o ex> I b ex> I . 
Proof : Assume B is of type C and let ·x E ~ spB, and b E ~ such 
,.. 
that b(X) ~ 0. Then 
inf 
b' E 
{ II lJ II 8 : b' ex> - b ex> } = B inf { II b ( X) X + b' II B : b' E B 
- I b Cx> I inf { II x + b' II 8 : b' <x> l) . E B o} • 
t>' <x > - o} 
(1) 
Therefore define 8(x} to be the infirnurn given in (1). It foll:-,ws 
from (j.4.5) that c : x + o(x) . is bounded away from o on spB 
,.. 
because for each b in B with b(x) = O, 
92 . 
llx+hll 8 ~ K II X + b Ii PM = K. 
Clearly now, by (1) 
sup inf { II b' II B . t>' <x> - t><x>} = sup o<x> I t>Cx>I, . 
E sp8 I . B E spB X b E X 
(2 ) 
and so II II B and II Ii O are equivalent. 
The converse follows immediately · from (2) and (3. 4 .10). D 
(3.4.12) Suppose now that G denotes an arbitrary compact group. 
Then (3.4.11) suggests that the following construction may produce 
homogeneous Banach spaces. 
easy to see that ~(F) and 
Let F be a subset of L(G). 
E(L(G)) are isomorphic. 
= F 
It is 
DEFINITION : Let A - (A ) be an . element of __ E (F) • 
- <:1 CJ E E(G) Assume 
that each A is invertible and that A- 1 (J 
.00 
. ~ (F) • For any p E [l,oo] u {O} define 
= (A-1) 
cr cr E E(G) 
PM(G)A,p by 
PM ( G) A, p = .{ s E PM ( G) F : s A E f (F ) } ' 
and for each S in PM(G)A,p put II s IIA = II SA II • 
,P p 
is in 
These spaces are si..~ilar, in definition, to the Segal algebra 
S(a) studied in Riemersma [l] fo= abelian groups, and to the Segal 
algebra A (G) p which is studied in Larsen, Liu and Wang [l], also for 
abelian groups. 
(3.4.13) It is clear that (PM (G)A,i?, II II ) is a normed space. 
A,p 
PROPOSITION : If p ~ 00 then PM(G)A,p is in 8h. 
Proof We first prove that the injection J of PM(G)A,p into 
PM(G), S + S, is continuous. Let s E PM(G)A,p. Then 
II s IIA,p = 11 SA 11 p ~ 11 SA 11 00 = sup 
(J E E' 
II S(cr) A II. (J 
But for each CJ in F 
A 




II s ( (1) 11 ( sup 
cr E F 
Hence J is continuous. 
We use an argument similar to that 1.n (2. 2. 4) to prove that · 
PM(G)A,p is a Banach space. If (S) N is a Cauchy sequence taken 
n n E 
from PM(G)A,p then it is Cauchy in PM(G), and so converges to some 
element S of PM(G) in PM(G). Let (S ) be a subsequence 
• £ -n. J ,;;;. 1, 
J 
sue~ that for each j 
s 11 < 2-j. 
n. A,p 
J 
Then for each NE N 
and so 
N-1 
S - S + l (S 
nN nl · 1 n. 1 J= J+ 
N-1 
s ) , 
n. 
J 
~ 11 . sn IIA,p+I lls -s IIAp 
1 j=l nj+l nj ' 
N-1 . 
~ II s 11 + I 2-J. 
nl A,p j=l 
Therefore S must be in PM(G)A,p and so it is a Banach space. 
It follows from (3.4.7), (3.4.6) and (3.4.2) that S is in 
X 
PM(G)A,p for each x E G and s E PM(G)A,p. Al so tJy ( 3 • 4 • 6) 
II XS II A,p = II ( S)"A II = IIL s All , X 11 ,:, X p 
and so by (3.4.2) 
II XS II A,p ~ ·II s A II - llsllA,p· p 
Hence PM (G)A,p E lf3. 
" 
~p (F}. By (3.4.2) the map X + L s A is continuous from G to 
X 
In view of (3.4.6) PM(G)A,p is easily seen to be in 
'8h. 










- (A -1 ) 
OOEF 
A {s 




1 if and p q are non-ze:::-o q 
1 if q = 0 (or if p - 0) • q 
be an element of Then 
C ~r (F) • 
PM(G)A,p. Then s is in PM(G)F 
in fj (F). It follows from (28.27), (28.32) and (28. 33) 
t> (F) .gq (F) ~r (F ), A S A.A-l is contained in and so s = 





and · S A is 
of [HR] that 
is in gr(F). 
so 
If A E ~ (F) then these two sets are 










PM(G)A,p C L00 (G) 
- F then 
Then is in 
~ II 81 II lls2 A II = II S1 II lls2 IIA . 
CX) p CX) ,p 
* S2 is in PM(G)A,p. By (D391 of [HR] for each (J in 
s E B(H(J) such that II s II = 1 and a a 
II s2 <a> 11 
A 
= Tr (S S2 (cr)). (1) 
. cr 
A 
Define the element s in PM(G)F by S(cr) = s0 fc~ each cr in F. 
Then S * s2 E PM(G)A,p c 
But by (1) for each cr 
Tr ( s s 2 ( cr ) ) = Tr I s 2 ( cr ) I ~ 0 , 
a 
(2) 
and so it follows from (1), (2) and (34.9) of [HR] that 
F 
95. 
l " II S2 II · d Tr ((S * S2) (er) ) ~ a 00 GEF 
Hence S2 is in A(G)F. D 
(3. 5} Detennination of s# for some c.L.t.i. Banach spaces. 
The preceding section includes many examples of c.L.t.i. and 
L.h Bana~h spaces. We now determine the space B# (see (3.2.6)) for 
some of the examples. These results, summarized in (3.5.9), motivate 
§4.2. 
We first note that the examples constructed by using (3.4.2) and 
{3.4.4) are, in view of (3.4.6), essentially included in those con-
ptructed by using (3.4.13) and (3.4.9). It is easy to see that for 
each p E [l, 00 ] U {0} and any family of subspaces !!, Ep o:: (G)) can 
= 9 
be written as 
where 
{s: SEPM(G)I,p and 
I = ( Id ) _. ( ) . cr GE1.., G 
S(cr) (E) = {O} 
a 
Hence the spaces 
for all GEI'.(G)} 
Ep (I: (G)) and 
= 9 
are isormorphic. Clearly the isomorphism is an isometry. Therefore 
we only consider exair.ples which are in (8. 
We begin by proving that if B is ~n @ then P(B) = BnT(G). 
But first we have a lern~a. 
(3.5.1) Let s E PM (G) • Then V = span { s: XE G}. S X 
LEMMA dim v5 < 
00 if and only if s E T(G). 
Proof : Clearly VS is finite dimensional if S is in T(G). 
Conversely, let SE PM(G) and assume that Vs is finite 
" dimensional and supp s is countable. Let k E ZA (G), the centre of 
A (G). Then k * s = Jk(x)XSdA(x) is the usual convolution p~oduct 
C (G) • " and so k * s is an element of By (1.4.4), k (cr) is a 
96. 
multiple of Id0 for each cr E E(G). Hence for each y E G 
{k * S) = (S * k) = S * k, (1) y y y 
and so Vk*S is finite dimensional. Therefore k*S is an element of 
T (G) • Defi~e the linear map ~s f1om ZA(G) to T(G) by 
~ (k) = k * S for all k E ZA(G). 
s 
Then 
~S is continuous. Let (Fn) nE Nbe a sequence of finite subsets 
" {Fn n~} of E (G) such that supp s = u . and for each n put . 
Ari = {k E ZA (G) ;: supp (k * S) " ~ Fn} . 
Each ~ is a closed subspace of ZA (G), and ZA(G) = u A . Hence 
nEff n 
by the Baire Category theorem there exists a positive interger N such 
that 8N has interior points in ZA(G), and so A - ZA(G) N - and k * s 
is an element of T(G)F for all k E ZA(G). 
N 
Thus S is in T(G). 
To complete the proof we must consider the case where S is in 
PM (G) " with v5 having finite dimension but supp S being possibly 
uncountable. For any such S and any k E ZA(G), k * S is in PM(G) 
by (3.3.7J and its transform has countable support. 
As in (1) Vk*S is finite dimensional and so k * S is in T(G). 
Therefore S must also be in T(G). This is because if Q is a 
' " 
countably infinite subset of supp S then there exists k in ZA(G) 
" 
such t:1at k does not vanish on Q; but k * S is not in T (G) which 
is a contradiction. 
(3.5.2) COROLLARY If B is a continuously translation invariant 
Banach space of pseudomeasures then P(B) = BnT(G). 
Proof : This result is an immediate consequence of (3.5.1). 
(3.5.3} By (3. 3. 3) B II B* is isomorphi~ to if B is an element of 




equal to the closure in B* of P(B#). We now consider a lemma which 
will be used to dete~ine P(B#) for some of the examples given in the 
previous section. 
LEMMA : L6~· 8 E ~ 
that 
and ;/={Ea~ n ker b(a) : aE1:(G)}. Assume 
bEB 
For each M in B* there exists an -element 
A = (Aa) er~ L (G) of ~o: (G) ) ;/ such that~ for each a and each b . 1.-n 
Then for each b in 
M(b) l * ,.. d 0 Tr (Aa b (a)) • 
cre: I: (G) 
Proof B* Let ME and a€ E'(G). Then is isomorphic to 
](Ea> which is,by definition, · {TE B(Ha> : T(Ea> = {O}}. 
map M from ](Ea> to C by putting 
" M (b(cr)) = M(b) for all b in B{a}· 
Define the 
B, 
Clearly M is a linear map on ](Ea>· 
B<Ha> = ](Ea> e ](E0 i) where ](Eai> 
But it is easy to see that 
i 
is the set {Te:B(Ha):T(Ea) = {O}}. 
Hence the set of linear functionals on ](Ea) is identifiable with 
B (Ha); J (Eal.) = J (Ecr), and so there exists Ao E J (Ea) such that for 
all b E B{a} 
" * ,.. M (b (a) ) = da Tr (A0 b (a) ) . 
It follows from (1) that for all b in T(G) 
:I 
M(b) - l da Tr (A~ b(a)). 
cre:I: (G) 
(1) 
Let b EB and (bn>nEN be a sequence extracted from T(G)!/ . 
such that 
lim II b - bn II - 0 . 
n -+ .oo B 
(2) 
Then 




and so f0r all n E N and x E G 
I L M (b - b ) I :5 IM ( -1 (b - b ) ) I x n x n 
By ( 2 ) , ( 4 ) and ( 3 • 3 • 2 ) 
lim II r M (b) - I'M (bn) II 
00 
= 0 • 
n-+ oo 
It follo\'1s from (1) that for each n EN 
rM(bn) (x) = l d0 Tr(bn(a) ~ U0 (x)*), 
OEL (G) 
and so for each a E Z:(G) 
In view of (3.4.5) and (2) 
lim II b - bn II PM = 0 • 
n-+ oo 
By (6) and (7) for each a E Z:(G) 
lim II b(a) A; - rM(bn)"(a) II = O. 
n-+ oo 







Note that by (4~2.1) we could omit the hypothesis P(B) = T(G) • 
:I 
Remar~~ Referring to (35.1) cf [HR] for notation, we have just proved 
that each M in B* determines a right (B,C(G))-multiplier by putting 
rM(b)"(a) = b(O)A~ for all a E E(G) and b EB. 
We now obtain a partial converse to this result. 
LEMMA is an element of ~(E(G)):/ such that A* 
is a right (B,C(G))-multiplier, then there exists a linear functional 
M in B* such that rM(b)"(a) = b~~) A; for each a E E(G) and b EB. 
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Proof : We first notice that for each b in B there exists a 
A A 
function hb in C(G) such that hb = bA*. Define the map M from 
B to C by 
· M(b) = hb (1) for all b in 8 • (1) 
It is clear that M is linear. Appealing to the Closed Graph theorem, 
in view of (3.4.5) (a), there must exist a positive constant K such 
that for all b EB 
K II b 11 8 • 
Then by (1) and (2), M is in B*, and so by (3.3.3) rM(b) is in 
C(G) for each b ia B. In fact, we will prove that rM(b) = hb, 
A A 
and so rM(b)"(cr) = hb(cr) = b(cr)A~ for each cr E E(G). But 
rM(b) (x) = M(x-1b) = hx_ 1b(l) for .each 
A A 
h -lb= x-lbA* = U*(x)bA = (x_lhb); 
X 
= = 
X E G and 
therefore 
(3.5.4) Let B E '8h and assume P (8) = T (G)f/. Also assume that 
B* ~ PM(G). Then for each ME B* and b E T (G)f/ 
M(b) - l dcr Tr (M(cr)* b(o)). 
OEE (G) 
It is clear that for each o E r(G), if A0 is determined ~3 in 
A 





A A * 
= b(o) (M(o)P .L) 
Ea 
A. 
If M is in B*nT(G) and if F denotes the support of M then F 
is a finite subset of 
b in B. Hence fM 
E(G). By (1), fM(b) is in T(G)F 





Clearly s# 1S contained in PM(G). Therefore by (2.2.8) and 
(3.5.2) P(B#) = s#nT(G). But the RHS must equal T(G):/ because 
b(o) CE) = {O} for all o, and so by (3.3.10) and (3.3.3) 8# is 
a 
100. 
the closure in B* of 
The results obtained by applying this to the homogeneous spaces 
listed in (3.4.7) are sununarized in (3.5.9). 
co (3.5.5) The results in (3.5.4) do not apply to the Banach spac€J L (G), 
M(G) or PM(G), all of which are continuously left translation invariant. 
These can, however, be dealt with by the following proposition. · 
First, recall that any Banach space may be embedded in B** by 
putting 8b(M) = M(b) for all M in B*. 
Assume that P(B) - T(G) and that A(G) 
is contained in B*. Also assume that II f II B* ~ K II f I! A for all 
f in A(G). Then (B*)# = B. 
Proof . . We first prove that B is a subspace of CB*)#. Let b EB. 
We denote the JJnage of b, 
and ME B* 




8 I also by b. 
= 
By C2), r b CM) 1.s in C CG) and b 1.s in CB*) 11 • 
Then for x E G 
Cl) 
(2) 
By Cl) the set 
{rbCM) : ME BB* (0,1)}° is bounded, and by _(2) _it is equicontinuous. 
Hence it 1.s relatively compact in CCG), and so B is a subspace of 
CB*>#. 
Our hypotheses ensure that B** is 1.n PM(G) and that 
II II II PM ~ const II II II B**" for all II in B**. 
appealing to (3. 3.4), that CB*># is in Sh. 
It is easily seen, by 
By (3.5.2) 
T(G) = BnT(G) £ CB*)# n T(G) = P((B*)#), 
and so it follows from (3.3.10) that (B*)# is the closure in CB*)" 
of T(G). 
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To complete the proof we show that II II B and II II (B*) 11 are 
equivalent on B. 
Let b EB. Then 
From this (B*)# must be precisely B. 
II b II (B*) II = sup suE IM <xb) I MEBB*(O,l) XE 
~ sup 
. II xb II B ~ Kilb 118 by (3. 3. 2) • 
XEG 
Returning to ( 3) ' 
II b II (B*)" ~ sup jM(b)j. MEBB*(O,l) 
(3) 
(4) 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists M in 
and IM (b) I = llhll 8 • Hence (4) proves that 
B* with II M II B* = 1 
llbll<B*>" ~ llbl! 8 • D 
We again summarize in (3.5.9) the results obtained by applying 
(3.5.5) to the Banach -spaces mentioned above. 
(3.5.6) Our final examples are the spaces PM(G)A,p defined in (3.4.12). 
,... 
The map S-+ SA is a surjection from PM(G)E' to ~P(F). 'l'o see 
this, let DE Ep(F). 
exists S. in PM{G)p such that s = DA-1. ,... - , But SA= DA iA = D. 
It follows that (PM(G)A'p)* is isomorphic to the space 
(A-1) * , 
E(F) ,p which is defined by 
= 
( -1)* I E(F) A ,p I {D E ~ (F) : D (A - l) * E ~p (F) } 
= 
and normed by II D 11 (A..:. 1 ) *, p, 
given by 
II D s \\ \\ , II 
By ( 3 . 3. 3) and ( 3. 4 . 13) 
= 
and so 
(A -1) * , 
E(F) 'p is c.L.t.i .. 
= 
(PM(G)A,p)# ( -1)* I 
= E(F) A ,p if p ;t 
= 
(PM (G·) A, 1 ) # ( -1) * = ~{F) A ,O . 
The duality is 
is isomorphic to ( 
-1)* I 
~(F) A ,p' 
We now prove that 
1, and 1:.hat 
102. 
00 . ( -1>* ' (3.5. 7) LEMMA . E (F) i,s a subspace of P CE on A ,P > for any . 
= 
p E [l,oo] u {O}. If p ~ 1 then it is a dense subspace of 
( -1)* I ( -1) * ~ (F) A ,p and if - 1 - it is dense in ~ (F) A , 0 p = 
00 
- Proof Clearly E (F) is a subspace of 
( -1)* I E (F) A ,p Now let 
= = 
00 
D E E (F) . Then for each O' E F and X E G 
= 
(L D) = u (x) D . (1) 
X O' cr cr 
By (1.3.8) the linear span of the Ucr(x)'s is finite dimensional for 
each cr in F. Therefore it follows from (1) that the set 
00 
XE G} spans a finite dimensional subspace of E (F) because 
only a finite number of D's cr 
subset of P (~ (F) (A - l) * 'P' ) . 
are non-zero. 
00 
Hence ~ (F) is a 
The final asse~tions are immediate consequences of (28.27) of 
00 1 [HR] because E (F) . (A - ) * 00 = E (F). 
= 
(3.5.8) PROPOSITION : If p E (l,oo) U {O} then 
# -1 * I 1 # (PM (G)A . p) = ~ (F) (A ) ,p • Also (PM (G)A' ) = ( -1) * ~ (F) A , 0 
Proof By (3.3.10) P((PM(G)A'p)#) is a dense subspace of 
D 
Therefore, in view of (3.5.7), we need only prove that 
00 
Let D E E (F). For each x E G and SE PM(G)A,p 
(1) 
The ref ore 11 r O ( S) 11 00 = 11 D 11 (A - 1) *, P, • If XE G then 
jr0 cs) (x) - r O cs> Cl) I = (LxD(A- 1)* - D(A- 1)*,§ A) 
l (A-1 (Ucr(x)* - " = dcrTr D* Idcr) s (cr)Acr) cr cr 
O'EF 
= l d Tr (S(cr)D~ (Ucr (x -1) - Id ) } . (2) cr cr O'EF 
Since only a finite number of D's a are non-zero, (2) ensures that 
if0 (S) : S E PM(G)A,p, II S IIA,p ~ l} is equicontinuous. It is 
clearly bounded so it must be relatively compact. Hence D is in 
(3.5.9) We now summarize the results of this . section in the form of 




















LP (G) . l<p<oo 
LJP(G) l<p<oo 











L 1 (G) ./ 
L 1 (G) 
LP I (G) ./ 
C ( G ) (f) ~p I o: ( G ) ) ./ 








-1 * ~ (F) (A ) , 0 
./ 
~ (F) (A -1) *, 1 
./ 
closure in ./ 
Vp ,F (G) of 
1 2 


















(3.5.10) We can use (3.5.9) to obtain information about some of the 
spaces constructed by means of (3.4.8). 




{E0 E H0 : a E t: (G)} then by° (3 .4. 9) Bf! is also in u3h. Since it is 
closed in 8 we have 
CB ) * y 
where Ey.l = {ME s* . M(b) . 
There is one case in 
= 0 
B* / B .1 y 
for all b E fy}. 
which it is possible to explicitly 
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(1) 
represent We assume that P(B) = T(G) and that 
If there exists a 
continuous projection of 8 onto ~ then this second condition holds. 
* By (3.5.3) t if M is in <By> then there exists A= (AO) OEL (G) 
in 
~(E(G));/ 
and for each 
such that for 
= 
b in T (G);/ 
M (b) - -· l 





for OE I:(G), 
* ,.. d0 Tr (Ao b(O)). 
B* If M is in then there exists A= (A0 ) 0 EE(G) in ~(E(G)) 
satisfies (2) for all b in B, and (3) for all b in T(G). 
* B such that the Le:t * (B > 
;/ 




correspondi:1g A is in E(E(G)) • 
= 9 Denote by (8#) the same subset y 
of s#. 
(8 * * and PROPOSITION : ) = (8 ) 
;/ ;/ 
= 
* Proof Let M E (B ) y· * By (J. ) M is in (BS') if M(b) = 0 for 
all b in Now T(G)g is a dense subspace of and so it is 
sufficient to prove that T(G)gs ker M. This, however, follows 
irmnediately from (3) because iff the image of is 
contained in for each o. 
On the other hand, let M be in and let A be the 
element of ~ (E (G) >y corresponding r_,) M. Let b EB. Then b has 
a unique decomposition, where is in and is 
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B gt-. Define M on B by M(b) = M (b1) for all b in B. Clearly 
M is linear and continuous. For b in B 
A* " r- (b)" (cr) = b 1 (cr) for a in E (G) • M a (4) 
But if b J..S in 
_B _1- then Aa*b(cr) = O· I so we can write 
A* " r- (b)"(cr) = b (cr) _ for all a in I (G) • 
M a 
Hence M J..S in * CB y as required. 
To prove the second equality, first let M be in (~) #. Then 
* * it is in CB y and so it can be extended to a functional M J..n (B y· 
It follows from (4) that r-
M 
is a compact operato r on B because I'M 
is compact on Ey. Therefore M is in (B#~. 
On the other hand it is easy to see that the restriction of any 
operator which is compact, is ~gain compact. Hence (B\, '= <1s,} #. 0 
If B = A(G), L2 (G) or PF(G) then (3.5.10) may be applied 
for any family :/. 
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CHAPTER 4 
HOMOGENEOUS BANACH SPACES OF PSEUDOMEASURES 
(4.1) Introduction 
The table of examples given in (3.5.9) illustrates an 
interesting phenomenon. If B is a homogeneous Banach space then 
(8#)# (which I write as s##) is precisely B; and if B is not 
homogeneous then s## is a proper subspace of B. I begin this 
chapter by proving that this characterizes homogeneous Banach spaces 
of pseudomeasures - that is, B is homogeneous if and only if B and 
s## are equivalent Banach spaces (see (4.2.11)). The proof depends 
intrinsically on the fact that the elements of B are pseudomeasures. 
I have not yet determi_ned whether the characterization holds for 
arbitrary L-homogeneous Banach spaces. 
In de Leeuw [l] the author proves that there is a natural 
correspondence between the family of all homogeneous algebras B of 
continuous functions defined on a compact abelian group G, and a 
family of G-invariant norms on BnT(G). de Leeuw makes explicit use 
of the algebraic structure of B. In §(4.3) I prove that even if it 
/ 
is neither assumed that B is an algebra nor that G is abelian, then 
it is possible to associate with B a norm N defined on 811T (G) 
which has the properties listed in (4.3.5). N need not be 
G-invariant. On the other hand, every such norm determines a Banach 
space in sh (see (4.3.8)). 
If B 1.S a homogeneous Banach space in sh, and if ;/ denotes 
(\ " the set ;/ = { Ecr = ker b(cr) : OEI:(G) }, then I proved in (3.5.3) 
bEB 
that s* may be identified with a subset /\ of ~ ( I: (G) )9' . In fact, 
employing the notation of §35 of [HR], the elements of ,\ are 
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precisely the adjoints of the right (B,C(G))-multipliers~ 
set of right (B,C(G))-multipliers is isomorphic to B*. 
Hence the 
In § (4. 4) 
I study the vector space /\ and show that it must have the properties 
listed in (4.4.11). On the other hand, every such subspace of ~:r(G)) 
determines a homogeneous Banach space in {8 h. 
The final section of this chapter includes a characterization of 
p-Sidon sets, 1 ~ p <: 2, in terms of homogeneous spaces. This could 
be considered one possible answer to question 4 posed in Burnham [3]. 
I introduce homogeneous convolution Banach algebras. These will be 
studied in chapter 5. I prove that every B in 03h which contains 
only measures is, in fact, a homogeneous convolution Banach algebra. 
(4 2) 1 · f B d 8## if B '° . Equa ity o an _ E ~ fl..!-
The notation for this chapter is taken from (3.4.5). G again 
denotes a compact group. 
We begin with a lemma which, in view of (3.3.10), proves that 
if B is in tBh then the subspaces By, defined by means of (3.4.8), 
are the only closed subspaces of B which are also in l8h when they 
inherit the topology and translation operators of B. 
( 4 . 2 . 1) LEMMA Let B E ~-
Ea= n ker b(a), and:/ = {Ea 
bEB 
For each a E -L(G) let 
cr E L (G) } • Then P(B) = T(G)g. 
Proof : By (3.5.2) P(B) = BnT(G). Therefore it is clear that P(B) 
is a subspace of T(GY. 
On the other hand we first prove that for each a E L(G) the 
set Ia= {b(a) : b EB} is a left ideal in B. This allows us to 





Let TE B(H ). 
0 
such that i=l, -, is a basis 
Then there exists constant3 ai(T ) in 
C, i=l, , d~, such that 
T = 
i=l 
and so f_·or any b E B 
d2 





" a.i· (T) b(a). 
x· i 
is an element of B so I is a left ideal in 
a 
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B <Ha> • Therefore, by (38.11) of [HR], there exists a subsp~ce Y0 of 
Ha such that Ia = {T E B (H ) . T (Y ) = {o}}. Clearly ya must . a a 
·equal Ea. We complete the proof by proving that if k E T(G){a} such 
" PCB> . " that k (a) (E0 ) = {O} then k is in The operator k(a) E Ia' 
"' "' Qnd so there exists an · element b of B such that b(a) = k (a) . Let 
Xa be the character of a. By (3.3.9) Xa * b is in P(B). But 
Xa * b = k and so k is in P(B). Hence C p (B). D 
(4.2.2) Notation : It follows from (4.2.1) that P(B) is the linear 
span of the set of trigonometric polynomials of the form 
where ~ E H0 , ~EE; and a E E(G). 
Let {e1, i=l, -, da} denote an orthonormal basis for H0 and 
assume that {e1, i=l, -, k 0 } spans E • a Define Q0 to be 
= 
(where Q0 = {} if k 0 = d 0 ), and for each (i,j) E n0 define the 
trigonometric polynomial a U·. i] by 
Then 
a . 




for all XE G. 
{u ? · : ( i , j ) E n
0 
, a E E ( G) } is a basis for P ( B) • iJ Furthermore, 
for each b in P(B) 
b = I 
C1EL(G) 
where the sum has only a finite number of non-zero terms. 
J b (x) u~j (x) dA (x) ; a6 I b (x) ( e~, U0 (x) e'.l') dA (x) 
a:; Jb(xl(U0 (x) ej, en dA(x) 
d~ /\ b (c) eq, eCJ \ 
(j J 1 / ' 
and so for b E PCB) 
b l l d~ ( b (a) a e1) a - e.' u . .. a J 1) C1EL(G} (i,j)ES°l 
a 
It is our intention to prove in this section that if 
'8h then the Banach spaces B and g## are isomorphic and 
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Howev2r, 
B is in 
their norms 
are equivalent. In view of (3.3.4) this provides a characterization 
of homogeneous Banach spaces. To obtain this result we first determine 
a basis for P(B#) from that given for P(B) in (4.2.2) (see (4.2.5)). 
This basis is then used to construct a basis for P(B##) J.n (4.2.8), 
and finally in (4.2.11) we prove that the spaces PCB) and P(B##) 
are isomorphic and that II II B and II II 8# are essentially eq,_1ivalen '!... 
By (3.3.10) this completes our argument. 
(4.2.3) DEFINITION : For each GE I:(G) and (i,j) E n(j define the 
functional a M .. 
1) from 
(J 
M, . (b) 
1) 
B to C 
= 
Clearly each functional 
n E E (G) and (k, 1) E nn 
a n M,. (uk1) = l.J 
because it is easily seen that 
by 
for each b E B • 
1S linear on B. Furthermore, for any 
0crn 0ik 0 j1 
A 
M~j (u~1 ) = d& ( u~1 (cr) ej, e1 ) 
= d~ d~ I ( e~ ,U,/xl e£ )( et U0 (x} ej) dA {x), 




In view of (3.4.5) (a) 
Then each linear functional 
a M·. l.J 1.s continuous because 
IM~j(b) I ~ d~ II b(cr) II for each b EB. 
Let XE G. 




= M .. ( -1b) 





and so, by (1.3.8) and (1), the linear span of the set of translates of 
a M·. l.J is finite dimensional. Thus 
a * Mij E P(B ). 
By ( 3. 3. 3) B" B* cr = ; therefore M .. l.J l.S l.n iff the 
corresponding operator is compact from B t0 C(G). 
for each b EB and x E G 
We recall that 
r MC!. (b) (x) 
l.J 
= 
Appealing to (3.3.2) we see that tlle set 
= 
{ f Mq . (b) : b E B0 ( 0, 1)) 
l. J I..> 
is a bounded subset of C(G). In fact it follows easily from (1) that 
it is equicontinuous because for any x,y E G and b EB 
Therefore it is an immediate consequence of Ascoli's theorem that the 
set is relatively compact in C (G) I and so Ml; , E 8#. JJ D 
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(4.2.5) PROPOSITION 
is a basis for P(B#). 
. cr Let B E ~. Then {M., : (i,j)En , O'EL (G)} \A..f1 J.J cr 
Furthermore~ if M is in P(B#) then 
M = l 
O'EL(G) 
M (uC?°,) J.J 
cr M, . ' J.J 
where the swn contains only finitely many non-zero terms. 
Proof . Let b E P (B > • From (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) . 
b l l (J' (J' - M, , (b) U·. 
' CJ'E L (G) (i,j)En(J' J.J J.J 
and so if M is in s# then 
M(b) = M'!. (b) M (uC?°.) J.J J.J 
Now it follows from (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) that the set of MC?°.•s is a J.J 
linearly independent subset of P(B#). In view of (2) and (3.3.10) 
it is a basis for P(B#) if the linear subspace generated by 
{b E PCB) : M(b) ~ o} is finite dimensional for each M in 
It will also follow from (2) that M permits a representation as a 
sum of the type required. 
Therefore we consider {b E P(B) : M(b) ~ O}. It certainly 
generates a finite dimensional subspace of P(B) if 
card .{cr E r(G) : M(b) ~ O for some - b ~ B{cr}} < cc 
Let W denote the linear span of the set {L~: x E G}. Then 





because ME P(B#), and so W is closed. It is clearly continuously 
L-translation invariant. Hence (W, II lls11) J.S L-homogeneous. By 
(3.3.7) for each l-l E M(.G). 
µ * M = f L,ti dµ(x) E W . (5) 
In particular, if b1 and b2 are elements of BnT(G) then 
If b1 is in 
because J61(x) 
b 1 * M(b2 ) = Jb1(x) L~~2 ) dA(xJ 
= M (J h1 (x) xb2 dA (x)) . 
" 
B{cr} and b 2 ( cr) = 0 then 
b1 * M(b2) - 0 





Let Ea = n {ker b (cr) : b ,:: B}, and define the trigonometric 
polynomial wa by 
* w (x) = d Tr (PE.1 ucr (x) ) for each X E G. cr cr (j 
Then it follows easily from (6) that 
(8) 
Now assume (3) is false. Then there is an infinite subset 
{crn, ndi } of I (G) such that for each n there is an element bn in 
satisfying M (b ) 7- 0. 
n 
Define the linear functional 
By (5) and it follows from (8) that M 
n 
zero because Mn(wcr) 7- 0. 
n 
Hence {Mn : n EN } is linearly 
independent in W. To see this let 
N 
l an~ = 0. 
n=l 
Then in particular 
N 
l an M (wcr ) 





Thus a1 = O. Similarly a2, ~, aN must all be zero. But this 
contradicts (4), so (3) must be true. D 
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(4.2.6) We now construct a basis for P(B##). It follows from (3.3.4) 
and (3.3.10) that P(B#) is a dense subspace of B#. 
IT E (B#)* and ME P(B#) then by (4.2.5) 
Therefore if 
IT (M) = 
and TI i.s completely determined by this sum in which at most a finite 
number of terms are non-zero. This suggests that we should give the 
following definition -
DEFINITION For each 
functional a from 8# rr .. l) 
a (M) rr .. = l) 
(4.2. 7) LEMMA 
element of P(B##). 
0 E L(G) 
to C 
a M (u .. ) 
l) 
and (i' j) E n define the 
a 
by 
for all M E s# . 




Proof : It 1.s clear that a TI .. 
l) is a continuous linear functional on 
8#. Let XE G and ME B#. 'l'hen 
Lx rr.q (M) = rr.~ CL _1M) l) l) X 
a 
= M( u .. ) , 
X 1.) 
As in the proof of (4.2.4) 
it is easy to see that a TI .. 
l) 
1.s an element of B## 
{rrrq. (M) : ME BB# co,1)} 
l.J 
because the set 
is a bounded equicontinuous subset of C(G). 
P((B#)*)nB## which is a subspace of P(B##). 
Therefore a TI . . 
1.J 
1.S 1.n 
(4.2.8) In much the same way as we proved (4.2.5) we can now prove 
that the set a {Tiij: (i,j) E Sta, a E L(G)} is a basis for P(B##). 
. 
D 
PROPOSITION : Let 
basis for P(B##). 
BE~- Then 
FurtheY:nore, if 
{rr'?'. : (i,j) En' a E L(G)} 1.-S a 
1.J a 
IT is in P(B##) then 
........ 
II :::; I I 
:"EL (G) (i, j) EQ<Y 
II (M~ . ) II.<! I l.J l.J 
where the swn contains only finitely many non-zero terms. 
Proof 
II (M) 
and By (4. 2. 5) 
= l L II(M~.) M(u~J· ). l.J 
<YEL(G) (i,j)EQ0 
Appealing to (4.2.3) and (4.2.6) we see that for any n E Z:(G), 
= 
Hence it follows from (4.2.7) that the set of II(j I .. s lJ is a linearly 
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(1) 
independent subset of P(B##). Therefore, in view of (1), (3.3.10) 
d (3 3 4) 't · b · f P(B##) 1.'f for each TI E P(B##) an .. , 1. 1.s a as1.s or 
dim span {ME P(B#) : II(M) ~ O} < oo. 
As far as is possible we emulate the proof of (4.2.5). 
denote the linear span of th~ set {Lxrr: x E G}. Then 




because IT E· P(B##), and so W 1.s closed. It 1.s clearly continuously 
L-translation invariant. Hence (W, II II (B*) 11 ) 1.s L-homogeneous. 
By (3.3.7) for each µ E M(G) 
(4) 
In particular, if b ~ T(G) # and ME P(B) then by (3.3.4) and (3.3.9) 
b * TI(M) = fb(x) Lx TI(M) dA(x) 
= TI (Ibex) LX M dA(x)J. (5) 
If b E T(G){cr} and ME P(B#) such that B{cr} c ker M then, by (5) 
b * II (M) -- 0 • (6) 
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It also follows from (5) that 
cr er X,... * II (M · · ) = II (M . . ) • 
V l] lJ . (7) 
~low assume that (2) lS fals2. Since the set of M?°. Is lJ is a 
basis for P(B#), and since card ncr is finite for each crEi::(G), 
there must exist an infinite subset {crn,nEN} of i:: (G) and pairs 
(in, jn) 
an 
in ncr such that II (M. . ) ;t o. Define the linear 
n 1 nJn 
functional II to be Xa * II. By (4) IIn E W, and it follows from n n 
(7) that it is non-zero. By (6) the set of 
independent in W. To see this let 
Then, in particular 
IT 's must be linearly 
n 
= 0 • 
Thus a 1 = 0. Similarly a 2 , ~, aN must all be zero. But this 
contradicts (3) and so (2) must be true. 
(4. 2. 9) COFOLLARY : Let IT E P (B##). Then 
= I I 
C5Ei::(G) (i,j)ES1cr 




is an element of P(B), and IT corresponds to the evaluation mup 
D 
Proof (4.2.8) {a a : By : II (M, · ) ;t 0 for some l] (i,j) E ncr} is finite. 
Therefore by (4.2.2) brr is in P (B) = BnT (G) . It is easily seen from 
(4.2.8) that IT lS the brr evaluation map. 
(4.2.10) 8 B B** A_ Define the operator - from to by b ~ =b, 
9b(M) = M(b) * for all ME B. Then by (3.2.5) each functional 






LEMMA Let B E ocb· 
for aZZ b E B. 
Proof Let ME 8#. 




e EB 7T and b 
Then for each x E G 
Hence re (M) is in C(G) and its infinity norm is bounded by 
-b 
II M 11 8,. II b 11 8 . It then follows easily from (1) that the set 
is bounded and equicontinuous in C(G), and so re is compact. 
b 




Remark : Clearly if . b E P(B) then ~ · is in P(B##). 
e maps P(B) onto P(B##). 
By (4. 2. 9) 
(4.2.11) We now complete the characterization of spaces in CB .• 
n 
THEOREM : Let The map e is an isomorphism of B onto 
s##. Furthermore~ there exists a posi t ·ive constant K such that 
b EB. (1) 
Proof We first prove that (1) holds for all b E P(B). Let 
b E P(B). Then 
II Eb II (B#) II - sup II r Eb CM) IL:o 
MEBB#(0,1) 
- sup sup L eh CM) I X 
MEBB#(O,l) XEG 
~ sup I eb CM> I , 
MEBB# (0, 1) 
and so 
~ sup I M (b) I . 
MEB8# (.0, 1) 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a functional 
s*, Mo depending on b, such that II M~ Ila* - 1 and 




Appealing to (3.2.5) and (2) we see that (1) holds for each b in 
p (8) B* if, for each M in with II M II s* = 1, 
sequence (Mn>nd{ extracted from s# such that 
sup II ~ II 811 ~ K2 , 
nEN 
and 
lim J ~ (b) - M (b) I = 0 for all b E B. 
n~ 
there exists a 





identity of L1 (G) taken from T(G). We will prove first that the 
linear functionals Mn defined by 
Mn (b) = M 




\ ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) and (3.3.9) 
Then (5) and (6) prove that ~ is in 
" 
for each b E B (5) 
V 
kn * b is in PCB) and 
(6) 
B* I and so in B II by (3. 3. 3) . 
V 
~-
Let Fn denote the support of Then by (3.5.5), for each b EB, 
Therefore it follows from (5) that ~ is in 
8#. We now prove that the sequence (Mn>nEN satisfies (4). 
For each n EH 
II Mn II B 11 = sup 11 r Mn Cb> i LX) 
bEBB (0, 1) 
V 
x-ib> I = sup sup I M (kn * by (5) ' 
bEBB (0, 1) XEG 
s [I M II B* sup sup K I l kn I I 1 II x -1 b 11 B by (6) , 
bEBB (0, 1) XEG 
s .... 2 .I.'\. by (3.3.2) and ( 3 . 3 . 3) . -
Now let b EB. Then 
I~ (b) - M(b) I = IM (kn* b - b) I 
~ 11 M 11 B * 11 kn * b - b 11 B , 
and so it follows from (3.3.10) that lim IMn(b) - M(b)I = 0. 
n~ 
(Mn>nE N satisfies (4), and (1) holds for all b E B. 
We now prove that 8 maps B onto g##. Let II Es##. 








Furthermore, by (4.2.9), for each n there exists bn in P(B) such 
that 
% n = (8) 
By (7) and (1) the sequence (bn)nE N is Cauchy in B, and so it 
converges to an element b of B. But 8 is continuous and so 
lim II eb - eb II cs#> .. = o. (9) 
n~ n 
Hence by (7) and (9) II = % and 8 is a surjection. 
Finally it follows from (3.3.4) and (~.3-lO) that (1) holds for 
all b E B. D 
(4. 3) Characterization of LBh by Norms on Sets of Trigonometric 
Polynomials 
" For each CJEL (G) let E0 = n {ker b (cr) : b E B} 
and let :/ = {E0 : cr·EL (G)}. By (4. 2 .1) P (B) = T (Gy, and so by 
(3.3.10) T(G)S' ~3 a dense subspace of B. Let N denote the norm 
of B restricted to T (G lg. In this section we characterize Banach 
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spaces 1.n ~ by means of the norm ~T ..... defined on 
(4.3.1) It is an immediate consequence of (3.4.5) that 
(a) II b II PM ~ canst N (b) for each b E T (G) fl' and 
(b) each translation opera~or 1.s a continuous endomorphism of 
T (G) S', and the operator 
for each b E T (G) g· 
X -r b 
X 
1s continuous from G to 
(4.3.2) The third property which N must possess 1s explained in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION : Let BE '8ii and (bn>nEN be a sequence taken from T(G)9' 
which satisfies· : 
(i) lim 
n-r<X> 
= 0, and 
(ii) it is a Cauchy sequence with respect to N. 
Then lim N(bn) = O. 
n-r<X> 
Proof : By (ii) the sequence is Cauchy in B and so converges in B 
to an element b of B. Therefore by (3.4.5) it converges to b in 
PM(G). Hence, by (i} b = 0. It then follows immediately from the 
definition of N that lim N(bn) = 0. 
n-r<X> 
Notation : It will help to simplify many of the statements in the 
remainder of this section if we pause to introduce~ little notation. 





11 S - bn 11 PM = 0 · 
fP (S) iff each is in and 
D 
We will show in (4.3.4) that B is precisely the set of r ~eudo-
measures S for which there exists a sequence Cbn)nEN tn B 
satisfying fP(S). First nowever we have a lemma. 
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(4.3.3) LEMMA : Let s E PM(G) and let (bn)nE N and (cn>nE N be 
two sequences taken f r om B which satisfy CJ (S). Then 
= 
Proof : For each n E N let dn = bn - en. It is clear that 
and · '' II l im ! ! an PM = o. 
n-+oo 
Because N is subadditive the 
sequence (dn)nE N is Cauchy in T (G) 9. Therefore by (4.3.2) 
lim N(dn) = 0, and so 
n-+oo 
lim N(b) = lim N (c ) . n n D 
n-+oo n-+oo 
(4.3.4) PROPOSITION : Let BE a:h- Then B is precisely the set 
{SEPM(G) : there is a sequenee (bn>nE Nin B satisfying f?(s)}. (1) 
For each b EB and every sequence satsifying ~(b) 
II b ll B = 
Proof : Let b EB and let (kn)nE N be the approximate identity of 
L 1 (G) given in ( 1. 4. 4) . Then b belongs to the set given in (1) 
because the sequence (kn * b) !1E N satisfies ~ (b). To see this we 
first note that by (3.3.9) and (4.2.1) each kn* b E T(G)y. 
Furthermore by (3.3.10) 
lim 
n~ 
and so the sequence 
11 b - kn * b 11 B · = 0 , 
(k * b) N is Cauchy in T (G )a,. 
n nE ;i 
(3.4.5) it satisfies fl' (b). 
In view of 
On the other hand let S belong to the set given in (1), and 
let (bn)nEN be a sequence taken from B and satisfying {]l(S). Since 
it is Cauchy in B there exists an element b of B such that the 
sequence tends to b in B. Therefore, by (3.4.5) (bn)nEN tends to 
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b in PM(G), and so b = S and S 1.s an element of B. 
Finally let b E B and (bn) nE N be a sequence satisfying fP (b) . 
In view of (4.3.3) our proof will be complete if we prove that 
= (2) 
It is easy to see that lim I[ b - bn ll B = 0, and that for n EN 
n-+<x> 
11 b 11 B - 11 bn 11 B = II b ll B - N (bn) ~ 11 b - bn 11 B, 
and so (2) holds. 
(4.3.5) For each aEL(G) let Ea be a subspace of Ha, and let 
fl= {Ea : CJEL(G)}. Let N be a norm defined on which 
satisfies 
(a) II b II PM ~ canst N (b) for all 
(b) each translation operator 1.s a continuous endomorphism of 
T (GY , and the operator x -+ xb is continuous from G to 
for each b E T (.GY, and 
converges to O in 
is a Cauchy sequence taken from 
PM(G), then it converges to 0 
T (Gy, which 
1.n T (GY. 
0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof that there 
exists a Eanach space B in i8 h such that P(B) = T(Gy and 11 II B 
and N coincide on This will complete the promised 
characterization of Banach spaces in v3 h. 
(4.3.6) For the rest of this section we regard fl and N as fixed. 
Let S E PM (G) and let (bn) nE N be a Cauchy sequence taken from T (G 'Jg 
which converges to S 1.n PM(G). Then we say the sequence satisfies 
f (S). 
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DEF IN IT ION : The subset B of PM (G l , which depends on · :/ and N, 
is defined to be 
B = {SEPM(G) : there is a sequence (bn)nE N satisfying 1(S)}. 
For each s in B let ; JI_· II B = _lim N (bn) (an argument similar to 
n~ 
that used in (4.3.3) proves that II 11 8 is single-valued). 
(4. 3. 7) PROPOSITION (B, II II 8> is a Banach space. 
Proof : Clearly B 1.s a linear subspace of PM(G) and II lls is a 
seminorm on B. Therefore B is a normed space if the only pseudo-
measure S 1.n B satisfying II S II B = 0 1.s 0 -. 
true let (bn)nEN be a sequence satisfying fP(S). 
To see that this is 
Since II S II B = 0 
we must have and so lim 
n~ 
the sequence converges to O in PM(G). 
PM(G) by definition and so S = 0. 
= o. Hence 
But it converges to S in 
To see that B is complete let (Sn}nEN be a Cauchy sequence 
taken from B. For each n there is a such that 
(1) 
For each s>O there exists an integer ~o in N such that for 
m, n > N0 
(2) 
But for any m, n E N 
N Cbn - ~) ~ 11 bn - Sn 11 B + 11 Sn - Sm 11 B + 11 Sm - ~ 118 , 
and so, by (1) and (2), the sequence (bn)nE N is Cauchy in T (G)g. Now 
by (4.3.5) (a) the sequence (Sn>nE N is Cauchy in PM(G) and therefore 
converges to an element S of PM(G). By (1) and (4. 3. 5) (a) r1ga1.n, 
the sequence (bn) nE N conv~rges to S in PM (G), and so S is in B. 
...... 
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It only remains to prove that 
lim 11 S - Sn 11 B = 0. (3) 
n-+<x:> 
For a tixed m in N the sequence (.bn - ~>nEN is Cauchy in T(Gy 
and converges in PM (G) to 
and by (4.3.6) 
fl S - bm II B 




S - b is in m 
Since the sequence (bn)nEN is Cauchy in T(G)!/ it follows that 
B, 
= o. (4) 
By (1) and (4) equation (3) holds. D 
(4.3.8) PROPOSITION If our notation is taken from (4.3.6) then 
Proof : We first prove that B is an element of (8 • Let b EB, 
x E G and let · (bn) nE N be a sequence satisfying ~ (b). The space 
is left translation invariant, so for each n xbn is in 
Each left translation operator is an isometry of PM(G), and so it 
follcws fror.. (4. 3. 5) (b) that the sequence (xbn) nE N satisfies ~ <xs> . 
Since each left translation operator is a ·continuous endomorphism of 
T (GS', it 1.s easy to see that each is also a continuous endomor!)hism 
of B. There:fore B is in '8 . 
To prove that B is in tB h we need to prove that the operator 
x + xs is continuous from G to B for each S in B. It is a 
consequence of definition (4.3.6) that T(Gy is a dense subspace of 
8; furthermore by (4.3.5) (b} the operator x + xs is continuous from 
G to B for eac:n S in As in the proof of (3.3.10) the 
Baire Category theorem may be used to conclude that B is in '8 h. D 
---
(4.3.9) Finally we prove that B is the homogeneous Banach space 
conjectured in (4.3.5). 
PROPOSITION With the notation of (4.3.6) we have that p (8) = 
and II II 8 and N coincide on T (G) y~ 
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Proof : If b is in T(G)y then the trivial sequence, in which each 
bn ·= b, satisfies 5P(b) and so N (b) = · II b II B. 
By (3. 5. 5) P(B) = BnT(G) and hence T (G) C p (B). g - ' 
On the other hand assmne b is in P(B)\T(GS°. Then there 
" exists aEE(G) such that b(a) (Ea) ~ {O}. Choose s in Ea such 
A 
B that b (a) s ~ o. If b is in then there exists a sequence 
(bn) nEN in T (Gy which satisfies S7->(b) ' and so 
II b - bn II PM ~ II b ca) - bn (a) II ~ sup II b ca) s IIH > 0. 
z; E Ea a 
This contradicts the choice of and so P(B)\T(G)S' lS 
empty. 0 
(4.4) Alternative Characterization 
A 
Let B be in d3 h. For each aEE(G) let Ea= n{ker b(a) :bEB}. 
By ( 4 • 2 • 1) P ( 8 ) = T ( G y . B* By (3.5.3) for each M ·Ln there 
exists an element 
A 
A * 
= b(a) A 
a 
in such that 
for each a E E (G) • 
Therefore B* may be identified with a subset /\ of 
this section we study the properties possessed by (\. Then, in 
(4.4.11), we prove that if (\ is any subset of ~(E(G)~ which 
In 
possesses the properties stated therein, there exists a Banach space B 
in 8 h such that s* may be identified with (\. In e0ing so we have 
......... 
given another characterization of the elements of ca h. 
(4.4.1) Lemma (3.5.3) suggests that A should be specified as 
follows: 
DEFINITION : is the set of all A= (A0 ) 0 EE(G) in 
such that 
sup· {j l d 0 Tr (A~b(o)) I : b E B8 (0,l) n T(G)} OEL(G} 
is finite. For each A in A define II A II A to be the 
supremurn in (1). 
(4.4.2) It is clear that /\ is a linear subspace of 
depends on B. Furthermore II JI A is a senu.norrn on 
LEMMA : (/\ , II II/\ ) is a nnrmed space. 




then A must be 0. So assume IIAII /\ = 0. For each OEL(G) defin e 
bcr from G to C by 
r> o (x) = do Tr (Ao Uo (x) *) for each XE G. 
Then bo E T (Gy and bo II bo II 81 is in BB(O,l) n T (G) . By (4.4.1) 
for each o E E(G} 
Therefore jA0 l2 = 0 for each o E E(G); hence A0 = 0 for each o, 
and so A= O. 
* (4.4.3) DEFINITION · Let ME 8. 
· A - (A) 




By (3.5 3) there exists 
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l * ... M(b) ..... dcr Tr (Acr b(cr)) for each b E T (G) . 
CTE'- (G) -y 
Denote by l/J the map taking M to A and write l/JM = A. 
(4.4.4) The map l/J operates from p* to ;\ . _, 
PROPOSITION : l/J is an isometric isomorphism of B* onto A • 
Proof : Let ME B*. It follows from (3.5.3) and (4.4.1) that l/JM 
is an element of /\ and that II l/JM II A = II M 11 s*. 
The proof will be complete if we show that l/J is a surjection. 
Therefore let A = (Acr ) er E L ( G ) be an element of ;\ . Define the 
operator M from T(G~ to C by 
* ... M(b) 
- l dcr Tr (ACT b (er)) for each b E T(Gy· (1) 
CTE1:(G) 
Clearly M is linear. Furthermore 
sup jM(b) I = sup 
bEB8 (0,l)nT(G) bEB8 (o,l)nT(G) 
= 
and so for each b in T (G)y 
I l dcr Tr(A: b(cr)) I 
CTEL (G) 
IM(b) I ~ II A II/\ II b II B . (2) 
By (3.3.10) and (2) M may be extended to a continuous linear 
functional on B, and by (1) l/JM = A, so the proof is complete. 
( 4. 4. 5) COROLLARY : (/\, 11 11 /\ ) is a Banach space. 
We now consider the properties possessed by ;\ which will be 
used when characterizing those subsets of ~(1:(G))y which may be 
D 
D 
associated with a Banach space in (8h (see (4.4.11)). In (4.4.6) to 
(4.4.10) we regard B as a fixed element of G8h such that 
P (B) = T (G)!/, and we let ;\ denote the subset of ~ (1: (G) )9 
determined in (4.4.1). 
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(4.4.6) PROPOSITION 
A in ~l (l: (G) ):/ 
~
1 (I: (G) >g is a subspace of I\ and for each 
Proof : 
~ canst II A II . 
1 






~ bEB8 (o,l}nT(G) 
~ sup -
bEB8 (o,l)nT(G} 
~ canst sup 
* "' I dcr Tr . (Acr b (cr)) 1 
l dcr jTr * b(cr))/ (Acr 
<1EL (G) 





lib 11 8 
~ canst II A II . 
1 




(4.4.7) PROPOSITION Let XE G and A= (Acr)O"EL(G) be in I\. 
Then LxA is in (\, and each operator Lx is a continuous 
endomorphism of I\ . 
D 
Proof : Recall from (3.4.1) that LxA = (U0 (x)Acr)crEL(G) in ~(E(G)). 
So 
sup I l d0 Tr ((Ucr(x)A(j)*£ccr)) I 
bEB8 (0,l)nT(G) O"EL(G) 
l * b(cr))j. - sup d 0 Tr (Acr - .1 
bEBB(O,l)nT(G) GE[ (G) X 
The proposition now follows inunediately from (4.4.1), (3.3.2) and 
(1) • 
The next property is purely topological. 
a definition. 




(4.4.8) DEFINITION : Define the bilinear form (,) from 
~ (L (G) ~ X T (Gy to C by 
< A,b > = \ * " l d 0 Tr (A0 b ( cr) } 
O"EL(G) 
for all A E ~ (E (.G} 5' and 
(4.4. 9) It is easy to see that (~ (E (G) S', T (Gy, \, )> is a dual 
system. 
The unit ball B /\: (O, 1) = {AE/\ : II A II;\ ::; l} PROPOSITION . 1,,8 
a(~ (E (G) y, T (Gy) - closed. 
Proof (An) nEN is a sequence taken from B ;\ ( 0, l), which 
converges to an element A of ~ (E (G) Y with respect to 
If 
cr(~(r(Gly, T(Gy), then 
lir.1 sup {!<An, b)I : bEBB(O,l) n T(G)} 
n EN 
= sup { I ( A , b) I : b E BB ( 0, 1) n T ( G) } • 
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(1) 
Therefore A E ;\ • 
A is in B ;\ ( O, 1) • 
Since for each n II ~ II;\ ::; 1, (1) proves that 
0 
(4.4.10) The final property we consider is motivated by (4.3.2). 
PROPOSITION Let (An) nEN 












O"E L (G) 
Each element of 
be a sequence taken from 00 ~ (E (G) );/ 
and which satisfies 
= 0. 
= 0. (1) 
is the Fourier transform of an 
element of For each n EN let b · denote the trigonometric n 
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polynomial with Fourier transform ~- By (4.4.1) for each n 
N (b ) 
n 
= = sup I L dcr Tr (A: b(cr)) I. 
AEB/\(0,1) GEL(G) 
Therefore the sequence (An>nEN satisfies the hypotheses of (4.4.10) 
iff the sequence (bn)nE N converges to O in PM (G} and is Cauchy 
in T (Gy. 
(1) holds. 
Hence by (4.3.2) (bn) nE ,.; tends to 0 in B, and so 
(4.4.11) For each cr E E(G) let E0 be a subspace of H0 , and let 
9= {E0 : cr E I:(G)}. Let A be a subspace of ~ (E ( G) S' which 
D 
possesses the properties obtained in (4.4.5), (4.4.6), (4.4. 7), (4.4.9) 
and (4.4.10) for some norm IJ II/\. We complete this section by 
proving that there exists a Banach space B in l8 h with the property 
B* that is isomet~ically isomorphic to I\ ( see ( 4. 4 . 4) ) . We do 
this by using /\ to define a norm N on T(G:51, and then by applying 
( 4. 3. 6) and ( 4. 3. 8) . 
Theorem Let I\ be a linear subspace of ~(I:(G))g which becomes a 
Banach space when equipped with a norm II !IA. Asswne that I\ 
possesses the following properties: 
(i) ~ 1 (E(G})g 
II A II/\ ~ const 
is a subspace of I\, and for each A E ~ l ( L (G) )fl 
(ii) for. each A E /\ and x E G . . 'l-S i,n I\, and the 
operator Lx is a continuous endomorphism cf I\ , 
(iii) B/\(0,1) is cr(~(E(G))y, T(G)g> - closed, and 
00 















I I = o. 
OEL(G) 
Then t .~2re exists a Banach space 
isometricall-y isomorphic to I\ . 
Proof . For each b in T (G) ;/ . 
N (b) = sup I 
B in '3ii such that 
define N (b) by 
d0 Tr 
* (Acr b(cr>>I-
AEB /\ (0, 1) OE I: (G) 
It is easy to see that N is a semi.norm on T(G)g· 
* B . 1,S 
That it is a 
norm follows from the type of argument used in (4.4.2) with b0 
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(1) 
Before applying (4.3.6) we must verify that N satisfies (a), 
{b) · and ( c) of ( 4. 3. 5) • 
By {D39) of [fiR] for each cr E I:(G) and b E T(G)S' there 
exists an operator T, depending on cr and b, in B(H0 ) such that 
11 T 11 = 1 and T *f; ( cr) - I b ( cr) I • 
projection of H0 onto E0 ~. 
Let T' = TP where P denotes the 
Then T' 1.s 1.n B(H0 ); it satisfies 
T ' (Ea) = { 0} and 11 T ' 11 ~ 11 T 11 = 1. Furthermore 
*A *A Tr (T' b(cr)) = Tr (PT b(cr)) 
*A 
Tr {T b(cr) P) 
Tr (T*b (cr)) = II b (cr) II 
Now by (1) there exists an element A of /\ such A0 = o0 nT, 
and so it follows that 
II b llpM canst N(b). 
To check pL·operty (b) let X E G and b E T(G)y- For each 
A in B/\(0,1) and each a in I: (G) 
* A ( (U
0 




and so it follows from (1) and (ii) that (b) holds. 
Finally let (bn)nEN be a Cauchy sequence, taken from T (G~, 
which converges to O in PM(G). It is easily seen that the 
sequenc8 (bn)nEN satisfies the hypothesis in (iv). Therefore by 
(iv) and (1) (bn) nE N converges to 0 in 
Hence, appealing to (4.3.6), there must exist a Banach space 
B in '8 h such that P (B) = T (Gy, and N and II II B coincide 0n 
T (GS' . Now define /\CB) as in (4.4.l). That is, /\CB) is the set 
of all A= (Acr) O"EL (G) in 
sup 
bEBB{O,l) Ii T(G) 
~ (E (G) ~ such that 
I l d 0 Tr (A: b(cr)) I 
O'EL (G) 
is finite, and II A II/\ (B) is the supremum in (2). * By (4. 4. 4) 8 
{2) 
is isometrically isomorphic to /\(B). Therefore to complete the proof 
-
it is sufficient to show that /\ and /\(8) are isometrically 
isomorphic. 
3y (iii)" B/\(0,1) is weakly closed. It is convex and balanced 
00 
and so B/\(0,l) = B/\(0,1) 
' 
the bipolar of 
0 
= : 
= BB ( o, 1) n T ( G) , 
and so 
= 1 for all bEBB(O,l)nT(G)} 
= B;\(B) (0,1). 
This completes the proof. 0 
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(4.5) Applications 
We complete this chapter by applying the results of §(4 . 4) to 
characterize p-Sidon subsets of E(G) (see Edwards and Ross [ l ] ). 
We also introduce homogeneous Bancich algebras which we study in grea1:er 
detail in chapter 5. 
' ~ 
(4.5.1) DEFINITION : Let F be a subset of E (G) and let p E [ 1,2). 
I 
Then F is p-Sidon iff for every element A = (Acr) cr E L ( G ) of ~ (E(G)) 
M (G) " there exists µ in such that µ (cr) = Acr for all cr E F. 
(4.5.2) Recall from (4.4.1) the definition of the subspace A(B) of 
~(E(G)) (8 an element of ifjh) which, by (4.4.4), is isometrically 
B*. isomorphic to 
PROPOSITION The following are equivalent 





(iii) ~p' (E (G) )p. A(B) c A(B) for every Bana<;Jh space B in tB h 
with P ( 8) = T ( G) F. 
Proof : We first prove that (i) + (iii). Assume (i) holds and let B 
be in iSh with P (B) = T(G)p. Let D = (Dcr)crEE(G) and A= (Acr) cr EE ( G) 
I 
A(~) -be elements of ~ (E (G)) F and respectively. By (4.5.1) there 
exists µEM(G) such that " µ (cr) = D cr for each cr in F. Also 
sup I I dcr Tr ((DcrAcr>*b(cr)) I 
bEBB(O,l)nT(G) <1EE(G) 
I * * b<cr>>I. (1) - sup dcr Tr (Acr Da 
u bEB8 (o,l)nT(G) crEE(G) 
* is a measure satisfying " * * for each F, Furthermore µ µ (cr) - Da cr in 
and by (3.3.7) * µ * b E B and 
IIµ * II K II * 111 llb 11 8 (2) * b !!B ~ µ . 
r 
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But T(G) is a convolution module over M(G), and so µ* * b is in 
T(G) if b is in T (G). Now (1) and (2) show that 
sup I l 
bEBB (O, 1) nT (.G) OE L (G) 
Hence (iii) holds. 
Clearly (iii)+ (ii) so it only remains to prove that (ii)+ (i). 
If (ii) holds then, applying the Uniform Boundedness Principal twice 
as in (2.2.3), we see that there exists a constant K' such that 
for each D = (Da)OEL(G) and A= (Aa)OEL(G) ' in ~p (Z::(G))p and 
A(C(G)p) respectively 
II DA II A(C (G)p) ~ K' II D "p' II A II A(C (G)p). (3} 
Define the endomorphism T of T(G)p by 
T(b) (x) = I da Tr en; Sea) Ua(x)*). (4} 
OEL(G) 
By (3.3.10) T(G)p l.S a den.::;e subspace of C (G) F. Define the 
bilinear form ( ' ) on T(G)p X ;\(C (G) F) by 
(b,A) = l d 0 Tr (A; n(a)). 
C1EL (G} 
(5} 
Then (T(G)p, A(C(G)p), (,)) is a dual system. Furthermore for each 
A= (A0 ) 0 EZ::(G) in A(C(G)p) and each b E T(G)p, by (4) 
Therefore by (3) 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem 
11 T (b) 11 
00 
= sup I ( T (b) , A ) I 
AEB A(C (G)p) (0, 1) 
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and so, in particular, 
Referri_ng back to (3) it is seen that K' is independent of D, and 
so by (4), for all I DE ~p (i:(G))F, 
I l dcr Tr (D~ b ( <J) ) I $ K' II b II 
00 
II d l Ip, · 
<JEL (G) 
The spaces ~p(E(G))F and ~· (E(G))F form a dual system with 
the action defined in (5) (with b replaced by an element A of 
"' For each b E T(G)F b is an element of ~P(E(G))F, so 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem 
= sup{! l d<J Tr (D~b(cr)) I : DE~p' (E(G))F' llnllp' $ l}. 
O'EL (G) 
Hence llt>llp$ K'llbll · (X) Now it is easy to see that F is 
p-Sidon. D 
(4.5.3) We end this section with a few comments on homogeneous Banach 
algebras. These algebras are the subject of chapter 5. 
DEFINITION Let B E a3. Then B is a translation invariant 
convclution Banach algebra iff it is a Banach algebra under convolution. 
If it also belongs to C8 h then it is called a homogeneous Banach 
algebra. 
Examples 1-9 and 13 of (3.5.9) are all Banach algebras under 
convolution. Therefore they inherit the translation properties of 
the underlying Banach space. 
We note that definition (4.5.3) could easily be stated with the 
generality of (3.2.1) and (3.3.1), but we do not do this as we only 
consiGt.:r those algebras which are in '8 or (8 h. 
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(4.5.4) It is interesting to note that every Banach space B in 8h 
which contains only measures is a convolution Banach algebra. 
PROPOSITION : If BE L8h and B c M(G) then B is a convolution 
Banc.::!h algebra. 
Proof : In view of (3.3.7) (recalling that L is the left regular 
represen~ation) we have that µ * b EB for each b EB and µ E M(G). 
Furthermore, Let T denote the natural 
injection of B into M(G). By the Closed Graph theorem T is 
continuous, and so there exists a constant K' such that 
II µ 11 1 ~ K' II µ II B for all µ E B. It is now easy to see that B 
must be a convolution Banach algebra. D 
Remark : Recall that in §(4.3) we characterized Banach spaces B in 
'9ii by norms on BnT(G), and in §(4.4) by subspaces of ~(E(G)) which 
B*. B correspond to It is easily seen that is a homogeneous 
convolution Banach algebra iff the norm N defined in §(4.3) satisfies 
Also, it is a homogeneous convolution Banach algebra iff the subspace 
/\.. defined in §(4.4) is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication. 
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CHAPTER 5 
HOMOGENEOUS CONVOLUTION BANACH ALGEBRAS 
(5.1) Introduction 
As I observed in §(3.1), Reiter's Ideal theorem, and Burnharn's 
extension, prove that the closed ideal theory of any Segal algebra and 
of the convolution algebra L1 (G) are the same. If G is non-compact, 
but locally compact, there is still very little known about the ideal 
theory of L 1 (G) (see sections 39-42 of [HR]). However, if G is 
compact then the outlook is much better; there exists a very elegant 
and complete theory of the closed ideal structure of L1 (G). This theory 
extends easily to some of the subalgebras of L1 (G), all of which contain 
T(G) as a dense subspace, (see (38.7) and (38.13) of [HR]). 
With this in mind I now consider the closed ideal structure of any 
homogeneous convolution Banach algebra B in '8h. In (5.4.2) I give a 
complete description of the closed two-sided ideals of B, and in (5.4.5) 
of the closed left ideals of B. If B is symmetric then (5.4.5) also 
permits a description of the closed right ideals of B. 
In this way I obtain a generalization of Reiter's theorem 
when G is compact. Let B denote a homogeneous convolution algebra in 
" 
t3h g { _n E (G) } • and let = ker b(o) . 0 E If I is a closed two-sided . 
bEB 
(left) ideal of B then there exists a unique closed two-sided (left) 
ideal J of L1 (G)9' such that J is the closure in L1 (G) of In L1 (G). 
Conversely, if J is a closed two-sided (left) .ideal of L 1 (G)S" then 
there exists a unique ideal I of B such that J is the closure in 
L1 (G) of In L1 (G). This result is given in (5.4.7). 
Section (5.4) may be used to prove that for any homogeneous Banach 
algebra B in c8,_, if b is in B and a is a non-zero complex number 
i. 
for which b (a) - aid0 is invertible for each cr , then there exists c 
in B such that 
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b(a) [b(a) - aid J-1 
a = 
for all a in sp B. ( See ( 5. 5. 4) . ) 
"' C (a) = [b(a) - aid J-l b(a} a . 
If G is a compact abelian group then this result may be 
restated so as to be a result concerning the functio~s which operate on 
A 
.... 
the algebra B = {b : b EB}. If G is not abelian then it is not clear 
.... ,. 
what is meant by a function operating on B because the elements of B 
00 
are then in ~ (L(G)). One approach to the problem was used in Segal [l] 
in 1947, when the author attempted to use the homogeneous properties of 
(G compact) to determine a family of complex-valued complex 
functions which acted on L1 (G). The complex functions are extended to 
L1 (G)-valued functions defined on a subset of L1 (G) - see §24 of Hille 
and Phillips [l], and §(1.6). In §(5.5) I extend Segal's methods to a 
symmetric homogeneous· Banach algebra B in tf3 h. 
I complete this chapter, and the thesis, by considering the 
•-representation theory of symmetric homogeneous convolution algebras 
in Sh. In (38. 21) of [HR] it is proved that if G is compact trien the 
*-representations of Lp(G), 1 ~ p < 00 , are in 1-1 correspondence with 
the unitary representations of G. See also Loomis [l]. In (22.3) of 
[HR] the authors extend this result to a larger family of symmetric sub-
algebras B of M(G) where G may be locally compact. They prove that 
if R is a *-representation of B which acts on H then there exists 
a unitary representation U of G which also acts on H, and which 
satisfies 
( ,;;, R(b)S) ; f <1;, U(xlS) b(xl dA(xl 
for all ~,~EH and b EB. In (5.6.7) I show that if B is a 
symmetric homogeneous convolution algebra in tBh and if R is a 
*-representation of B which acts on H then there exists a unitary 
representation U of G, which also acts on H , and wb5.ch satisfies 
(1) 
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R{b) ~ lim · f (k,, * b) (x) U(x) ~dA (x) (2) 
n-+ oo 
for all ~ E H and b EB. Here {~)nEN denotes an approximate 
ider..tity of L 1 (G) consisting of trigonometric polynomials. From (2) 
I can obtain an equality similar to (1). 
T~e introductory sections (5.2) and (5.3) concern the ideal 
theory of some algebras of pseudomeasures after the fashion of the 
early results of §38 of [HR]. 
Throughout this chapter G denotes an arbitrary compact group. 
{5.2) Two-sided Ideals in Elements of R 
{5.2.1) Definition : Let R denote the family of convolution 
algebras B of pseudomeasures defined by B E R iff 
{i) for each a E E(G) there exists a subspace Ea of 
such that B{a} is the linear span of the 
set of trigonometric polynomials 
" 
. 
. and .l z: E Ea}, and 
{ii) B{a) = {b{a) : b EB} is precisely 
{TE B<Ha> : T(Ea) = {o}} , (we shall denote this 
subspace of B(H) 
a 
If Ea= Ha then B{a} = O; if Ea= {o} then B{a} = T(G){a} 
and ](Ea)= B(Ha>· 
By (3. 3 .10) and (4. 2 .1) any convolution Banach algebra in '8h 
is an element of R. Obviously the converse is not true because 
B = M (G) is in R but not in 8h 
In this section we si.udy the two-sided ideals of each algebra B 
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in R. In particular, in (5.2.12) we give a complete description of 
the minimal two-sided ~deals in B. 
We begin by presenting two algebraic lemmas which we use to 
determine a family of two-sided ideals in B. The notation for these 
resuits is introduced in (5.2.2). I would like to thank T. Dickson 
and C. Praeger, of the University of Western Australia, for discussions 
leading t0 simplified proofs of (5.2.3) and (5.2.5). (The proofs 
given c~e original although I feel sure the results are not new.) 
(5.2.2) Notation . . Let H denote an n-dirnensional Hilbert space, 
and E an m-dimensional subspace of H, 0 ~ m ~ n. Let {e1' _, en} 
denote an orthonormal basis for H such that {el, _, ~} is a basis 
for E, and put J (E) = {T E B (H) . T (E) = {o}} • Then J(E) is a sub-. 
algebra of B CH) because T1T2(E) ={o} for all T1 ,T2 in JCE). Let 
be a non-zero two-sided ideal in J(E). 
(5.2.3) 
Proof . . 
Eix(~) = 
LEMMA . . 
For each 
<~, ex) 
If there e~ists an operator T . -in I such that 
for some x,y > m, then I= J(E) ~ 
i E {l, -, n} the operator Eix' defined by 
e. 
l. ' 
is in J CE). Hence 
EixT = l <Tei, e~) Eii 
i>m 
I 
is non-zero and is in I . For each J E · {m + 1, -, n}, the operator ~j 
is also in J(E), and so 
is in I. Hence E,. 
J.J 
J.S in I for all i E {l, -, n} and 
j E {m +l, -, n}. Therefore I= ](E) because J(E) is precisely the 
set of linear combinations o= the family of 
and j E { m + 1, - , n} • 
E .. 's with 
J.J 
i E {l·,-, n} 
D 
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. (5.2.4) COROLLARY If E = {o} then I = B CH) • If E -is a proper 
subspace of H and if I~ J(E) then im Tc E for each TE I. 
Proof . . This is an irranediate consequence of (5.2.3) and the definition 
of J ( E) in ( 5. 2. 1) . D 
(5.2.5) LEMMA : Asswne E ~ {o} • If · I is a proper two-sided ideal 
in ](E) then there exists a non-zero subspace Ea of E such that 
r - {TE JCE> : irn Tc Ea} 
Every set of the form (1) is a proper two-sided ideal of ](E). 
Distinct subspaces of E determine distinct ideals. 
Proof . . By ( 5. 2. 4) , im TEE for each T in I. To prove that I 
(1) 
has the form in (1) we must first determine a likely subspace Ea of E. 
Let Eo denote the intersection of all subspaces of E which contain 
u{im T: TE I}. Then Eis one such subspace and so Ea is a subspace 
of E. It is non-zero because it contains the non-zero set 
u{im T: TE I} • Clearly then I c {TE J(E) : im TE Ea} . 
To prove the opposite inclusion let TE J(E) such that 
im TE Ea . There exis~s a non-zero element T1 of I such that 
dim(im T n im T1) 2:: 1 (otherwise Ea - im T is a smaller subspace of E 
containing u{im T: TE I}). If im T is a subset of im T1 then T 
is in I because there exists an element DE J(E) such that T = T1D. 
If, however, im T is not a subset of im T1 , then there still exists 
an operator D1 in J(E) 3uch that 
T on im T n im Ti • 
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By repeating the argument first on T - T1D1 , then again if necessary , 
there exists p E N and 
i = 2, -, p such that 
Therefore 
p 





operators T-l. E I 
p 
(im(T - l T.D.)) 
i=l l. l. 
and T is 1.n I 
and o. 
l. 
- 0 . 
Hence 
E J (E) for 
T 
.... is given by (1). 
Now let Ea be a non-zero subspace of E. Denote by IE the 
a 
set 
= {T E J CE> : irn T c Ea} . 
Then 1.s non-zero because for any E.1 l; E and s E Ea there exists 
an operator T 1.n ](E) such that Tc; - s ; it is a linear sub2pace of 
J(E), and so will be a non-zero two-sided ideal in J(E) if 
IEa . J(E) ~ IEa and J(E) . IEa c IEa· (It will be proper because 
Ea~ H). Let T1 E J(E) and T2 E IE. Then T1T2 and T2T1 are in 
Q 
J(E) (see (5.2.2)). Moreover, 
is 1.n al.so because 
T1(E) = {O} . is in and therefore 1.s a proper 
two-sided ideal of J(E) . 
Let E1,E2 be distinct subspaces of E, and let s E E1 - E2 be 
non-zero. For any E.1 l; E there exists an operator T 1.n ](E) such 
that Tl;= s and T(H) c span{;} . Then T is in and so 
and are distinct. 
C/ 
(5.2.6) COROLLARY : There are no proper two-sided ideals in B(H). 
If E ~ {o} then I is a proper minimal two-sided ideal in ](E) if 
and only if 
0 
I = {TE J(E) : 1.m Tc Ea} (1) 
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for a one-dimensional subspace Ea of E., and T ..I.. is a proper maximal 
two-sided ideal of J (E) if and only if I is giv~1i by (1) for 
Eo = E • 
Proof If E = {O} then by (5.2.5) the only two-sided ideals in 
J(E) = B(H) are B(H) and {O}. The remaining assertions follow from 
( 5 • 2 . 4) and ( 5 . 2 . 5) . 0 
Now let B be in R (recall the definition of R from (5.2.1)). 
There are some subspaces of B which will correspond to certain types 
of ideals 1n B, and which will appear often in this section, and also 
in §(5.3) and §(5.4). We pause here to introduce the notation which we 
use. 
(5.2.7) DEFINITION : Let B denote a subset of PM (G) a:1d let 
(J E I:(G). If Ya and za are subspaces of Ha then we define 
B[Ya, ZcrJ by 
A 
B[Y a, ZaJ - {b EB . b(a)Ya C Za} . 
-
. 
If 20 = {O} then we put 
B[YaJ = B[Y0 , {o}J ={be: B : b(a)Y0 = {o}} . 
If we now let 
(3.4.8), is precisely 
and :f = { YO : a E I: ( G) } 
= n 
ae:I:(G) 
then Bg , defined in 
The other particular case we are interested 1n is when Y0 = Ha . 
A 
Then B[Ha,20 ] ={be: B : im b(cr) ~ 20 } . We will see in (5.2.9) that 
if BE Rand E0 is found as in (5.2.1), then B[Ha,20 ] _ is a two-
sided ideal in B if Za = Ha (in which case B[Ha, Ha]= B), or if 
20 is a subspace of E0 Hence if F ~ I:(G), and for each a E F 
is a subspace of E, then 
a 
is also a t~o-sided ideal 
-
in B. In general not every two-sided ideal of B is of this form. 
However, in (5.4.2) we see that if BE~ n R then each of these 
ideals is closed, and every closed two-sided ideal is of this form. 
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(5.2.8) We now assume that B is an algebra in R, and that for each 
A 
a E I:(G), B(a) = ](Ea> (see 5.2.1)). Then define sp B to be that 
subset of I:(G) given by 
A 
SP B {a E I:(G) : B(a) ~· {o}} , 
and let 
sp B = { a E sp B : Ea = { O}} , 
and 
~B = {a Esp B: Ea is non-zero}= sp B\sp B. 
(5.2.9) Let F be a subset of I(G). Recalling that for any subset A 
of PM (G) 
AF - { s E A : s (a) = O if a t F } , 
it follows immediately from (5.2.7) that, if a E I:(G) and ya and 
Za are subspaces of Ha 
' 
then 
(B[Ya ,Za])F = BF[Y a' Za] . 
If a i. F then BF[Ya ZaJ = BF . Hence assume a E F . Then 
PROPOSITION . . BF[Ha, Za] is a two-sided ideal in B if and only if 
Proof . Clearly BF * B and B * BF are subsets of BF . Hence . 
BF[Ha, Za] is a two-sided ideal in B if for each b1 E B and 
b2 E BF[Ha, ZaJ we have 




It is only necessary to consider la a subspace of Ea , because if 
la = Ha then ~[Ha' Ha] = 8-r-, • But (1) holds because 
A. A. A. A. A A (b1 * _b2) (a) = b1 (a) b2 (a) and (b2 * b1) (a) = b2 (a) b1 (a), and so 
{o} and 
,.. 
im ( b 1 * b2 ) ( a ) 
,.. 
C im b2 (a) C 
Conversely, assume that la is a subspace of Ha and that 
Bp[Ha, la] is a two-sided ideal in B. Then it is easy to see that 
{b(a) : b E B_r[Ha, la]} is a two-sided ideal in ](Ea>· Hence, by 
(5.2.6), either it equals the whole of ](Ea>, in which case la= Ha, 
., 
or there exists a subspace la of Ea such that it is 
It then follows that l" must contain a la, and so is a subspace 
We now consid~r the non-zero minimal two-sided ideals in B. In 
D 
(5.2.12) we give a complete description of these ideals for any B in R '- . 
First we have some preliminary results. 
(5.2.10) PROPOSITION : Let BER. and a Esp B. Then 
B{a} = B{a} [Ha, Ha] is a non-zero minimal two-sided ideal in B. If 
. I is a non-zero two-sided ideal in B, and ;i.f B th " a Esp , en 'l,S 
a eubset of I if and only if ,.. b(a) ;to for some b E I . 
Proof : The proof is a repeat of the argument -used in (38.3) of [HR], 
if we note that 
(i) PM(G) * T(G){a} = T(G){a} = T(G){a} * PM(G), and 
(ii) 8 {a} = T (G) {a} by ( 5 . 2 . 1) and ( 5 . 2 . 8) . D 
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(5. 2 .11) PROPOSITION : Let B E R and a E sp B. Let . Za be a one-
dimensional subspace of Ea. Then B{a}[Ha, Za] is a non-zero minimal 
two-sided ideal in B. If I is a non-zero two-sided ideal in B, and 
if a E sp B and Za is a subspace of Ea, then H{a} [Ha, Za] is a sub-
set of I if Za ~ im b(a) for some b EI • 
Proof . . By (5.2.9) B, and oy 
(5.2.1) it is proper. It is easily seen to be a two-sided ideal in B{a} 
and so, by (5.2.1) and (5.2.6), it is minimal if dim Z = 1 a 
Now let I be a non-zero two-sided ideal in B, let a E spB and 
A 
let b (a) for some b E I . Then there exists a subbpace 
of E~ such that 
D~fine the trigonometric polynomial b1 on G by 
Then b1 is in T(G){a} n B = B{a}, and 
A A (b * b1) (a) = b (a) Py . 
a 
By (1) im(b "' * b1) (a) ~ za and so 
b * bl EI n B{ a} [Ha' ZaJ . 
It follows from (2) and (3) that In B{a}[Ha, Za] is a non-zero two-
sided ideal in B and also in B{a}· It is proper because Za is a 
proper subspace of Ha • Hence, by (5. 2. 5) there exists a subspace 







By (3) la is a subspace of 
polynomial b2, defined by 
then the trigonometric 
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b2(x) = do Tr(Pz~-z Ua(x>*) for each x E G, 
a a 
is in B{cr}[H0 ,z;J but not in B{cr}[H0 ,Z0 ]. This contradicts (4), and 
so za = z; and 
= 0 
Remark : The converse of the last ass8rtion in (5.2.11) is not true. 
To see this, let G be a compact qroup which has a representation U0 
of dimension 3 (for example, G = SU(2)). Let Ha be the representation 
space of Ua, and {e1, e 2 , e 3 } be an orthonornal basis for Ha. Let 
B = { p E T ( G) {a} : p (a) Ea = {O} l . 
Then, if B is normed as a closed subspace of the convolution algebra 
C(G), it is in R. Let I be given by 
I - {b E B : 
ideal in B. However there does not exist an element b of I such 
that Za C im b(a) 1 because 
.... 
dim(im b(a)) $ 1 for all b EB. 
(5.2.12) The propositions (5.2.10) and (5.2.11) enable us to give a 
complete description of the non-zero minimal two-sided ideals of each 
a _lgebra B in R . 
: PROPOSITION Let B ER and let I be a non-zero two-sided ideal 
in B. Then one of the following conditions hold: 
(1) B{a} ~ I for some a Esp B, or 
(2) B{cr} [Ha, Za] ~ I for some a E sp B and a non-zero suhspace 
za of Ea . 
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If ( 2) holds then either B {a} ~ I, or ·f;here is a maximal subspace Z a 
of Ea such that B{a} [Ha,Za] ~ I . Hence, every non-zero minimal 
two-sided ideal of B is of the form B{a} for some a Esp B, or 
B{a} [Ha,Za] for some a Esp B and a one-dimensional subspace Za 
of Ea. 
Proof . The ideal I .l.S non-zero, ar1J._ so there exists b in I such . 
"' sp B that b(a) ;t 0 for some a in r (G) . If a E then by (5.2.10) 
B{cr} is a subset of I and so (1) holds. If a E sp B then either 
"' Fl (i) im b (a) C I or 
- a 
(ii) "' Ea im b (a) n is non-zero. 
Assume (i) holds. It is easily seen that I (a) = {b (a) : b E I} is a 
non-zero two-sided ideal in ](Ea>· By (i) and (5.2.3) it must equal 
J<Ea>, and so B {a} = I * (T(G){a} n B) .l.S contained in I . Hence 
B{a} [Ha,Eal is also in I. If (ii) holds and za .l.S a non-zero sub-
"' space of im b(a) n Ea then, by (5. 2 .11) , B{a} [Ha,Za] i.s a subset of 
Assume now that (2) holds and that B{a} is not a subset of I . 
Let Ya denote the subspace of Ha generated by all subspaces Za of 
Ha such that B{a} [Ha,za J C I . By (5.2.9) each Za is a subspace -
of Ea and therefore so is Ya. If B{a} [Ha, Ya] .5: I then Ya is the 
maximal subspace of Ha with this property. To check this, let 
b E B{a} [Ha,Ya] ; then if there exists a subspace Za of Ea such that 
B{a} [Ha,Za] ~ I and b E B{a} [Ha,Za], clearly b .1.s .1.n I. So we 
assume b is not in any such ideal. The finite dimensionality of Ha 
ensures the existence of subspaces Z~, ~, Z~ of Ea, such that 
"' for i = 1, -, n, and im b(a) is a subset of the 
subsp3Ce generated by the Z~'s. 
. ~ 
Denote by (Z~) the subspace generated 
by {Z~, i = 1, _, j - 1} for j = 1, _, n { 0}) , and 
define the trigonometric pclynomial b. 
J 





for each X E G • 
Then b· is in B{a} [Ha,Z~J for J - 1, -, n, and J 
n 
b = l b, * b . 
j=l J 
Hence, b is in I anc. so B{a} [Ha,Ya] is a subset of I . 
It follows irmnediately that the non-zero minimal two-sided ideals 
in B are precisely B {a}, for 0 E sp B, and any B{a} [Ha,Za] where 
20 is a one-dimensional subspace of Ea and o Esp B. D 
(5.2.13) We end this section by taking a brief look at the family of 
maximal two-sided ideals of any algebra B in R. which has the property 
that there exists distinct a,n E L(G) such that B n T(G){a} and 
B n T(G){n} are non-zero. If this is not the case then B is a sub-
algebra of T(G){o} for some a E L(G), and (5.2.6) may be applied. 
PROPOSITION : Let B ER and suppos3 that B posesses the additional 
property Just mentioned. Let a Esp B. With the notation of (5.2.8), 
B [Ha, E0 ] is a proper two-sided ideal in B • The map <t> of B , given 
by 
..... 
ip (b) b(a) for each b E B 
is a homomorphism onto ](Ea> . The ideal B[H0 ,Ea] is both regular 
and maximal. 
Proof : .: By (5.2.9) B[Ha,Ea] is a two-sided ideal in B. It is non-
zero because there exists n ~ a in L(G) such that B n T(G){n} is 
a non-zero subset of B[Ha,Ea], and it is proper because it does not 
contain the trigonometric polynomial defined by 
b(x) - d 0 Tr (PE~ Ua(x)*) for each x E G. a 
-
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It follows from (5.2.1) that ¢ is a surjection. It is clearl y 
a homomorphism. 
By (5.2.6) the set {TE ](Ea> : im T ~ Ea} is a proper maximal 
two-sidec.1. ideal in J (Ea) if Ea ~ {o} (that is, if a E sp B). · If 
Ea= {O} then it is maximal in the sense that the only ideal containing 
it is ](Ea>· The set B[Ha,Ea] is the inverse image of this ideal 
under the map ¢, and so it is maximal in B. 
To prove that it is regular we prove that wa, defined by 
w0 (x) = da Tr (PE~ Ua(x)*) for each x E G, 
a 
is an identity cf B mcdulo B[Ha,Ea] • It follows from (5.2.1) that 
w0 is in B{cr} = T(G){a} n B. Let b EB. Then wa * b and b * w0 
are in B{a} because B{a} is a two-sided ideal in B (see (5.2.9)). 
F~r any n E E(G), 
,.. 
" 
= oan b(n) and (wa * b) (n) 
and so and are in 
(5.2.14) COROLLARY Let. B ER and asswne B is a Banach algebra 
under some norm. For each a Esp B, B[Ha 1 ~a] is closed in the norm 
topology. Hence if F . a subset of L(G) then 1.-S 
" B[Ha, for a E F} n Ea] ·- {b E B . im b(a) ~ Ea . 
CcF 
. 
a closed two-sided ideal . B . 1.-S 1.-n 
Proof . . In view of (Cl6) of [HR] the first assertion is a direct 
D 
consequence of (5.2.13), and the second assertion follows from the first 
and (5.2.13) again. D 
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(5. 3) The Left Ideals in Elements of R. , 
We again let R denote the family of convolution algebras 
introduced in (5.2.1). In this section we consider the left ideals of 
each of the algebras B in R . ~n general we can not determine all 
the left ideals in B, and in fact, we are not even able to determine 
all the minimal left ideals. As we would expect it is more difficult to 
write down (closed) left ideals than it was to write down (closed) two-
sided ideals, and for this reason this section appears rather technical. 
Before considering which subspaces of B are candidates for left ideals, 
I present three algebraic results, analogues of (5.2.3) to (5.2.6), which 
are the basic tools of this section. Of these, (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) were 
suggested to me by L. Kovacs of the Australian National University. 
(5.3.1) Take the notation from (5.2.2). Each operator in J (E) may be 
regarded as a map defined on the quotient space HIE . Let n be a 
subset of JCE). Let y be a subspace of H containing E such that 
Y!E = Annihilator of n in H/E 
df {~ + E T~ E E for all TE Q} . . == . 
Clearly n is a subset of the annihilator of Y!E in ](E). Also, 
LEMMA : If n is a left idea? in ](E) then the annihilator of Y 
in ](E) is a subset of n. 
Proof : Let TE annihilator of Y in J(E) . Then T is in n if 
there exists Ti E J(E) and T2 En such that T = T1T2. The operator 
T vanishes on Y. Let R1 En. Because n is a subset of the 
annihilator of Y!E in ](E), there exists a subspace Z1 of Y~ which 
is also a subspace of ~ E, and satisfies 
R1~ ~ 0 for all non-zero ~ in Z1 • 
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where denotes the inverse of R1 
and 
.1 
on R1 (Y ) • is 1.n 
. y.i 1.s a proper subspace of then we repeat the arg\Lm.2nt 
on y.i - Z1 . Because dim y.i is finite there exists n ~ 1, map=:; R· l. 
i-1 
in Q and subspaces z. 
l. 
of y.i $ z. J such that R -~ ~ i 0 for all j=l p-1 
non-zero ~ in zi, i = 1, -, Zn y.i z. n - 1, and = EB . Then J 






l PRi(Zi) Ri. 
i=l 
As a converse to (5.3.1) we obtain the following lenuna. 
(5.3.2) LEMMA : Let Y be a subspace of H which contains E. 
~hen every subspace Q of ](E) satisfying: 
annihilator of y . 1,.n J (E) c n c annihilator of Y / E in J (E) 
is a left ideal in J (F) 
Proof . The silbspace Q is a left ideal in J CE) if for each T1 E . 
and T2 E Q I T1T2 is an operator in the annihilator of y in J (E). 
T1T2(Y) C T1 (E) because Q is a subspace of the annihilator of Y!E 
-
JCE), and so T1T2 (Y) = { o}. Hence T1T2 is in the annihilator of y 







(5 . 3.3) COROLLARY Let D be a left ideal ~n B(H) . Then there 
.7xists a subspace Y of H such that 
D ={TE B(H) T(Y} = { o }} • 
~very set of this form ~s a left ideal ~n B(H) . 
1.)roof : If E = {O} then J(E) = B(H) , and H/E = H . Hence the 
~ssertions follow from (5.3 . 1) and (5.3.2). D 
Corollary (5.3.3) is also proved directly in (38 . 11) of [HR~ 
We can use (5.3. 1) and (5.3 . 2) to write down a complete list of the 
Left ideals in J(E) . However, unless E = {O} , in which case (5.3.3) 
c.pplies, the process i s a little technical. Before doing this we introduce 
~ome notation . 
~5. 3. 4) Notation We again begin with the notation of (5.2.2). Let 
y denote a subspace of H that contains E . Then {e1 , .8.,em } ' 





, fl ,-,f £ } I where m + £ = dim y , which lS an orthonormal 
< for y We will denote by S ( Y) the integer £.m. To each _µS 1.S . 
operato r T in J(E) there corresponds a basis dependent vector !y 
' n 
cr:S(Y) It is determined as follows. If J E { 1,-, f3 ( y) } and 
J = a+ bm where O ~ a< m, 
h h . th . < ) 1 en t e J co-ordinate of !y is Tfb+l' ea+l . 
r s.3.5) Let Y be a subspace of H which contains E. We now give 
~n explicit representation of the subspaces D of J(E) which satisfy 
( 1) o f (5.3.2) , and which are therefore left ideals of J(E) . 
'EMMA ;'"- Asswne that D is a subset of J(E) hlhich satisfies (1) of 
(5.3.2). Then D is a subspace if and only if there exists a continuous 
r.ndomorphism w of <C S(Y) such that 
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Q ={TE J(E) T(Y) c E and !y E ker w} . 
Proof It easily follows from (5.3.4) that for any operators S,T 
J.n Q I (S + T) y' = §y + 1:v ,....,, 
' 
. Therefore , if Q J.S a linear space, the 
set {'I' 
,..,y : T E Q} lS a linear subspace of ts ("Y). Hence there exis t s a 
continuous endomorphism w of cr:s ( Y) such that 
ker W = {!y T E Q} ( 1) 
Then Q c {TE J(E) : T(Y} c E and !y E ker w} . 
To prove the reverse inclusion assume that T is an operation in 
J ( E) . ' . l.S J.n satisfying T(Y) c E and !y E ker W The operator 
annihi l ato, of y in J(E) 
' 
and so is i n Q . Further, by ( 1) ' there 
exists Tl in Q such that T = T . Then TPy = TlPY , and so 
-iv ....,y 
(:::: .L Q TPy Tl - TlPY ) lS in Q It follows that T J.S also in . . 
Conversely, if Q is a set of this form then it is easily seen to 
be a subspace of J( E} . D 
' (5.3.6) COROLLARY : Let Q b~ a suhset of ](E) • . Then it is a l6ft 
ideal in ](E) if and only if there exists J, subspace Y of H., with 
E ~ Y, 
Proof . . 
and a continuous endomorphism w on such that 
n - {TE J(E) : T(Y) ~ E and !y E ker w} . (1) 
If n is of the form in (1), then by (5.3.5) it is a subspace 
of n. Again by the argument used 1n (5.3.5) this will mean that Q is 
a left ideal in ](E) if thc annihilator of Y in ](E) is in n. 
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Let T belong to this annihilator. Then we need only check that 
!y E ker W. But !y = 0 so it is inker W. 
Conversely, if n is a left ideal, let Y be the subspace 
Y ={~EH: T~ EE for all TE n} • 
Then by (5.3.1) the annihilator of Y in J(E) is a subset of n, and 
so by (5.3.5) there exists a continuous endomorphism W of CS(Y) such 
that n is given as in (1). 
(5.3.7) We will refer to (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) for notation. Now let 
D 
BE c8h n R. and let a Esp B. By (4.2.1) there exists a subspace E0 
of H0 such that B{cr} ~ J(E0 ). In (4.2.2) we specified an orthonormal 
basis {e?, -, ef
0
} for E0 • Let YO be a subspace of H0 which 
contains E0 • Then we can extend this basis to an orthonormal basis 
-, 
of Y0 • Denote by S(Y0 ) the integer 
Finally let w0 be a continuous endomorph~sm of CS(Ya). Then we have 
PROPOSITION : The set I given by 
,.. 
: b(cr)y. Ekerw0 } 
- a 
(1) 
is a left ideal in B. 
,.. 
Proof . Clearly I is a left ideal in B if {b (a) : b E I} is a . 
,.. 
left i~eal in J<Ea>· But this l.S so by (5.3.6) I because {b(cr) : b E I} 
is {T E ](E
0
) : T(Y 0) C E and !y E ker w0 } . D - a 
(5.3.8) PROPOSITION Let B E R. a-vi.d I be a left ideal in B • 
Let a E I(G). Then there exists a subspace Ya c: Ha, with 
Ea~ Ya. , and a continuous endomorphism wa on cS<Ya> such that 
= 
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If I is non-zero, then either In B{a} is non-zero for some a Esp B, 
or sp B is non-empty and 
,.. 
im b(a) c Ea for all a Esp B and alZ b EI . 
Proof . It follows from (5.2.9) that B{a} is a left ideal in B . ' 
and so I n B{a} l.S a left ideal in B. It is easily seen to be a left 
ideal in B{a} . Hence {b(a) : b E I n B{a}} is a left ideal in J <Ea>. 
By (5.3.6) there exists a subspace Y0 of Ha, with Ea~ Ya' and a 
continuous endomorphism Wa on CS(Ya) such that 
{b (a) : b E I n B{a}} = {TE J <Ea> . T(Ya> · .E Ea and ,'.Ey E ker wa} . 
a 
B{a} = {b E B{a} [Ya,Ea] 
A 
E ker Wa} Hence I n : b(a)y . 
,..., a 
Now assume that I is a non-zero left ideal of B 
' 
and let b be 
. 
a non-zero element of I. Then one of the following conditions must hold: 
(i) sp B ~ { } and im b(a) ~ Ea for all b EI and all 
(J E L (G) ' or 
(ii) there exists a non-zero b EI and a E I(G) such 
that im b(a) n E~ ~ {o}. 
a 
If (ii) holds then by (5.2.1) the trigonometric polynomial b1 defined 
by 
for each x E G 
is a non-zero element of B{a}. Hence b1 * b is in I n B{a} . - But 
b1 * b is non-zero because 
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A A A A 
Cb 1 * b) ( cr > = b 1 ( cr ) b ( cr > = P .imb ( cr > n E~ b ( cr ) 0 
(5.3.9) COROLLARY Let B E R and I be a left ideal in B • Let 
cr Esp B. Then there exists a subspo.~e Ya of Ha such that 
= 
{b E A Y0 = {o}} Proof . Recall from (5.2.7) that B{cr} [YcrJ = B{ cr} . b (CJ) . . 
A .J. 
If CJ E sp B then Ee: = { o}, and so for any non-zero b E I im b (CJ) n Ea 
is non-zero. So, if I n B{cr} l.S zero let Ya= Ha 
' 
and if it is non-
zero apply (5.3.8), and observe that w0 must be trivial. 
We complete this section by finding a partial analogue of (5.2.12). 
{5.3.10) PROPOSITION : Let BER and I be a non-zero minimal left 
ideal in B. Then one of the Jollowing conditions holds: 
(i) there exists a Esp Band a (d0 - l)-dimensional 
A (ii) . b(cr) = o for all a Esp B and all · b EI • 
If (ii) 'holds, then for each a Esp B, for which there exists b EI 
with b(cr) ~ o, there exists a continuous endomorphism w0 of cS<Ha> , 
with rank (S(H0 ) - i), such that 
. A 
{b{cr): b EI}= {TE J(E0): im T ~ E0 and :f:H E ker w0 }. CJ 
Conversely if a Esp B then B{cr} [Y0 J is .a non-zero minimal 
left ideal for each (d0 - l)-dimensional subspace Y0 of H0 , and if 
a Esp B and w0 is a continuous endomorphism of CS(Ya> of rank 
CeCH0 ) - 1), then 




Proof : By (5.3.8), either I n B{cr} J..s non-zero for some cr E sp B, 
or sp B " is non-empty and im b(cr) c E0 for all ~Esp B and all 
b E I. In the first case we must have I = I n B ta} since I is 
minimal. If CJ E sp B then by (5.3.8) there exists a (d(J - 1)-
dimensional subspace y of Ha such that I - B{cr} [YcrJ, and so CJ 
either (i) or (ii) must hold. 
Assume now that (ii) holds, and let CJ Esp B such that 
" b (CJ) is non-zero for some b EI. Then the set {b(cr) : b EI} is 
a non-zero left ideal in ](E0 ). Hence, by (5.3.6), there exists a 
subspace Y0 of H0 , with E0 ~ Y0 , and a continuous endomorphism 
w
0 
of C f3 (Ya> such that 
{b(<J) : b E I} = 
To prove the converse first let CJ Esp B and Y0 bs a 
(d0 - 1)-dimensional subspace of H0 • Then it follows from (5.3.9) 
that B{cr} [Y0 ] is a non-zero left ideal of B. Again l:>y (5.3.9) 
it must be minimal because the only subspace properly containing Y0 
is H0 , and B {cr} [H0 ] = {o} • Now let cr E sp B and let. w0 be a 
t · d h · f f3 (Ha> f k con inuous en omorp ism o C o ran (S (H0 ) - 1). Then 
" 
: b(cr)H E ker w0 } 
- CJ 
(1) 
So by (5.3.6) it is a left ideal in B, and clearly it must be non-zero. 
Again by (5.3.6) it must be minimal because the only set of form (1) 
" 
which is contained in and b(cr)H c ker w0 } 
,..,, CJ 
is {O}, where w0 has rank d0 • 0 
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(5.4) The Ideal Theory of Convolution Banach Algebras in @ri 
We noted in (5.2.1) that if B is a convolution Banach algebra 
in ~ then it is in R. Hence the results of §(5.2) and §(5.3) may 
be applied to B. However, the homo':5eneity property of B may be used, 
as we shall see in (5.4.2) .and (5.4.5), to identify all the closed two-
sided and closed left ideals of B. These results generalize some of 
the t:?arly results in §38 of [HR] • 
We will first deal with the closed two-sided ideals in B. 
Recall the notation of (5.2.1) and (5.2.7). 
(5.4.1) LEMMA : Let BE ~ n R and let a E r(G). Let Za be 
·a subspace of Ha. Then B[Ha,Za] is closed in the norm topology . 
.... 
Proof . . Recall that . B[Ha,Z~] = {b EB : im b(a) ~ Za} . Let (b ) N n nE 
be a sequence extracted from B[Ha,Za] which converges to b in B. 
Then by (3.4.5) for each a Esp B 
lim llbn (a) - b (a) II = 0 • (1) 
n+oo 
.... 
Let ~ E Ha. Then bn(a)~ E Za ~or all n EN. But la is 
.... 
finite dimensional, ana so by (1) b(a)~ E Za. Hence b E B[Ha,ZaJ 
D 
(5.4.2) Using (5.4.J) we can give a complete description of the closed 
two-sided ideals in B . 
THEOREM : Let B E ~ n R . Let . F be a subset of sp B. Then if 
Za is a subspace of Ea for each a E F, the set 
"' n B[Ha ,Za] = {b E B : im b (cr) ~ Za for all a E F} (1) 
aEF 
is a closed tu.Jo-sided ideal -~n B. Conversely, every set of this form 
I 
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is a closed two-sided ideal of B. Mu~eover~ distinct subsets of sp B 
and distinct subspaces determine distinct ideals. 
Proof : By (5.2.14) the set given in (1) is a closed two-sided ideal 
in B. 
-Now let I be a closed two-sided ideal in 8 and let F denote 
the set 
F {a Esp B: {b(o): b EI} ;t ](Ea>} 
For each a E F let Za denote the subspace of Ha generated by 
" u { im b (a) I}. ~ Ea . b E By (4.2.3) im b (a) for each b E I and each . 
0 E F, and so zcr is a subspace of Ea for each 0 E F. Then it is 
clear that 
Tc prove the reverse inclusion in (1) we use (3.3.10). 
Let b E n 
aEF 
identity of Ll(G) consisting of central trigonometric polynomials. 
By (3.3.10) 1 im 11 kn * b - b 11 B = 0 • Hence, if k * b n is in I 
n-+oo 
for each n E N then we must have b in I, and so we will have 
" Now, for each n EN and a E I(G), kn(a) is a 
(1) 
non-negative multiple of Ida, anG so (~ * b)"(a) is a no~-negative 
" multiple of b(o). By (3.3.9) k * b is in P(B) n for each n E N. 
By (5.2.10) B{o} is a subset of I for each a Esp B\F 
It follows from (5.2.12) that 
B{o} [Ha,Za] ~ I 
because B{a} [Ha, im b ( cr) ] C I for each b E I, and so the maxi :.1.al 




may be writ:ten as a finite linear combination of functions in I, and 
so 1.s 1.n I for each r1 E N. 
Finally we note that 




and so distinct subsets of sp B and distinct subspaces determine 
distinct ideals. 
(5.4.3) In (5.2.12) we obtained a complete description of the minimal 
0 
two-sided ideals of any algebra B in R.. By (5.4.2), if BE~ n R 
then each of these is closed. We now give a complete picture, for this 
case, of the proper regular maximal two-sided ideals of B. (Each of 
these ideals must be closed). 
PROPOSITION : Let BE ~ n R and let a E sp B . . -is a 
regular maximal two-sided ideaZ in B. Every proper regular ma,ximal two-
sided ideal in B has this form. The quotient algebra 
isomorphic- to J (E0 ) for each a E sp B. 
Proof : By (5.2.13) B[H0 ,E0 ] is a regular maximal two-sided ideal 
in B. 
~ow let I be a proper-reg~lar maximal two-sided ideal in B. 
. 
-is 
Then it must be closed, and so by (5.4.2) the=e exists a subset F of 
sp B and a subspace Z0 of E0 for each a E F such that 
I 
Clearly F must be a singleton subset of sp B. This is because I 1.s 
a subset of B[H0 ,Z0 ] and of B[Hn,Z~J if F ~ {o, n} which contradicts 




for some a E sp B • 
is a proper subspace of so 
The final statement is a special case of (5.2.13). D 
Before finding explicitly the family of closed left ideals in B 
we require a lemma. Recall the notation of (5.3.4) and (5.3.7). 
(5.4.4) LEMMA : Let BE i&i n R and let a E L(G). Let Ya be a 
subspace of Ha, with Ea~ Ya, and Wa is a continuous endomorphism 
of C S ( ya> • Then 
" : b(a>y E ker wa} 
,..., a 
is closed in the norm topology. 
Proof : Let (bn)nEN be a sequence of elements in 
" 
: b (a) y E ker wa} 
,..., a 
which converges to b in B. By 
(3.4.5) for all n E r(G) 
1 im II b ( n) ~ bn ( n ) 11 = O 
n+oo 
For ea~h n EN bn(a) Ya~ Ea. Since Ea is finite dimensional, by 
(2), b(a) Ya~ Ea. Recall from (5.2.7) that if j E {l, ~' $(Ya>} 










Hence, by (2) bn(cr)y 
.,.., a 
tends to b(cr)y in cS(Ya) . But 
,.., a 
" for each n EN, and so b(cr)y must also be in 
,.., a 
ker W0 because ker W0 is finite dimensional. Therefore the set given 
in (1) js closed. 
-
(5.4.5) THEOREM : Let BE~ n R . For each a E L(G) let Y0 be 
a subspace of H0 , containing E0 , and Zet w0 be a continuous endo-
morphism of cS<Ya>. Then the set 
" 
D 






: b(cr)y E ker w0 } (1) 
"' a 
is a closed left ideal of B. Every closed left ideal in B is of the 
form given in (1). 
Pl".'oof It follows from (5.3.7) and (5.4.4) that the set given in (1) 
is a closed left ideal of B . 
Conversely let I be a closed left ideal in B. Then for each 
cr E L(G) In B{cr} is a left ideal in B, and by (5.3.8) there exists a 
subspace Y0 of H0 , with E0 ~ -ya , and a continuous endomorphism Wcr 




" b(cr)y E ker w0 }. 
"' cr 
(2) 
By {3.5.2) P(B) = B n T(G), and by (3.3.10) B n T(G) is a dens~ sub-
space of B. Hence In T(G) is a dense subspace of I, and so by (2) 
" we must have b E B[Y0 , E0 ] and b(cr)y E ker w0 for each b E B, 
,.., a 
because both H0 and ker w0 are finite dimensional vector spaces. 
Therefore 




: b(cr)y E ker w0 } • 
,...., a 
(3) 
To prove the reverse inclusion in (3) let b 1 be an element of 
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A 
n {b E B[Y0 ,E0 ] 
cr E I (G) 
b(cr)y 
,..., a 
E ker ~v0 }, and let (kn) N denote the IlE 
approximate identity of L 1 (G) consisting of centr~l trigonometric 
polynomials. By (3.3.10) 
1 im 11 b 1 - kn * b 1 11 B = 0 , 
n-+ oo 
so b1 will be in I if kn * b1 lS in I for each n EN . Again, 
A 
" as in (5.4.2) I (kn * b1) (cr) lS a non-negative multiple of b 1 (cr) for 
' 
each n and each a . By (3.3.9) kn * b1 is in B n T(G) and so 
kn* b1 E B[Y0 ,E0 J for each cr E I (G) . (4) 
" It is clear that for each n EN, (kn * b1) (cr) y is a non-negative 
,-...., a 
A 
multiple of b1(0)y I and so 
,..., a 
" I(G) (kn * b1) (a) y E ker wcr for each 0 E . (5) 
-
a 
Hence, by (4) and (5), each kn* b 1 may be expressed as a finite linear 
combination of elements in the sets 
: b(cr)y E ker 
-.., 0 
and so by (2) kn* b1 is in I. Therefore b1 is also in I and 
equality holds in (3). 
The converse follows from (5.4.4). 
Theorem (5.4.5) reduces to (38.13) of [HR] if we assume that B 
D 
is a subalgebra of L1 (G) in which T(G) is a dense subspace. Under 
these conditions B will be homogeneous, and for each o E I(G) E0 = {O}, 
and so w0 must be the trivial map defined on the zero dimensional space 
c: 
(5.4.6) COROLLARY : Let B E a3h n R. . Then every closed left ideal in 
B is the intersection of the maximal left ideals containing it. Every 
165. 
maximal proper closed left ideal in B is of tha form B[Ya, Ea] 
where Ya is a subspace of Ha, which contains 
dimension equal to dim Ea+ l. 
ca, and has 
Proof . . This is an immediate consequence of (5.4.5). D 
(5.4.7) Remarks : It follows from (5.4.2) and (5.4.5) that the closed 
two-sided and closed left ideal structure of any convolution Banach 
algebra B in ~ is precisely the same as that of L1 (G), or of one 
of its subalgebras L1 (G)9' (see (3.4.8)). If we let 
!I = { n 
bEB 
A 
ker b (a) : a E I(G)} , 
and if I denotes a closed two-sided (left) ideal of B then the closure 
of In L1 (G) in L1 (G) is a closed two-sided (left) ideal of L1 (G)g 
Conversely, if J is a closed two-sided (left) ideal of L 1 (G)~ then 
there exists exactly one closed two-sided (left) ideal I of B such 
that J is the closure of In Ll(G) in Ll(G). So (5.4.2) and (5.4.5) 
provide generalizations of Reiter's closed ideal theorem for Segal algebras 
(see Reiter [2]). 
If B is a symmetric algebra then I is a left ideal of B if 
and only if I* is a right ideal of B because 
I** B = I** B* = (B * I)* • 
Therefore, in this case, (5.4.5) will also give a com~lete description of 
the closed right ideal structure of B. 
We could, of course, also consider the right ideal structure of 
the algebras in R , and of those in (8 h n R . The procedure would be 
the same as that in §(5.3) and §(5.4) , using instead of (5.3.6) an 
anal_agous result about the rig·ht ideals in J (E). 
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(5.4.8) To complete this section we will consider the ideal theory o f 
V (G) , 
F1 ,F2 
the symmetric homogeneous Banach algebra where 
are subsets of E(G). This algebra was introduced and studied in 
chapter 2. Because of its symmetry we need only consider its closed 
two-sided and closed left ideals. Recall that is a subset 
of For each 
and so E (a,n) = {o} ; if (a, n) i Fix F2 then this intersection is 
empty and so 
Hence by (5.4.2) the closed two-sided ideals of V (G) are 
. F1 ,F2 
precisely 
where F is a subset of F1 x F2. 
{ h E VF F ( G) : h (a, n) = o 
1, 2 
for (a, 11) E F} 
By (5.4.5) the closed left ideals of VF F (G) are precisely the 
1, 2 
sets 
where Ya and Zn are subspaces of Ha and Hn respectively and F is 
a subset of F1 x F2. 
(5. 5) Symbolic Calculus 
Let B denote a convolution Banach algebra in ~ (see (3.4.5)). 
A 
Recall that by (4.2.1), if Ea= n ker b(a) for each a E L(G) then 
bEB 
P(B) is equal to the set {k E T(G) " : k(a) Ea= {o} for all a E L(G)} , 
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A 
and so by (3.3.10) b(a) Ea= {O} for all a E L(G) and all b E B. 
We assume in this section, and in §(5.6), thac Ea either equals 
{o} or Ha for each a E L(G). Hence, in the notation of (5.2.8) 
sp B = sp B. With this restriction we ob-:.ain from (5.4.6): 
( 5 • 5 . 1) LEMMA Every proper ma.ximal left ideal in B is of th.e 
form 
B[span {t;.}J = {b EB 
A 
: b(a)s = o} 
for some a Esp B and some non-zero s E Ha. D 
This lemma enables me to generalize to an arbitrary compact 
group G, and for any such algebra B, (11.4.13) of Edwards [3]. 
This generalization, stated in (5.5.4), gives a sufficient condition 
for the reversibility of a- 1b in B, where a is a non-zc£o complex 
number and b is in B. We recall that reversibility, which was 
introduced in §(1.6), is an interesting property because many of the 
algebras we have been studying do not possess an identity. 
We give two proofs of (5.5.4); one is in (5.5.4) and the second 
follows from (5.5.10). 
We begin with some prelL~inaries. 
(5.5.2) PROPOSITION : Let B E '8h n R. . Asswne sp B = sp B • Let 
b EB. Then b is left reversible if and only if l is not a:n 
A 
eigenvalue of b(a) for each a Esp B. 
Proof : The element b is left reversible iff for each maximal 
regular left ideal M of B there exists an element c of B such 
that b + c - c * b is in M (see (1.6.1)). It follows from (5.5.1) 
that this holds iff for each a Esp B and s E Ha there exists an 
168. 
element c of B such that 
(b (a) + ; (a) - ~ (a) b (a) ) ~ = o (1) 
But (1) may be rewritten as 
(2) 
,.. 
If b is left reversible then by (2) the operator b(a) - Id0 must be 
invertible (that is, 1 is not an eigenvalue of b(a)), because if not, 
and if ~ E ker(b(a) - Ida), then (2) has no solution. Conversely, if 
A (b (a ) - Id) 
a 
is invertible then clearly (2) will always be solvable, 
and so b is left reversible. 
(.5. 5. 3) PROPOSITION : Let 8 E £8 h n R. and asswne that sp 8 = sp 8 • 
Then an element b of B is left reversible if and only if it is 
D 
right reversible. Therefore, if b has a left reverse,it has a reverse. 
Proof : Assume b is left reversible. Then there exists an element 
c of B such that c + b - c * b = G. Hence for each a Esp B 
But Ha is a finite dimensional Hilbert space, and so by (1) 
By the uniqueness of Fourier transforms (2) ensures that 
b + c - b * c = 0, and so c is a right reverse of b. The converse 
is easy to see from this argument, and so c must be a (two-sided) 
reverse of b (see (l.601)). 





Let b E B aY1.d a be a non.--zero complex nwnber such that b (a) - aida 
------------------------------------------
is an invertible operator for each a Esp B. Then there exists a;~ 
element c of B such that for all a Esp B 
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Proof . It follows from (5.5.2) that a.- 1b is left reversible (and so . 
reversible by (5.5.3)) because (a.-1 :6 ( a.) Ida) = a.- 1(b(cr) - a.Ida) 
an invertible operator for each a E sp B • Hence there exists an 
element C of B such that b + a.c - C * b = 0 = b + a.c - b * C . 
Then for each a Esp B 
A A A A A A A 
b(cr) + a.c(a) - c(a) b(a) = O = b(cr) + a.c(a) - b(a) c(a) I 
and so for all a Esp B 
" " b (a) [b (a) c(cr) = 
(5.5.5) It is possible to restate (5.5.4) so as to suggest another 
problem which I have considered. 
is 
D 
Let a. be a non-zero complex number. Define the complex-valued 
function ¢ on C \{a} by 
¢. (A} 
Then ¢ is an analytic function on C \{a.}. 
In (1.6.5) and (1.6.6) we discussed various ways in which ¢ 
could be extended to an A-valued function on a Banach algebra A. 
Then if f is an element of A which, in this case, has spectrum 
contained in C \{a}, we can define ¢ (f) in A so that the map 
f---+- ¢(f) is locally analytic (see (1.6.4)). 
In particular now, we could rewrite (5.5.4) as follows. 
(1) 
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THEOREM : Let BE~ n R and assUt~e sp B = sp B. Let q> be 
given by (1). Then for each b EB " such that the Ppectrum of b(o) 
is a subset of C \{a} for each a Esp B, there exists an element c 
of B such that for each a Esp B 
" c(o) = " q>(b(o)) " " b(o) [b(o) - ard0 ]-l . 
As we shall see in (5.5.10) we ~ould actually write q>(b) in 
place of c. 
The question that we now consider is whether there exist other 
analytic complex-valued functions q> which have this property. The 
notation is taken from §(1.6). We begin with some preliminary results. 
(5.5.6) Let B be an algebra in &in R with sp B = sp B. Let b 
be an element of B. Recall from (1.6.2) that a non-zero complex numbe!:" 
s is in the spectrum a(b) of b iff ,-lb is not reversible. For 
sp B, " any (J E sp (b ( o)) will denote the set of eigenvalues of the 
" 
operator b(o) in B(Ha> . 
LEMMA : If s is a non-zero complex number then ~Ea(!:)) if and 
only if " ~ E u sp(b(cr)). 
crc:spB 
- " Proof If s is a non-zero element of sp(b(o)) for some a E L(G) 
then it follows from (5.5.2) and (5.5.3) that ~-lb is not reversible. 
Hence s E a(b) . 
Conversely let ~ be a non-zero element of a(b). Then s- 1b 
is not reversible, and so it follows again from (5.5.2) and (5.5.3) that 
there exists a Esp B such that 1 is an eigenvalue of ~- 1b(cr). So s 
" " 
is an eigenvalue of b(o) and s E sp(b(o)) . D 
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(5. 5. 7) Let /J be an open subset of C which contains zero. For any 
Banach algebra A the subsets CA(/J) and 2'A(/J) were defined in (1.6.6) 
to be 
c·A (/J) = {f E A : a(f) C /J} (1) 
and ~ A (/J) = principal component of e A (/J) • 
The principal extension of any complex-valued function ~, which is 
analytic on /1 and for which ~ (O) = 0, is uniquely defined on ~ A (/J) • 
LEMMA : Let 8 E ~h n R. with sp 8 = sp B. Then b is in eB (6) if 
" 
and only if b (a) E CB (H ) (/1) for each a E sp B, and b is in ~B (/J) 
(J 
if and only if b (cr) E 2)8 (H )(/1) for each a E sp B • a 
P~oof : The first equivalence is an immediate consequence of (1) and 
(5.5.6). 
Now let bi E ~B(/1) and assume that there exists cr in sp B 
" 
such that bi(o) is not an element of ~B(Ha> (6). Then there exists 
eisjoint open sets Ai and A2 in ~<Ha> (/1) such that OE Ai and 
" " b1(0) E A2. But the map b ~ b(o) is continuous from B to B(H0 ) 
by (3.4.5), and so the sets I A1 and defined by 
A'i = {b E B and 
are open in B. Therefore the sets and A~ n CsC/J) are 
open in ea(/J); they are clearly disjoint and we have that O 1S an 
element of A{ n ~(/J) and b1 is in 
assertion that bi 
cr Esp B. 
is in 2Js (6) • Hence 
This contradicts our 
for all 
t·:e will now prove that if an element bl of B has the property 
A • 
that · b1 (cr) . '-:€ : ·% (H~) (6) for each a E sp B then b is in 2Js (6) . 
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we first note that because 2fscH) (6) ~ C-scH) (6) for each a in sp B, 
a a 
we must have that b belongs to C B (6) •· It is also clear that 
~ b1 (a) E ~ (H ) (6) for I~ I ~ 1 • 
a 
Let (~)nEN denote the approximate identity of Ll(G), consisting of 
central trigonometric polynomials, discussed in (1.4.4). Then by (2) 
,.. 
~ <Ha> (6) B (kn * b1) (a) E for each n E N and a Esp because 
,.. 
(2) 
kn(a) = Aid a for some A E [O,l). If we can show that kn* b1 is in 
~ (6) for each n EN, then we must have that b1 is in ~ (6) because 
it is a closed subset of e 8(6) (see (3.3.10). 
Hence it is sufficient to prove that if b1 is in B n T(G) and 
if b1(a) E ~<Ha> (6) for all a · E sp B, then b1 E 43<6). 
The algebra B(Ha> is finite dimensional and so ~<Ha> (6) must be 
arcwise connected for each a Esp B. Therefore for each a Esp B 
there exists a continuous map Ya from [O,l] to B(H0 ) such that 
,.. 
y O ( O) = O, y O ( 1) = b 1 (a) and im y O 5=(:, B ( H ) ( 6) . ( 3) 
a 
We certainly have that b1 is an element of 2b<6) if there exists a 
continuous map y from [O,l] to B such that 
y(O) - O, y(l) = b1 and im y c ea(6) . 
Consider the map y defined on [O,l] by 
y (t) (x) = l ,.. d 0 Tr (ya (t) LJ0 (x) *) 
OEsupp b 1 
for all x E G and t E [O,l]. For each t E [O,l] y(t) is in 
T(G) B' and so is in B. 
sp 
and so 




" u sp(y(t) (CJ)) c 6. 
"' CJESUpp bl 
By (5.5.6) a(y(t)) ~ 6 and so im y ~C-8 (6). It is easily seen that y 
must be continuous and that y(O) = 0 and y(l) = b1. Hence (4) holds 
and b 1 is in 5'8 (6) • D 
(5.5.8) It is perhaps worthwhile at this stage to summarize what we have 
achieved. 
We let 6 be an open subset of C which contains O, and ¢ a 
complex-valued function which is analytic on 6 and for which ¢(0) = 0. 
We let 8 denote an algebra in (13:h n R. The general theory of extensions 
of <P given in §(1.6) ensures that if b is in ~ 8 (6) then ¢(b) may 
be uniquely defined in B by putting 
¢ (b) = 1 2ni I ¢(~) D(~,b) ~-ld~ , r b (1) 
where f, denotes an oriented envelope of a(b) with respect to¢. Similar-
o 
"' ly if b (CJ) is in ~B( H ) (6) for each CJ E sp 8 then cp (b (CJ)) may be 
CJ 
uniquely defined in B(HCJ) by putting 
,.. 





where denotes an oriented envelope of sp(b(CJ)) with respect to¢. 
It is easily checked from the definition of an oriented envelope 
and from (5.5.6), that r is an oriented envelope of a(b) if and only 
,.. 
if it is an oriented envelope of sp b(cr) with respect to ct> for each 
a E sp B • 
Hence by (5.5.7) the integral in (1) exists if and only if the 
integral in (2) exists for each cr Esp B. However, at this stage we 
are not able to connect them. What we would like is 
174. 
,.. ,.. 
<f>(b) (cr) = q,(b(cr)) for each cr E sp B • . 
It is the next lemma which will enable us to write this. 
(5. 5. 9) Let B E tBh n R and assllille that sp B = sp B. Let b be an 
element of B. We recall from (1.6.2) that o(b) is the complement of 
a.(b) in C, and that D(~,b) denotes the reverse of ~-lb if ~ ~ O. 
See (1.6.2) for the definition of D(O,b) if OE o(b). 
For each 
,.. ,.. 




Let ~ E o(b). By (1.6.3) 
Hence if cr Esp B 
b (cr) + ~D (~ ,b) "(cr) - b (cr) D (~ ,b)" (cr) = O , and 
b(cr) +~D(~,b)"(cr) - D(F;,b)"(cr) b(cr) - o. 
But this ensures that D(~ 1 b)"(cr) " = D(F;,b(cr)) for all cr Esp B. 
(5.5.10) THEOREM : Let BE~ n R and asswne that sp B = sp B. 
Let 6 be an open subset of C which contains o, and let <P be an 
analytic complex valued function defined on 6 with <PCO) = o. Let 
b ES, 8 (6). Then 
<P (b) 1 27Ti f <Pm oc1;,bJ c 1d1; , 
rb 
where r b is a:n, oriented envelope of a. (b) with respect to <P , is an 
element of B. For each a Esp B 
0 
A 
<f>(b) (cr) = 
A 
~(b(cr)) = 27Ti f <j,(l;J 0(1;,bcoll C 1dl; • 
rb 
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Proof : In view of the arguments given in (5.5.8) it is only necessary 
to prove the last assertion. By (3.4.5) the map T0 , defined from B 
" to B(H0 ) by T0 (b) = b(a), is continuous for each a Esp B. Hence 
by (8.14.5) of Edwards [2] 
= 
and so by (5.5.9) 
A 






f ~(S) Ta(D(S,b)) s- 1dS , 
. rb 
A 
<f>(s) D(s,b(a)) s- 1ds 
= cf>(b(a)). 
Remark As I have already mentioned, (5.5.4) is in fact a corollary 
of (5.5.10). 
To illustrate the preceding result, suppose the series 
nEN 
is convergent for all s EC with Isl < p • Denote its sum at the 
D 
point s by <f>(s). Let B denote any of the examples 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 
10, 11, 12 or 13 of (3.5.9), and let b E ~(~) where 
~ = {s E c = 1~1 < p} • Then 
cf> (b} = (convolution product} 
is in B, and for each a Esp B 
A 
cf> (b} (a) = (composition product). 
(5.6) The Representation Theory of Some Homogeneous Algebras 
In §(5.4) I proved that the ideal structure of a homogeneous 
convolution algebra B in d3 h is the same as that of L 1 (G~ , where 
9 { n bEB 
" ker b(a), a E E(G)} , 
·;:,. 
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if G is an arbitrary compact group. In this section I show that if B 
is symmetric then it s h~res more the structure of L1 (G). I say that B 
is symmetric if b* is in B for each b EB. It is easy to see that 
if B is symmetric then either 
" 
A 
n ker b(a) 
bEB 
= {o} or n ker b(a) - Ha 
bEB 
for each a E r(G), and so sp 8 = sp s·. From (1.3.9) a *-representation 
R of 8 in the complex Hilbert space H is a continuous homomorphism of 
B to B(H) such that R(b*) = R(b)* for all b EB. In (38.21) of [HR] 
the authors show that if B = Lp(G), 1 ~ p < 00 , and R has the property 
that for every non-zero ~EH there exists b EB : R(b)~ ~ 0, then 
there exists a continuous unitary representation U of G such that 
for all b E 1 B and ~'~EH 
f (U<xlE,t) b(xl dl(xl . 
I show that this holds for any symmetric homoqenec~s convolution algebra 
(see (5.6.6)). First we require some lemmas. 
(5.6.1). Let a Esp B. Then by (5.4.2) B{a} 
ideal in B and so is a closed sub~lgebra of B. 
is isomorphic to B (Ha). The restriction of R to 
*-representation of B{a} in B(H). Define ~ 
by 
is a closed two-sided 
Since Ea = {o} 
B{a} is a 
from B(Ha> to 
~(T) = R(x 
A 
that is, ~(b(a)) = R(b) $ 
LEMMA : For each a Esp B ~ is a *-representation of B<Ha> 






Proof This follows immediately from the definition of ~ because 
(5.6.2) There is a lot known about the *-representations of BCK) in 
B(H) where K is a finite dimensional Hilbert space (see Naimark [l]). 
Of greatest significance to us is theorem 1 of §(17.3) of Naimark [lJ 
from which it follows that 
(a) ~ is continuous for each a Esp B, 
and i(22.2) of Naimark [l] from which we see that for each a Esp B 
(b) there exists a family of mutually orthogonal ~-invariant 
closed subspaces Ka, K~ i EN of H such that 
0 l. 
(i) H = EB K~ EB Ka 
l. 0 ' iEN 
dim K~ = da for each l. EN 
' 
and l. (ii) 
(iii) = 
and there exists a family of unitary operators v~ 
l. 
from Ha 





0 (T) = l v~ T(V~)-l p~ in B (ti) for each T E 
-a l. l. l. iEl( 
(5.6.3) LEMMA P~ Pa.= o ~or a 77 · · ·t d 
1 J J' 1,,1,, 1.,J E N. ·i. n ;i! a an 









Now for each cr Esp B 
~ (Id0 ) l v. 0 rd (v<!)- 1 p'! l a (2) = = P. ' i a i l. l. iE N iE N 
and so if ~ cr (1) and ( 2) ' ~(T1); = and ~ n E K. 
' 
by 0 so E K . 
l. 0 
Therefore Ka n for each i EN and hence p~ p~ = o. D C Ko •i 
- l. J 
(5.6.4) We now see how (1) in (5.6.2) can be used to determine a similar 
expansion for R(b) for each b EB. 
·PROPOSITION : Let B denote a syrronetric homogeneous convolution algebra~ 
then 
RCb)~ = l 
CJESp B 
cr"' cr cr \ v. b(cr) (V.)- 1 P. ~ for each l 1. l. l. 
iE N 
~ E H and b E B' 
and 
const llbll 8 for all b E B • 
Proof : Assume that b is an element of P(B) (= B n T{G)). Then b 
has a representation 
b(x) = l d
0 
Tr (b(cr) Ucr(x)*) for all x E G, (1) 
CJEsp B 
where only a finite number of the terms in the series are non-zero. 
Hence, 
and so 
R(b) = l R(x ---- d 0 Tr (b(cr) Ucr(x)*)) , 
CJESP B 




By ( 1) in ( 5 . 6 • 2 ) , ( 2) gives 





Now let (EH. Then by (3) 
IIR(b)~,,~ ~ l l llv~ b(o) (V~)- 1 p~ ~ 11t 
C1ESP B . i i iE N 
~ max l[b(O) 11 2 l l II P~ ~ llt , 
OESp B OEsp B iE N 
and so by (5.6.3) 
11.R (b) ~ IIH ~ II b "PM ll~IIH . 
Hence by (3.4.5) 
(4) 
We now prove that (4) holds for any element b of B. Let 
(k ) N denote an approximate identity of L 1 (G) consisting of 
n nE 
trigonometric polynomials. By {3.3.10) 
1 irn 11 b - kn * b 11 B = 0 • (5) 
n-+- oo 
By (21.22) of [HR] R is strongly continuous, and 
II R(b) II (6) 
Then by (5) and (6) 
1 im II R ( b) - R ( kn * b) 11 = 0 • (7) 
n-+- oo 
It follows from (3.3.9) that 
and so by (3) 
k * b n is in B n T(G) for each n E N 
RC~* b) = l 
cre:sp B 
(8) 
0 A O a 
For each b EB, ' ' v . . b(o) (V·)- 1 P. is an operator in l l i i l.. 
OESp B iE.N 
B(H). To see this, let ~EH. Then 
In 
2 
" (V~)-1 a l 11 v ~ b (a) ( vI) - 1 11 l I a s 11 H l v. b(a) p, ~ 1 1 1 OESp B iEN 
view of (7) and 
1im 11 I 
n+ oo OEsp B 
0€Sp 8 iE N 
2 2 
~ llbllpM llsllH 
(8) R(b) 1S given by (3) if 
l v~ (b(a) - (kn * b)" (a)) (V~)- 1 P~II = e 
iEN 
But this follows immediately from (3.3.10) and (3.4.5) because 
It is easily seen that (4) must hold for all b EB. 
180. 
a 2 
pi s IIH 
(5.6.5) As mentioned in the introduction, our intention is to associate 
with R a unitary representation U of G such that 
( z;, R(b)s) = ( C, U(x)t )) for all z;,t,; EH, b EB • 
(If b E M(G) then this condition may be reduced to one similar to that 
in (38.21) of [HR] . ) 
Take the notation (5.6.2). Let x E G. Then 
l l V~(U0 (x)) (V~)- 1 P~ is a bounded operator on H because 





for each s EH. Define the operator U(x) in B(H) by 
U(x) = ' \ V~(U (x)) (V~)-l P~ l l 1 a 1 1 
cre:sp B iE N 
LEMMA : The map U from G to B (h.) defined by U : x --* U (x) 





Proof : Clearly for each x E G, U(x) is a unitary operator. It is 
also easy to see that U(xy) =U(x) U(y) for all x,y E G. To prove 
that U is a unitary representation it only remains to show that U is 
continu~us from G to B(H). 
For each 1. E N and cr Esp B the map x---+ v~ U (x) (V~)-1 p~ 
1. (J - 1. 1. 
is continuous from G to B{H) since 
Because U is unitary it is sufficient to prove that it is weakly 
continuous from G to B{H). By (1) this is so if the series 
l 
qEsp B 
is uniformly convergent on G for each f EH. This is easily seen to 
hold because 
llv~ (U (x)) (V~)- 1 p~ s IIH ~ IIP~s IIH 1. (J 1. 
for all 1. E N and cr Esp B, and 
· l . I IIP~s lit ~ llsllt . 
OESP B 1.E N 
(5. 6. 6) PROPOSITION : Let B be a symmetric algebra in ~ n R. and 
let b E T{G) r. B. Then f b{x) U{x)S dA{x) is an element of H for 
each t; in H, and 
R{b)S = I b{x) U{x)S dA{x) . 
Hence < ~ I R (b) s > = I ( ~' U(x)f;) b(x) dA(x) for all s,~ EH. 
D 
·i?roof By (8.15.2) and {8.14.14) of Edwards [2], I b(x) U(x)S dA{x) 
is an element of H if the map g from G to H, defined by 
182. 
g(x) = b(x) U(x)~ for all x E G, 
is measurable and f llg(x) IIH dA(x) is finite. It follows from (5.6.5) 
that g is continuous. The second condition holds because 
f llg(x) IIHaA(x) $ f lb(x) I IIU(xJi;II H dA(x) 
which l.S finite since G 
By (5.6.4) 
l R{b) = CJEsp B 
= l 
CJESp B 





is compact and u l.S 
l (J b {cr) (V~) -l (J v. P.~ l. l. l. iEN 
l (J ( f b (x) u(J (x) V. 
iE N l. 
I 
continuous. 
dA (x) J (V~) - I p~~ 
l. 
in H. Each of its terms is a continuous function from G to H. 
. (1) 
{2) 
Hence we can interchange the order of summation and integration 1.n (1) 
if the series in (2) is uniformly convergent on G. Then it will follow 
that 
R(b) ~ = v? l. b{x) 
= f l CJESp B dA{X) 
f b(x) U(x)I; dA(x) 
The series in (2) is uniformly convergent because 
183. 
for each cr Esp B and i EN. The last assertion is actually a 
statement of the defiL~tion of the integral in H. 
(5. 6. 7) THEOREM : Let B be a syrr::1etric homogeneous algebra in dB h 
and let R be a *-representation of B in the complex Hilbert space H. 
Let (kn) nE N be an approximate identity of L 1 (G) consisting of 
trigonometric polynomials, and let U b·e defined as in (5. 6. 5). Then 
R(b)s lim 
n-+ oo J 
for all s EH and b EB, and 
for all 
Proof . . 
l;,s EH and b 
By (3.3.10) 
. i,n B. 
lim 
n-+ oo 
kn* b(x) U(x)s dA(X) 
0 • 
Hence, as R is a continuous operator from B to B(H), 
lim IIR(b) - R(kn ~b>II = 0. 
n-+oo 
-
P(B) B n T(G) By (3.3.9) k * b J.S in = for -each n EN, n 
(5.6.6) 
R(k * b) Cs) = f kn* b(x) U(x)l; dA(x) n 
and so by 
(1) 
(2) 
for all s EH and n EN. Therefore, by (2) for each l; EH and b EB, 
R(b)s = lim 
n-+ oo 
f kn* b(x) U(x)S dA(x) . 
The second assertion follows from (5.5.6) and (1), because we may write 
· f ( C, U(x)S) b(x) dA(x) = b(x~ < C, U (x) S ) ) 
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if b .1.s then regarded as a continuous linear functional on A(G). 0 
As I have already noted, if B = Lp(G), 1 ~ p < 00 , then (5.6.7) 
reduces to (38.21) of [HR]. However (5.6.7) may be applied to, for 
example, any of the algebras A(G}F . C(G}F . Lp(G}F 1 ~ p < 00 • I I I 
Up(G)F 1 ~ p < 00 ; PF(G)F . VF F (G) , where F,F1 and F2 are I 1, 2 
subsets of I (G) • See (22.3) of [HR] for another result o f this ~ype. 
(5.6.8) We recall from (1.3.2) that a representation U of G .1.s 
irreducible iff the only subspaces of the representation space H which 
are invariant under the action of each of the operators U(x) are {O} 
and H. A similar definition applies for any *-representation of a 
synunetric homogeneous algebra B. The construction in (5.6.7) preserves 
irreducibility. 
PROPOSITION : Let B be a symmetric homogeneous convolution algebra 
in ifli and let R be a *-representation of B in the Hilbert space H. 
Let U denote the representation of G constructed in (5.6.5). Then 
R is irreduc-ible if and only if U is irreducible. 
Proof : Assume R is reducible. For each finite subset F of sp B 
define from G to C by 
wF (x) = l d CJ CJEF 
Tr(U (x)*) CJ for each X E G 
Then wF .l.S .in T (G) B I and sp so is in B. It follows from (5.6.6) 
that the limit over all such finite subsets F of 
II U (x) ~ - R (xwF) ~ II H = 0 . There exists a closed subspace K of H 
such that R(b)K ~ K for all b EB. In particular, 
R(xwF)K ~ K for all x E G and all finite subsets F of L(G), 
and so U(x)K c K for all x E G. Hence U is reducib le. 
. -
185. 
Conversely, assume U is reducible. Then there exists a closed 
subspace K of H such that U(x)K SK for all x E G. Hence if PK 
denotes the projection from H to K, we have 
all x E G. By (5.6.7) for all ~EH and b EB, 
R(b)~ = lim 
n-+ oo 
f (kn* b) (x) U(x)I'; dA(x) in H 
((kn)nE N is any approximate identity of Ll(G) consisting of 









and so R is reducible. 
J 
(k * b) (x) U (x) ~ dA (x) 
n 
(kn * b) (x) PKU(x)~ dA(x) 
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I give a list of symbols which may not be in conunon use, or which may be 
subjectPd to more than one interpre.tation, and which are used throughout 
the thesis. If terms or symbols are undefined then they are to be given 
their usual meaning, otherwise the definition is found on the page 
indicated. 
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